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PREFACE 

Science is the lost property of humanity. Mankind has made great 

efforts to reach science and science since its existence. Today, research 

studies continue in order to reach science and produce knowledge. Very 

valuable scientists are in the race to take science to the next level by 

checking the existing information. In this way, in addition to coping 

with difficulties, it becomes possible to reach new information and 

make new discoveries in every field. 

This book, which includes valuable chapters in the field of 

medicine and health sciences, consists of 10 chapters.    We are happy 

to share our book with the scientific community and our readers.    I 

heartily congratulate our esteemed writers, who put their valuable 

works into the service of humanity as a reward for a great effort. 

We dedicate this book, which includes very valuable topics, to 

the doctors and their families who lost their lives in the 6 February 

2023 earthquake. We commemorate our martyrs with mercy. Bless 

their souls. 

I would like to thank the İKSAD Publishing family, scientific 

committee, authors and readers who contributed to the preparation, 

arrangement and publication of the book. 

 Assoc. Prof. Dr. Hüseyin KAFADAR1 

1 Harran University, Medical Faculty, Department of Forensic Medicine. 

Email: dr.hkafadar@gmail.com 

ORCID: 0000-0002-6844-7517 
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INTRODUCTION 

Any sort of cell in the body that proliferates abnormally can develop 

into a malignancy (Peng & Croce, 2016). Good-natured or cancerous tumors 

are both possible. Unlike malignant growth, which is capable of spreading to 

various tissues and organs, a benign tumor does not penetrate or spread to 

nearby cells (Farhi L., 2017). There are numerous factors that can contribute 

to the development of malignancies, including chemicals, radiation, microbes, 

and viral organisms (Colditz et al., 2006; Elinav et al., 2013; Moore & Chang, 

2010). The majority of cancer-causing agents, including radiation and 

chemical carcinogens, alter DNA and result in mutations in DNA (Basu, 

2018). By promoting cell growth, tumor supporters accelerate the 

development of cancer (Alipour, 2021). Mutations result from regular DNA 

replication and are brought on by an increase in cells (Tomasetti et al., 2017). 

The estrogen hormone, pathogenic organisms like viruses and bacteria, and 

toxins like tobacco products are a few instances of tumor supporters 

(Vendramini-Costa & Carvalho, 2012). The most prevalent malignancies 

globally are lung cancer, which affects both sexes equally, and breast cancer 

in women (11.6% of all patients), subsequent to prostatic tumors (7.1%), 

colon carcinoma (6.1%), and non-melanoma derm (5.8%), gastric (5.7%), lip, 

and mouth gap (2%), incidences (Bray et al., 2018). Viral agents that cause 

cancer account for 15–20% of all human malignancies (Soto et al., 2017). 

Even though it is debatable whether or not bacteria play a part in the initiation 

of malignancies, studies have revealed that certain types of bacteria do 

(Mager, 2006). Researchers looked into the connection between being 

infected with H. pylori and the emergence of stomach tumors (Vogelmann & 

Amieva, 2007). Under the age of 10, 70–90% of people in underdeveloped 

nations have H. pylori on their bodies, whereas in industrialized countries, the 

infection rate ranges from 25–50% (Nezami et al., 2019). 

Over 60% of stomach malignancies are caused by H. pylori (Alipour, 

2021). Over 8.2% of all cancer-related deaths occur as a result of tumors in 

the stomach (Raza et al., 2020). Among all pathogens with infectious 

properties, H. pylori may be the most prevalent (Wang et al., 2014). Humans 

and Helicobacter evolved together for a minimum of 58,000 years, according 

to genetic sequencing studies (Linz et al., 2007). H. pylori is known to be 

intimately related to a number of digestive disorders ever since it was first 

discovered in 1982 (Marshall & Warren, 1984). 
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1. Helicobacter pylori 

The leading cause of tumors in the stomach, which claim the lives of 

many thousands of humans every year, is H. pylori infection, which is a 

bacterial carcinogen (Hardbower et al., 2014). H. pylori-induced harm and 

inflammation are responsible for around 75% of the overall incidence of 

stomach cancer and 5.5% of all malignancies (Parkin et al., 2005), although 

the precise processes governing tumor formation as a consequence of this 

bacterium are unclear. 

It is a microaerophilic, spiral-shaped, mobile, gram-negative 

microorganism called H. pylori (Matsunaga et al., 2018). Human stomachs are 

one of the known typical H. pylori reserves (Bachir et al., 2018). Infection 

with H. pylori typically emerges in juvenility and endures in the patient's body 

absent the use of antibiotics (Linz et al., 2007). The bacterium can spread 

between people through feces to mouth or oral to oral (Kayali et al., 2018). 

Around 15% of those who are infected with H. pylori go on to develop 

stomach ulcers, and it is thought that 50% of the population worldwide is 

regularly infected by this bacteria (Bravo et al., 2018). H. pylori infection can 

cause stomach cancer and peptic ulcers even if there are no symptoms (Khan, 

2019). Persistent gastritis; although H. pylori is symptom-free, the first phase 

of the illness results in hypochlorhydria with severe gastritis, which can 

produce feeling sick, throwing up, and a painful abdomen that subsides in a 

couple of days (B., 2019). 

A gram-negative bacterium called H. pylori preferentially settles in 

the stomach epithelium (Jr., 2016). Chronic H. pylori contamination is by far 

powerfully recognized reason for cancer in distal stomach adenocarcinoma, 

and in 1994, this microorganism was categorized in the class of Type I 

carcinogen by the WHO (Fox & Wang, 2007; Polk & Peek, 2010). Today, H. 

pylori can be detected via a quick urease test, a polymerase chain reaction 

method, histologic analysis of biopsies, and serology analysis (Mohammadian 

& Ganji, 2019). 

In spite of the difficult gastric environment, H. pylori typically 

develops during childness and can survive into adulthood without 

combination antibiotic medication (Wroblewski et al., 2010). A fascinating 

conclusion from genomic investigations is that H. pylori has been present in 

humankind for a minimum of 58,000 years and that around 50% of people 
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worldwide are affected (Linz et al., 2007), prompting a number of hypotheses 

that H. pylori is an internal origin component of the stomach microbiome. 

According to research on epidemiology, 0.1% of people who are 

diagnosed with mucosal-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT) lymphoma and 

2-3% of those with H. pylori contamination establish stomach cancer (Bagheri 

et al., 2016; Diaz et al., 2018). With its flagella, H. pylori enters the mucosa of 

the stomach, where the mucus sheet shields the bacterium from the stomach's 

acidic environment (Ruch & Engel, 2017). Over 20% of H. pylori lineages 

cling to the stomach epithelium cells' membrane (Hessey et al., 1990). 

Bacterial ingredients with a unique lineage, host genetic components, 

modifications in the stem cell niche, and effects of the environment, including 

the host microbiome and food, all have efficacy for the pathological result of 

illness caused by H. pylori (Wroblewski & Peek, 2013). 

2. GASTRIC CANCER 

With an estimated 723,000 fatalities from gastric adenocarcinoma in 

2012 and a fewer than 15% overall survival rate after five years in the USA, it 

is the third majority fatality caused by carcinoma worldwide (de Martel et al., 

2012; Ferlay et al., 2015; Parkin et al., 2005). 

Adenocarcinoma is the most typical form of gastric malignancy; 

however, lymphoma and leiomyosarcoma are other possibilities (Jr., 2016). 

Histology shows that two separate forms of adenocarcinoma of the stomach 

may be characterized: diffuse type stomach carcinoma, which is composed of 

cancerous cells that are on their own entering but don't succeed in developing 

constructions that contain glands, and intestinal type carcinoma, which 

develops through a series of distinct histologic stages (Correa, 1992). There 

are four different subcategories of gastric cancer according to a molecular 

categorization that was suggested following the latest thorough molecular 

examination of about 300 primary stomach cancers (Cancer Genome Atlas 

Research, 2014). Gene expression information was utilized by Cristescu et al. 

to categorize tumors of the stomach into four molecular subgroups. The 

preliminary category consists of microsatellite instability-high tumors (MSI) 

that develop in the stomach gap and have the most available general disease 

assessment of the minimum relapse frequency. An average prognosis is given 

by tumor protein 53 (TP53) active and passive variants, with the inactive 

variants offering a poorer outcome than the active variant. The mesenchymal-
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like kind, which makes up the fourth subcategory, has the poorest prognosis 

and maximum relapse frequency (Cristescu et al., 2015). 

Over the last hundred years, there has been a dramatic reduction in 

the number of diagnoses of cancer of the stomach in industrialized nations, 

primarily as a result of a fall in intestinal-type adenocarcinomas in the distal 

part of the internal organ in which the major part of the digestion of food 

occurs (Fuchs & Mayer, 1995; Howson et al., 1986). On the other hand, 

proximal stomach adenocarcinomas, along with those originating at the 

junction between the stomach and esophagus, are becoming more common in 

Europe and the USA (Blot et al., 1991; Pera et al., 1993). 

3. EPIDEMOLOGY OF H. pylori CONTAMINATION 

AND GASTRIC MALIGNANCIES 

A major potential risk for stomach tumors, of which malignant tumors 

formed from glandular structures in the epithelial tissue of the stomach 

account for 90% of cases, is unquestionably H. pylori infection (Noto & Peek, 

2012). In the latest research of 114 histology-confirmed patients with stomach 

cancer from Eastern Libya, the total frequency of contamination for H. pylori 

was 63.2%; transmission is increasingly prevalent in contrast to diffuse 

carcinoma (55.3%), intestinal type stomach carcinoma (71.7%), and malign 

lymphoma (66.6%), which are more common (Elzouki et al., 2012). 

According to the position of the anatomical structure, the efficacy of 

H. pylori contamination on carcinomas of the stomach can differ (Wang et al., 

2014). In high H. pylori endemic regions, patients rarely experience proximal 

gastric (cardia and gastroesophageal junction) tumors because they have 

distinct epidemiologic and pathophysiologic characteristics (Kamangar et al., 

2006). For instance, H. pylori contamination or Barrett's esophagus may not 

be linked to adenocarcinoma of the gastroesophageal junction (Kamada, 

2012). 

The extranodal lymphoma known as stomach MALT lymphoma is 

primarily accomplished by tiny, anatomically diverse B cells (Wang et al., 

2014). The connection between H. pylori contamination and the emergence of 

stomach MALT lymphomas is nowadays widely known (Wang et al., 2014). 

An exhaustive analysis of 1,844 patients who were eliminated from 38 

research investigations found that the median frequency of H. pylori 

contamination in maltoma was 79%, with low-grade cases having a higher 

probability of becoming infected with it (79%) than advanced cases (60%) of 
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the disease (Asenjo & Gisbert, 2007). For 60-80% of MALT lymphoma 

patients, the removal of H. pylori brought about a full cure (Kusters et al., 

2006; Zullo et al., 2010) and as many as 64% of individuals experienced a 10-

year maintained cure (Wundisch et al., 2012). As a result, the norm of therapy 

for people with stomach MALT lymphoma now includes the elimination of H. 

pylori (Wang et al., 2014). 

4. VIRULENCE FACTORS AFFECTING H. pylori 

GASTRIC PATHOGENESIS 

The probability of being diagnosed with gastric adenocarcinoma after 

H. pylori infection is significantly affected by microbial virulence indicators 

(Jr., 2016). Numerous virulence factors made by H. pylori can disrupt 

intracellular communication networks in the host and reduce the threshold for 

neoplastic transformation (Wang et al., 2014). Three major pathogenic 

virulence indicators are VacA (vacuolation cytotoxin A), CagA (cytotoxin-

associated gene A), and its pathogenicity island (Cag-PAI) (Wang et al., 

2014). 

One of the H. pylori pathogenicity indicators, Cag-PAI, a 40 kDa 

DNA insert component comprising nucleotide sequences encoding amino acid 

chains that constitute a type IV bacterial secretion system (T4SS), is 

indubitably connected to an increased danger of acquiring malignancy. 

Through its passage through microbial and epithelial barriers, Cag-T4SS 

delivers attached H. pylori, transferring CagA to host cells (Fischer et al., 

2001; Kwok et al., 2007; Odenbreit et al., 2000; Shaffer et al., 2011). 

4.1. The Role of CagA in Inflamed Stomach and 

Tumorigenesis 

Another of the virulence indicators that lead to cancer of the gastric is 

the H. pylori Cag-PAI (Sgouras et al., 2015). Cag-PAI is a 40 kb DNA insert 

component that contains 27–31 genes that code the CagA and the various 

proteins that collectively constitute the Cag-T4SS (Backert et al., 2015). Cells 

of interest are able to be "given an injection" with CagA using the injector-

like pilus structure that T4SS creates (Wang et al., 2014). CagA's movement 

inside the host cells involves connecting to the extracellular domain of the 

α5β1 integrin, which is a crucial step (Jimenez-Soto et al., 2009). When in the 

cytoplasm of the host tissue, CagA can attach to the inside layer of the cell 

barrier and be phosphorylated from tyrosine by Src family kinases to form 
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glutamic acid – proline – isoleucine - 4-hydroxyphenylalanine (also known as 

tyrosine) - 2-aminopropanoic acid (also known as alanine) (EPIYA) pattern 

(Wang et al., 2014). In order to stimulate downstream signaling networks like 

the MEK (mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase)/ERK (extracellular signal-

regulated kinase) way, the nuclear factor κB (NF-κB) way, and the β-catenin 

way, phosphorylated and non-phosphorylated CagA communicates with a 

variety of host amino acid chains (Mueller et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2012). The 

capability of stomach epithelial cells to proliferate will be enhanced by these 

alterations (Wang et al., 2014). 

In addition to serving as CagA's intracellular target, Src-homology 

protein tyrosine phosphatase 2 (SHP2) serves as an essential modulator of the 

downstream signaling that CagA causes (Wang et al., 2014). Tyrosine 

phosphorylated CagA may only attach to SHP2 and activate the SHP2-Ras-

ERK signal in AGS cells, stomach cancer cells from primary culture, to cause 

Ras-addicted and unaddicted signaling (Wang et al., 2014). The 

"hummingbird phenotype", defined as lengthening of cells and dispersion, 

results from a breakdown of epithelial cell polarization caused by CagA-

mediated SHP2 signaling (Wang et al., 2014). Focal adhesion kinase (FAK) is 

dephosphorylated and rendered inactive as a consequence of a connection 

between CagA and SHP2, which causes the lengthening of cells (Lee et al., 

2012; Mueller et al., 2012). 

There are numerous molecules that non-phosphorylated CagA can 

target (Wang et al., 2014). Research has recently found that CagA may, in a 

CagA-unaddicted way, stimulate the HGF (hepatocyte growth factor)/SF 

(scatter factor) c-Met receptor and adapter protein Grb2 (Mimuro, 2002), 

cause phospholipase C gamma (PLCγ) phosphorylation, and prevent the 

creation of the E-cadherin/β-catenin complex (Murata-Kamiya et al., 2007; 

Wroblewski et al., 2010). Furthermore, unphosphorylated CagA is acting like 

a suppression of PAR1b/MARK2 (PAR1b/MARK2) with kinase cleavage 

problems resulting in unusual signals of protein kinase C, which results in the 

breakdown of tight junctions and the loss of cell polarization (Kaplan-Turkoz, 

2012). 

The function of the C-terminal domain, which includes three EPIYA 

patterns and is tyrosine phosphorylated by the Abl and Src kinases in 

eukaryotic cells, has received a lot of interest (Wang et al., 2014). When the 

N-terminal of not-phosphorylated CagA interacts with several junctional 

proteins, such as E-cadherin, zonula occludens-1, and junctional adhesion 
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molecule A, it attacks the cell membrane, disrupts the epithelial cell's apical 

junctional complex, loses the polarization of cells, and triggers pro-

inflammatory and mitogenic reactions (Wang et al., 2014). Malignant 

transformation and intestinal metaplasia are known to be facilitated by these 

mechanisms (Kaplan-Turkoz, 2012). Also, numerous intrinsic collaborators 

communicate with the CagA N-terminal domain (Wang et al., 2014). For 

instance, CagA changes the interaction between p53-2 (ASPP2) and p53 

apoptosis-stimulating proteins to enhance proteasomal degradation of p53 

(Buti et al., 2011), it deactivates the gastric tumor suppressor Runt-associated 

transcription factor 3 (RUNX3) (Tsang et al., 2010) and increases Lys 63-

dependent ubiquitination of transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β)-activated 

kinase 1 (TAK1) through tumor necrosis factor receptor-associated factor 6 

(TRAF6)-mediated (Lamb et al., 2009). Additionally, CagA is capable of 

translocating into host cells because its N-terminal domain has an attachment 

component for the ectodomain of the α5β1 integrin (Wang et al., 2014). 

Intestinal and diffuse gastric cancer risk is 5.8-fold higher in people 

with H. pylori types expressing CagA than in people without the infection (Jr., 

2016). The risk of being diagnosed with distal gastric cancer is only 2.2 times 

higher in H. pylori types without CagA than in individuals with no infection 

(Parsonnet et al., 1997). Based on an analysis that combines the results of 

multiple scientific investigations looking at the risks of developing 

malignancy, forms of H. pylori that include CagA are two times more likely 

than CagA-negative types to cause distal adenocarcinoma of the stomach 

(Huang et al., 2003). 

4.2. The Role of VacA in Inflamed Stomach and 

Tumorigenesis 

By means of a type V autotransport secretion mechanism, H. pylori 

releases the vacuolation cytotoxin (VacA) (Wang et al., 2014). A 88 kDa 

protein known as VacA is made up of the p33 and p55 subsections (Wang et 

al., 2014). Although p33 (33 kDa, N-terminal) is an internal duct for chlorine 

ion transportation, the p55 (55 kDa, C-terminal) sections are necessary for an 

antigenic poison, specifically one generated or reproduced by microbes that, if 

found in the body in nominal quantity, causes illness, to attach to host cells. 

There are numerous biologic functions for VacA (Wang et al., 2014). 

Although every type of H. pylori contains VacA, there are notable variations 

in VacA sequences (Jr., 2016). The most diverse parts are the 5' region of the 
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nucleotide sequence encoding the signal sequence and the NH2- terminal of 

the released antigenic poison, specifically one generated or reproduced by 

microbes that, if found in the body in nominal quantity, causes illness (allele 

types s1a, s1b, s1c, or s2), an intermediate region (allele types i1 or i2), and an 

intermediate region (allele types m1 or m2) (Atherton et al., 1995; Rhead et 

al., 2007). Significant associations exist between stomach cancer and variants 

bearing the type s1, i1, or m1 alleles (Atherton et al., 1995; Atherton et al., 

1997; Miehlke et al., 2000). It attaches to host cells and is taken up, causing a 

serious "vacuolation" that is marked by a mass of enormous vesicles that 

share characteristics with both late endosomes and early lysosomes (Wang et 

al., 2014). By inducing the secretion of cytochrome c, the movement of the 

mitochondrial transmembrane potential (ΔΨm), and the stimulation of the 

pro-apoptotic factor Bcl-2-associated X protein (Bax), VacA may be 

additionally transported to mitochondria, which can result in death (Rassow & 

Meinecke, 2012). Since inhibiting DRP1-addicted mitochondrial fission in 

VacA-toxicated cells suppresses Bax stimulation and mitochondrial outer 

membrane permeability (MOMP) and prevents the fatality of toxic cells, the 

stimulation of dynamin-associated protein 1 (DRP1) could have a crucial role 

throughout the VacA-induced disruption of mitochondria (Jain et al., 2011). 

Additionally, VacA may destroy epithelial cells' tight junctions and block T 

lymphocytes from proliferating and activating in the lamina propria (Wang et 

al., 2014). The other way that VacA causes inflammatory conditions in the 

stomach and aids in the initiation of stomach carcinoma is by interfering with 

autophagy (Palframan et al., 2012; Raju et al., 2012). 

The carcinogenic capability of H. pylori may be influenced by VacA 

because it interferes with the β-catenin signal cascade (Jones et al., 2010). 

Through PI3K (phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase), which phosphorylates GSK3β 

(glycogen synthase kinase 3β), VacA stimulates Akt (commonly referred to as 

protein kinase B) (Nakayama et al., 2009). Two of the protein kinases known 

as PDK1 (3-phosphoinositide-dependent kinase 1) and mTORC2 (mammalian 

target of rapamycin complex 2) that connect to PIP3 phosphorylate and 

stimulate Akt (Yudushkin, 2019). GSK-3β controls cellular survival and 

growth, which Akt phosphorylation inhibits (Gao et al., 2019; Manning & 

Toker, 2017). GSK3 is structurally active at rest (Badimon et al., 2019). 

According to the condition of lack of ligand, β-catenin is phosphorylated by 

GSK3, which is a part of the cytoplasmic complex, which includes the 

adenomatous polyposis coli protein (APC), auxin, and β-catenin (Vallee & 
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Lecarpentier, 2016). Following that, phosphorylated β-catenin is ubiquitinated 

and degraded by the proteasome (Singh et al., 2018). When VacA is present, 

GSK3β is deactivated, resulting in a buildup of β-catenin in the plasm 

(Bowley et al., 2007). In order to trigger the transcription of β-catenin 

addicted genes like cyclin D1, β-catenin goes into the nucleus and then 

functions as a co-activator of TCF (T cell factor) and LEF (lymphoid 

enhancing factor) transcription factors (Lang et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019). 

Human malignancies, particularly cyclin D1 overexpression, are related 

(Diehl, 2002). 

Interesting novel theories propose that CagA and VacA can counter-

regulate one another to control host cell reactions (Jr., 2016). In particular, 

CagA inhibits VacA's induction of programmed cell death and stimulates a 

cell survivability cascade that is controlled by MAPK and the anti-apoptotic 

protein MCL1 (Backert & Tegtmeyer, 2010). The opposite actions of VacA 

and CagA can be cell line-specific, according to a new investigation (Jr., 

2016). In vivo creation monitoring of the stomach epithelial layer revealed 

that Lgr5 (leucine-rich repeat-containing G protein-coupled receptor 5)-

positive cells are self-regenerating, multipotent stem cells in charge of the 

stomach epithelium's continuous regeneration (Barker et al., 2010). When 

compared to cancer patients who are not affected by H. pylori, the community 

of Lgr5+ epithelium is larger in people with cancer of the stomach who have 

this infection (Jr., 2016). In addition, evidence that Lgr5+ epithelium are a 

particular goal for H. pylori comes from the fact that these Lgr5+ epithelium 

are far more vulnerable to DNA disturbance caused by oxidation compared to 

Lgr5-deficient ones (Uehara, 2013). 

Autophagy is initiated in differentiated gastric epithelial cells by 

digesting cytoplasmic CagA, and attachment of VacA to the epithelium 

receptor LRP1 causes a reduction of cytoplasmic glutathione and permits an 

overabundance of reactive oxygen species, which in turn triggers consumption 

of the body’s own tissue (Tsugawa et al., 2012). Contrary to expectations, 

CagA was discovered to build up in stomach epithelium that expresses CD44 

variation 9, a stem cell indicator (Jr., 2016). Due to their capacity to resist 

reactive oxygen species, these cancer stem-like cells do not undergo 

autophagy, which prevents CagA from being degraded (Jr., 2016). These 

findings generally imply that the bacterial oncoprotein CagA can survive in a 

subset of host cells with progenitor-like characteristics that can impose long-
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term harmful impacts on the host and possibly reduce the magnitude that must 

be exceeded for tumorigenesis (Tsugawa et al., 2012). 

4.3. Stomach Carcinoma and Helicobacter Outer 

Membrane Proteins 

Cancer of the stomach has been related to three proteins found in the 

outer membrane of the H. pylori bacteria: HomB, HopQ, and HopH (OipA) 

(Braga et al., 2019; Cover, 2016). There is no known external inflammatory 

protein antigen (OipA) receptor in particular (Posselt et al., 2013). The signal 

transducer and activator of transcription 1 (STAT-1) is phosphorylated as a 

result of H. pylori OipA (Alarcon-Millan et al., 2019). STAT is 

phosphorylated by a Janus kinase (JAK), a non-receptor tyrosine kinase 

linked with cytokine receptors (Alipour, 2021). The cytokine-excited 

JAK/STAT signaling pathway is the name given to this signaling network 

(Xin et al., 2020). The interferon γ-activated sequence (GAS) is bound by 

phosphorylated STAT1, which first forms a homodimer in the cytoplasm 

before moving to the nucleus to stimulate the production of interferon γ-

induced genes (Alipour, 2021). Another effect of the interferon γ signal is the 

phosphorylation of STAT3, which connects to the GAS element and triggers 

the activation of genes relating to or causing inflammation in a part of the 

body (Ismael et al., 2018; Owen et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2013). Reactive 

oxygen and nitrogen species are created during inflammation to combat 

disease-causing agents, but these agents also have the ability to damage DNA, 

which can lead to cancer-causing mutations (Kay et al., 2019). The transport 

of the CagA protein in the cell is made possible by the HopQ external 

membrane protein, which interacts with CEACAM on the outside tier of the 

gastric epithelial cell (Koniger et al., 2016). HopQ in H. pylori is an important 

hallmark of stomach cancer because it makes it easier for CagA protein to go 

within cells (Brush, 2019; Xia, 2019). HomB, a gastric tumor-associated 

external membrane protein, mediates the attachment of H. pylori to stomach 

epithelial cells (Oleastro & Menard, 2013; Talebi Bezmin Abadi et al., 2011). 

Inflammation probably results from HomB attaching to the stomach 

epithelium (Oleastro et al., 2008). 
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5. THE MANNER OF DEVELOPMENT OF STOMACH 

CANCERS IS CONTROLLED BY HOST AND 

PERIPHERAL AGENTS 

Additionally, host polymorphisms affect the likelihood of developing 

cancer of the stomach (Jr., 2016). In those with H. pylori infection, there is a 

rise in the pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-1β, which limits the release of acids 

(Jr., 2016). Comparing people who have genotypes that limit IL-1β expression 

to those without it, we found that those with large grades of IL-1β 

polymorphism had a considerably higher risk of hypochlorhydria, stomach 

atrophy, and distal stomach carcinoma in the setting of being contaminated 

with H. pylori (El-Omar et al., 2000). A genetically predisposed person's 

chance of acquiring gastric cancer is further enhanced by the presence of an 

especially lethal strain of H. pylor (Jr., 2016). People with H. pylori VacA s1-

allel or CagA+ strain infections that contain strongly expressed IL-

1β polymorphisms are at a 25-fold or 87-fold higher danger of getting 

stomach carcinoma than people without such infections (Figueiredo et al., 

2002). TNF-α is a cytokine that relates to or causes inflammation of a part of 

the body that limits acid generation, much like IL-1β, and polymorphisms that 

enhance TNF-α expression are linked to an enhanced risk of getting 

carcinoma of the stomach and its precursors in an infection of H. pylori (El-

Omar et al., 2003). 

 The possibility of growing a stomach tumor is enhanced by 

environmental variables, including nutrition (Jr., 2016). The foods that are 

most frequently connected to an enhanced danger of getting stomach 

carcinoma include those that are salty, pickled, smoke-dried, or badly stored, 

as well as diets that are high in meat and low in fruits and vegetables (Epplein 

et al., 2008; Gonzalez et al., 2006; Gonzalez et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2010; 

Kim et al., 2004; Ren et al., 2012; Tsugane & Sasazuki, 2007). The two 

factors most strongly connected to an enhanced danger of being diagnosed 

with a tumor of the gastric organ in the setting of an infection with H. pylori 

are iron deficiency and excessive salt consumption in the diet (Lee et al., 

2003; Noto et al., 2013; Shikata et al., 2006). 

Although human experiments have demonstrated that various 

elements of the stomach microbiome may affect the advancement of stomach 

disease, H. pylori infection remains the biggest accepted associated danger for 

the onset of stomach carcinoma (Jr., 2016). Thus, it was discovered that 
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antibiotic treatment for H. pylori dramatically decreased the risk of 

malignancies in the stomach in a 15-year follow-up investigation involving 

3365 participants (Jr., 2016). The result of this investigation, that fewer than 

50% of those who got antibiotics remained H. pylori-free after 15 years of 

follow-up, is especially intriguing (Ma et al., 2012). This shows that antibiotic 

treatment can change the non-H. pylori microbiome in a manner that lessens 

the occurrence of carcinoma of the stomach (Jr., 2016). 

Fatness is widely recognized to increase the risk of over 20 varieties 

of cancer, such as gallbladder, hepatic, and stomach cancers (Li et al., 2012; 

Shen et al., 2012; Wang, 2012). Clinical experiments in epidemiology have 

shown that individuals with metabolic disorders and who are overweight have 

a higher incidence of infection with H. pylori (Albaker, 2011; Li et al., 2012; 

Marie, 2008). Increased glucose levels in the blood, known as insulin 

resistance, and infection with H. pylori are being shown to be directly related 

(Demir et al., 2008). 

5.1. H. pylori and Iron 

The connection among H. pylori contamination and iron deficiency 

anemia (IDA) is becoming more and more clear, especially in sporadic 

instances of people who appear with IDA who are resistant to iron 

supplements and in the majority of children with IDA (Queiroz, Harris, et al., 

2013; Yamanouchi et al., 2014). Given that IDA affects 30% of people and is 

linked to mental and developmental disruption, H. pylori generally has 

considerable adverse effects on pediatric IDA in environments with poor 

supplies (Queiroz, Rocha, et al., 2013). Another finding is that indicators of a 

lack of iron are related to a higher danger of stomach carcinoma (Noto et al., 

2013). As a result, H. pylori can lead to nominal iron rates, which may 

enhance the effects of H. pylori contamination (Amieva & Peek, 2016). 

Due to iron restriction, an old congenital immune barrier against 

infection, iron is a crucial particle for nearly all life forms but a limiting 

supply for bacteria that infiltrate the human body (Amieva & Peek, 2016). 

The epithelium layer keeps germs from colonizing the mucosal layers away 

from interstitial and intracellular iron supplies, whereas high-affinity chelators 

like iron, ferritin, transfferin, and hemoglobin keep these resources in the 

body (Cassat & Skaar, 2013). Neutrophils release lactoferrin, which closely 

attaches independent iron to the mucosal superficies to famish the germs in 

the inflamed stomach mucosa (Choe et al., 2003). Additionally, inflammation 
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causes the main iron metabolism modulator hepcidin to be up-regulated, 

which initiates an iron reduction reaction against an infectious bacterium that 

can cause disease by obstructing iron absorption in the gut (Cassat & Skaar, 

2013). 

Numerous methods of capturing iron have been developed by H. 

pylori, and all of them can have consequences that lead to gastric disease 

(Amieva & Peek, 2016). For instance, H. pylori expresses a wide range of 

transporters in the membrane that are capable of absorbing solubility kinds of 

iron, like ferrous ferric citrate particles and ferrous ions (Velayudhan et al., 

2000). This kind of iron is typically insoluble, but because of the acidic 

environment in the gastric lumen, nutritional ferric iron is soluble and is kept 

in solution in combination with ascorbic acid (Conrad & Schade, 1968). Thus, 

H. pylori may immediately utilize a supply of soluble iron found in acidic 

stomach juice (Amieva & Peek, 2016). Nonetheless, due to its inability to 

thrive in the acidic stomach lumen and preference for staying near the 

epithelium superficies, where it releases urease enzymes to buffer its local 

environment, H. pylori is able to obtain this supply of iron (Amieva & Peek, 

2016). Long-term H. pylori infection frequently results in reduced stomach 

acid and ascorbic acid output, which lowers the amount of soluble iron 

available to H. pylori and leads to IDA (Annibale et al., 2003). Furthermore, 

lactoferrin also decreases the amount of free iron that is available close to the 

mucosa and can be a contributing cause of IDA (Choe et al., 2003). 

Hepcidin up-regulation in reaction to H. pylori infection may 

potentially decrease the host's capacity to use iron and result in IDA (Amieva 

& Peek, 2016). For instance, iron taken by mouth is ineffective for treating 

iron insufficiency caused by H. pylori until antibiotics are used to completely 

destroy the bacterium (Amieva & Peek, 2016). Therapy of H. pylori-infected 

kids with IDA with iron via oral medication failed to decrease blood levels of 

hepcidin, indicating that full elimination of the bacterium is necessary to 

return healthy iron equilibrium (Azab & Esh, 2013). Mainly expressed in the 

parietal cells of the stomach glands, stomach hepcidin is enhanced by H. 

pylori contamination, but recovers to its baseline level following elimination 

(Schwarz, 2012). 

It wouldn't be unexpected that H. pylori creates new ways of 

acquiring iron from the host, given that infection with the bacteria affects 

acid, hepcidin, and lactoferrin and causes a drop in free iron (Amieva & Peek, 

2016). H. pylori is not creating siderophores, known to be tiny particles that 
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may snare iron from the host and other germs, in contrast to several other 

symbiotic and pathogenic microorganisms that reside on mucosal surfaces 

(Amieva & Peek, 2016). H. pylori may in fact utilize lactoferrin as a reservoir 

of iron, yet only when it is completely fed with iron, according to in vitro 

research with specified medium (Amieva & Peek, 2016). The identical 

research has demonstrated that H. pylori may draw iron from 

satiated hemoglobin and transferrin (Senkovich et al., 2010). As a result, H. 

pylori utilizes both iron from food as well as interior host iron stores that are 

stored beyond the epithelial layer (Amieva & Peek, 2016). 

CagA and VacA have both been shown to be critical to their capacity 

to colonize the epithelial superficies in the presence of a reduced iron supply 

(Tan et al., 2011). Iron-satiated transferrin was induced to enter infected 

epithelial cells by the injection of CagA in the epithelium (Amieva & Peek, 

2016). Additionally, it altered the polarization of cells to impair transferrin 

reuse and cause its transcytosis across the epithelial cells (Amieva & Peek, 

2016). Additionally, VacA changed endosomal trafficking, which affected 

transferrin and its receptor's mislocalization (Amieva & Peek, 2016). Due to 

these cellular impacts, it has been postulated that H. pylori virulence 

indicators assist in the viability of bacteria in vivo in the presence of a reduced 

iron supply (Amieva & Peek, 2016). H. pylori variants obtained from 

individuals with minimal ferritin levels in humans at risk for cancer of the 

stomach induced the strongest inflammatory reactions when cultured together 

with stomach epithelial cells (Amieva & Peek, 2016). 

5.2. H. pylori and Salt 

Most human investigations have found a connection between 

excessive salt intake and a higher risk of stomach cancer (Lee et al., 2003; 

Tsugane, 2005). Salt can control gene expression in a number of microbial 

infections, including H. pylori (Cameron et al., 2012). It's intriguing to learn 

that only in specific types of H. pylori does CagA expression increase when 

exposed to high salinity terms (Loh et al., 2012; Loh et al., 2007), according 

to transcriptional and proteomic analyses. Using this information as a basis, in 

those with H. pylori's clinical isolates, Loh et al. mapped the CagA promoter 

and found a specific DNA motif (TAATGA) in 1 or 2 duplicates (Amieva & 

Peek, 2016). Salt-excited up-regulation of CagA could usually be more 

extensively seen in types with 2 duplicates of the TAATGA pattern than in 

types with 1 copy, which provided further evidence in mutagenesis testing 

that both duplicates of the pattern are required (Amieva & Peek, 2016). 
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Utilizing 7.13, a particular carcinogenic variant of H. pylori, Gaddy et 

al. examined the impact of an overly salty food intake on germ-excited 

malignancy in rodents, especially gerbils (Gaddy et al., 2013). Compared to 

infected rodents on standard nutrition, gerbils fed a diet with excessive salt 

had a much greater risk of gastric adenocarcinoma detection (Gaddy et al., 

2013). Infected gerbils on a diet containing a lot of salt additionally 

experienced increased gastric inflammation (Gaddy et al., 2013), and animals 

developing malignancy had parietal cell loss, elevated levels of stomach 

mucosal IL1B, and hypochlorhydria. Gerbils contaminated with an isogenic 

mutant type that is CagA-negative and whose nutrition is overly salty showed 

less stomach inflammation and neither hypochlorhydria nor stomach cancer 

(Amieva & Peek, 2016). The initiation of stomach cancer was not triggered by 

a salt-rich diet in gerbils that were not afflicted (Gaddy et al., 2013). These 

findings support the hypothesis that CagA+ H. pylori variants have an 

enhanced ability to cause cancer (Amieva & Peek, 2016). 

These findings suggest a number of possible approaches by which 

nutrition may promote the formation of stomach cancer (Amieva & Peek, 

2016). Nutritional elements may harm the mucosa directly, which would then 

allow more carcinogens to enter the stomach tissue and cause cancer (Amieva 

& Peek, 2016). By communicating with intestinal immune receptors (Tilg, 

2012), several food substances alter intestinal immunity, and comparable 

reactions can take place in the stomach. Dietary factors can influence the 

microbial community in the stomach or encourage the effuse of pathogenic H. 

pylori strains (Amieva & Peek, 2016). Nutritional variables, such as folic acid 

intake, may additionally impact epigenetic alterations by protecting against 

universal DNA methylation loss and reducing the initiation of an inflamed 

stomach and dysplasia in mice affected by bacteria (Gonda et al., 2012). As a 

result of raising the expression and functionality of the CagA gene in people 

who have H. pylori contamination, increased consumption of salt in food 

impacts the disease potential of H. pylori, as has recently been confirmed. 

(Amieva & Peek, 2016; Gaddy et al., 2013). 

6. CONCLUSION 

Knowing the risk indicators of gastric adenocarcinoma is essential to 

recognizing those who are most at risk of getting the illness, which accounts 

for a significant portion of fatalities caused by cancer globally. One of the 

most typical diseases in people that can lead to gastric carcinoma is H. pylori 

infection. Most H. pylori-affected people will never acquire stomach cancer, 
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despite the fact that around fifty percent of the global population has been 

infected with the bacteria. Through particular virulence indicators, including 

H. pylori, CagA, VagA, and outer membrane protein types, a number of 

variables, including host-specific and external influences, contribute to the 

development of cancer of the stomach. It opens up networks of signals that 

promote cellular growth, making it necessary to diagnose infected people in a 

lab. Programmed cell death, tumor suppressor genes, and modified cell 

growth are some examples of epigenetic alterations that can take place. 

Associated variables like host genetics, food, external variables, and 

alterations in the microbiota all affect the risk of acquiring cancer of the 

stomach, especially virulence characteristics unique to each type of H. pylori. 

Further investigations may focus on inactivating CagA and VacA as 

potential targets for treatment since they promote cell proliferation and trigger 

cancer of the stomach. With a greater comprehension of the molecular 

processes behind H. pylori-induced ichor and stomach tumorigenesis, it will 

be feasible to develop more effective treatments for stomach cancer. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cadmium (Cd) is known to cause oxidative stress and tissue damage. 

Exposure sources for living things are water, air, and soil. The sources of 

inhalation exposure are industrial activities, the burning of fossil fuels, and 

smoking.(Patrick, 2003; Rani, Kumar, Lal, & Pant, 2014; Yan & Allen, 2021) 

Cd is highly accumulated in the kidney, liver, pancreas, and lung. Cd 

indirectly produces superoxide, hydroxyl and nitric oxide radicals. This metal 

displaces iron and copper in proteins in the cytoplasm and membrane, leading 

to free radical formation. The free and weakly bound copper and iron ion 

levels increase for the Fenton reaction. Copper causes oxidative stress leading 

to pathological disorders in the liver, kidney and brain. Lipid peroxidation is 

the primary mechanism in  Cd poisoning resulting from oxidative stress. Lipid 

peroxidation is a chain reaction. Free radicals damage the cell membrane and 

disrupt its structure as a result of lipid peroxidation.(Gong et al., 2021; 

Ingawale, Mandlik, & Naik, 2014; Jomova & Valko, 2011; Wiwanitkit, 2008) 

The mechanisms of acute poisoning with Cd include decreased glutathione, 

formation of superoxide ions. Cd-mediated augmented free oxygen groups 

cause lipid peroxidation and subsequent DNA destruction. Cd is not rapidly 

excreted by the kidneys, it accumulates and causes kidney damage. It also 

increases the tendency of kidney stone formation. There is a defense 

mechanism called antioxidant to prevent the harmful effects of ROS.(Jie Liu 

et al., 2008; J. Liu, Qu, & Kadiiska, 2009; Wang et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2016) 

Curcumin is obtained from turmeric (Indian saffron), which is a 

yellow color spice. Curcumin has anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, 

anticarcinogenic, antidiabetic, antiviral and neuroprotective effects. It 

facilitates the removal of many reactive oxygen radicals, especially 

superoxide anions. It has also been reported that it protects cellular 

macromolecules by scavenging ROS against oxidative damage and inhibiting 

lipid peroxidation.(Kotha & Luthria, 2019; Naik, Thakare, & Patil, 2011; Zia, 

Farkhondeh, Pourbagher-Shahri, & Samarghandian, 2021) It has also been 

reported that curcumin administration decreased glutathione (GSH) levels in 

Cd-induced nephrotoxicity in rats.(Tarasub, Tarasub, & Devakul Na 

Ayutthaya, 2011) 

Resveratrol has been described for its effect as a powerful 

antioxidant. Resveratrol prevents the formation of free radicals. Resveratrol is 

one of the most researched polyphenols for its ability to scavenge free 

radicals. Its antioxidant activity is attributed to the ribonucleotide, its 
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reductase inhibition ability, and the cyclooxygenase transcription ability in 

DNA polymerase activity. Scavenges free radicals, prevents DNA damage 

and LDL oxidation by inhibiting lipid peroxidation caused by these free 

radicals. Resveratrol plays a regulatory role in inflammatory events, 

atherosclerosis, and carcinogenesis. In addition, antioxidant, 

anticyclooxygenase, lipid, and lipoprotein metabolism-regulating effects of 

resveratrol have also been demonstrated.(Galiniak, Aebisher, & Bartusik-

Aebisher, 2019; Malaguarnera, 2019; Shaito et al., 2020) Cirmi et al. reported 

that oxidative stress increased in Cd-exposed mice and that the levels of 

antioxidant enzymes increased significantly when Curcumin, Resveratrol and 

Bergamot Juice were administered to mice alone or in combination.(Cirmi et 

al., 2021) 

In recent years, the effects of antioxidant products have been 

investigated by genetic, biochemical and histopathologic methods to prevent 

the damage caused by Cd exposure. In these studies, some results have been 

obtained by using genetic, biochemical and histopathological methods.  In 

recent years, current studies include the research and development of new 

drugs with antioxidant properties against Cd toxicity. We aimed to determine 

the effects of Curcumin and Resveratrol against Cd-induced oxidative stress 

in rat kidney tissue. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Ethical Statement  

Study procedures were conducted within the framework of guidelines 

approved by the local ethics committee for animal experiments at Çanakkale 

Onsekiz Mart University Faculty of Medicine (2021/02-07; 05.03.2021). 

2.2. Study design and animals 

This work was supported by Çanakkale Onsekiz Mart University The 

Scientific Research Coordination Unit (Project number: THD-2021-3626). 

Female Wistar rats weighing (200±25) g were housed in clean plastic cages 

under standard temperature and humidity conditions. The animals were fed on 

a standard laboratory pellet diet and sterile water. Inclusion criteria in this 

study are (a)  healthy rats and no abnormalities,  (b)  four-month-old-female,  

(c) weight  250-300  grams.  Exclusion criteria are,  (a)  disability or disorder 

rats,  (b)  the dead rats after treatment.  
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There were randomized design into five groups as follows (six rats in 

each group): 

• Group 1: control 

• Group 2: CdCl2 (1 mg/kg, I.P. (Dkhil et al., 2020))  for 10 days 

• Group 3: Curcumin (200 mg/kg/day gavage) for 4 weeks(Takhtfooladi 

& Takhtfooladi, 2019) 

• Group 4: CdCl2 (1 mg/kg, I.P.) 10 days + Curcumin (200 mg/kg/day 

gavage) for 4 weeks (from the day of Cd administration) 

• Group 5: Resveratrol (10 mg/kg/day gavage) for 4 weeks(Grujić-

Milanović et al., 2022) 

• Group 6: CdCl2 (1 mg/kg, I.P.) 10 days + Resveratrol (10 mg/kg/day 

gavage) for 4 weeks (from the day of Cd administration). 

The experimental and sacrificial procedures of our study were 

performed under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia.(Cosar et al., 2012) No animal 

died due to drug treatment. 

2.3. Spectrophotometric Analysis 

The kidney was washed in ice-cold 1.15% KCl and homogenized. It 

was then centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 30 minutes and experiments were 

performed on the supernatant obtained. Tissue samples taken for 

malondialdehyde measurement were first homogenized and then subjected to 

the specified procedures.(Ohkawa, Ohishi, & Yagi, 1979) TAC and TOC 

levels were measured by spectrophotometric method in accordance with the 

protocols of the commercial company (Rel Assay Diagnostics, Turkey). OSI 

was calculated as the ratio of TAC to TOC level. 

2.4. Statistical analysis 

The values are given as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Statistical 

analysis was performed using SPSS, version 19.0 (SPSS, IBM Company). 

Biochemical levels of the groups were compared by Kruskal-Wallis test. The 

subgroups were compared among themselves by Mann-Whitney U test. 

P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. 
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3. RESULTS 

In CdCl2-exposed rats, a significant (p < 0.05) decrease in TAC 

plasma levels and a significant (p < 0.05) increase in TOC, OSI and MDA 

values were observed compared to the control group. TAC, TOC and MDA 

levels were significantly lower in the kidney tissue of rats treated with 

curcumin alone (p > 0.05) compared to the control group (p < 0.05). In the 

Curcumin group given together with CdCl2 (group 4), OSI and MDA levels 

remained significantly (p < 0.05) lower than in group 2. A decrease in plasma 

MDA levels and a significant (p < 0.05) increase in TOC values were 

observed in rats given resveratrol in group 5, compared to the control group. 

In group 6 treated with resveratrol concomitantly with CdCl2, TOC, OSI and 

MDA levels remain significantly (p < 0.05) lower than in group 2. (Table 1). 

Table 1: Spectrophotometric analysis results 

Group TAC (μmole H2O2 

Equiv./gram 

protein) 

TOC (μmole H2O2 

Equiv./gram 

protein) 

OSI MDA 

(nmol/g) 

1 3.52±0.59 10.88±0.41 0.31±0.05 1.63±0.47 

2 2.68±0.48§p 13.48±1.10§p 0.51±0.09§p 3.16±0.41§p 

3 3.30±0.67 12.43±0.54¶p 0.38±0.07 1.48±0.22  

4 3.68±0.98♯p 12.66±1.56 0.37±0.09♯p 2.55±0.28♯p  

5 4.07±0.33 13.27±0.53 ‡p 0.32±0.03 1.51±0.24 

6 3.89±0.30* 12.02±1.53 0.30±0.06* 2.52±0.16* 

Group 1: Control group; Group 2: CdCl2; Group 3: Curcumin; Group 4: CdCl2 + 

Curcumin; Group 5: Resveratrol; Group 6: CdCl2 + Resveratrol. OSI = ((TOC, μmole 

H2O2 Equiv./gram protein)/(TAC, μmole H2O2 Equiv./gram protein) × 100. Group 

Comparisons: §p= grup1 and grup 2; ¶p= grup 1 and grup 3; ‡p= grup1 and grup 5; 

♯p= grup 2 and grup 4;  * grup 2 and grup 6. 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

Cd is a heavy metal that is associated with pathological changes in 

target organs, including the lung, liver and kidney, and causes serious health 

problems, even at low exposure levels. In many studies, the toxic effects of 

Cd on human health have been investigated. Heavy metals such as Cd+2 

cause oxidative stress by disrupting the redox balance in cells. Many studies 
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have reported that Cd+2 toxicity damages biological components of the cell in 

humans and animals. In other studies have reported that Cd causes an increase 

in malondialdehyde levels, which is an indicator of lipid peroxidation, and a 

decrease in antioxidant enzymes in various organs (lung, liver...).(Anetor, 

2012; Genchi, Sinicropi, Lauria, Carocci, & Catalano, 2020; Koons & 

Rajasurya, 2022; Lee, Son, Pratheeshkumar, & Shi, 2012; Jie Liu et al., 2008; 

J. Liu et al., 2009) In our study, TOC, OSI and MDA levels increased, while 

TAC value decreased in the Cd+2-treated group compared to the control 

group. This situation explains the inadequacy of the antioxidant defense 

system despite the increase in ROS in the toxic effect of Cd+2. 

In recent studies, curcumin has attracted attention for its potential 

antioxidant or anti-apoptotic properties. Curcumin has many beneficial 

properties, among them antioxidant and anti-inflammatory effects.(Corona-

Rivera et al., 2007; Menon & Sudheer, 2007; Park, Lee, & Kim, 2021) In our 

study, it was observed that the TAC level increased and the MDA level and 

OSI value decreased in the group given curcumin together with Cd. Based on 

our results, we can say that curcumin may benefit kidney tissue in Cd-induced 

oxidative stress. 

It has been obtained as a result of studies that resveratrol prevents 

oxidative stress-induced tissue damage by preventing oxidation of membrane 

lipids and increasing antioxidant capacity. It has been reported that ROS 

scavenges free radicals (O2.-, OH.) in the cell culture medium and prevents 

peroxidation of membrane lipids, which develops due to increased radical 

production with chromium exposure.(Gerogiannaki-Christopoulou, 

Athanasopoulos, Kyriakidis, Gerogiannaki, & Spanos, 2006; Signorelli & 

Ghidoni, 2005; Soleas, Diamandis, & Goldberg, 1997) In this study, it was 

observed that the TAC level increased and the MDA level and OSI value 

decreased in the group given resveratrol together with Cd. Because of the 

hydroxyl groups it has, resveratrol donates a hydrogen electron and becomes 

OH. and prevents peroxidation of cell membranes by scavenging O2.- 

radicals. According to our results, resveratrol contributes to the defense 

system of the cell by both reducing the oxidative stress caused by Cd and 

increasing antioxidant enzymes. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

As a result, it shows that both resveratrol and curcumin support the 

defense system of cells by scavenging free radicals that increase oxidative 

damage caused by Cd in the kidneys. More extensive studies are needed on 

this subject. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Today, the appearance of the vagina, which is one of the aesthetic 

concerns of women, can be corrected with surgical procedures called 

vaginoplasty. In recent years, vaginoplasty has become increasingly popular 

and has become a common treatment option among women with sexual 

dysfunction. Studies on this subject are generally addressed in the medical 

field as well as in gender studies (Laub et al., 1988; Jiang et al., 2018; 

Selvaggi et al., 2005; Salim and Poh, 2018). 

Vaginoplasty is a surgical method frequently used in the treatment of 

a rare condition called Mayer-Rokitansky-Küster-Hauser (MRKH) syndrome, 

which is a congenital disorder caused by vaginal agenesis or atresia. In most 

patients, primary vaginal extension is performed with vaginal dilation as the 

first-line treatment, while surgery may be required for patients who fail 

dilation therapy or prefer surgical intervention (Shao et al., 2022). 

High-quality and robust research focusing on long-term outcomes, 

quality of life, sexual function, and patient-centered outcomes is needed for 

all aesthetic gynecological procedures (Renganahthan et al., 2009). Therefore, 

more research is needed in this area. Additional research is considered helpful 

in obtaining a more precise idea about the safety, efficacy, and patient 

satisfaction related to aesthetic gynecological procedures. 

In this study, a bibliometric analysis was conducted on the scientific 

research conducted in this area by taking a holistic perspective on the topic of 

vaginoplasty. Bibliometrics is a method that enables the numerical analysis of 

publications on a topic and can be expressed with methods that provide clues 

about scientific disciplines, related topics or titles, institutions, countries, and 

collaborations between authors (Kurutkan and Orhan, 2018). 

As a result of these analyses, a more comprehensive idea about the 

progress and future directions of studies on vaginoplasty will be obtained. 

Additionally, this study aims to provide medical researchers, surgeons, and 

other relevant experts with a current perspective on vaginoplasty. 

VAGINOPLASTY 

Vaginoplasty is a surgical procedure that has gained significant 

interest among women in recent years due to technological and medical 

advancements in the field of aesthetic surgery. Women are now placing more 

emphasis on genital aesthetics in addition to facial and body features. This has 
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led to an increase in the demand for genital aesthetic operations by plastic 

surgeons. 

The decrease in the number and function of collagen cells in the body 

as a person ages reduces tissue elasticity and leads to unwanted sagging, 

loosening, and shape irregularities in the genital area, among many women. 

Additionally, factors such as difficult childbirth, high number of births, type 

of delivery, and genetic structure contribute to this condition. This leads to a 

decrease in self-confidence among women, especially embarrassment in front 

of their partners during sexual intercourse, leading to unhappiness and even 

relationship breakdowns. 

The increase in self-confidence and sexual satisfaction observed 

among women after genital cosmetic surgery has led to an increase in demand 

for these types of surgical procedures, especially among women (Kloer et al., 

2023). 

Genital cosmetic and vaginal plastic surgery is a growing and 

increasingly popular field that has seen an increase of around 220% in the last 

five years. Currently, more than 25% of plastic surgeons perform these 

procedures (Placik and Devgan, 2019). Both invasive and non-invasive 

methods are determined and applied according to the patient's needs. The 

development of laser technology has increased the demand for non-invasive 

cosmetic preferences. 

Female genital cosmetic surgery (FGCS) procedures are new but their 

popularity is increasing (Braun, 2005). FGCS is a medical procedure that aims 

to change the aesthetics or functionality of female genital organs, which is not 

necessarily a medical requirement, and vaginoplasty is one such procedure. 

Many procedures, such as labiaplasty, have seen an increase in global demand 

and popularity (Yoon and Pather, 2022). 

In recent years, the frequency and variety of female genital aesthetic 

surgeries and laser procedures have increased. The Aesthetic Society reported 

a 29.7% increase in labiaplasty surgeries between 2015 and 2019, with 47.9% 

of these surgeries being performed on women between the ages of 18 and 34 

(Shaw et al., 2022). 

Female genital aesthetic surgery is considered a safe surgical 

treatment that can improve the quality of life for women (Chen, 2022). It is a 

known fact that there is an increase in self-confidence and improvement in 
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sexual life in women after improvement in their genital areas. Therefore, the 

demand for vaginal surgery, especially by women, is increasing. 

Female genital cosmetic surgery (FGCS) refers to a group of 

procedures designed to change the aesthetics or "function" of female genital 

anatomy (Rodrigues, 2012). Aesthetic and functional procedures involving 

female genital cosmetic surgery (FGCS) include traditional vaginal prolapse 

procedures, as well as cosmetic vulvar and labial procedures (Iglesia et al., 

2013). 

Studies have shown that women's experiences with FGCS are positive 

and result in increased sexual satisfaction and quality of life. However, an 

informed decision-making process about the risks and complications of FGCS 

is also necessary, and therefore, it is important for women to have complete 

information about all possible outcomes of the procedure (Nezhad et al., 

2023). In addition, as the demand for FGCS increases among women, the 

medical community and regulatory agencies should conduct more research 

and update standards and guidelines for FGCS. 

The findings show that female genital aesthetic surgery improves 

women's body image and sexual function, and can lead to a more enjoyable 

and healthy marriage relationship (Eftekhar et al., 2021). 

Female genital cosmetic surgery (FGCS) includes numerous surgical 

procedures, including hymenoplasty, labioplasty, 'G-spot' enlargement, and 

vaginal 'rejuvenation' (Liao et al., 2012). 

Vaginoplasty is the most commonly performed gender-confirming 

genital surgery for individuals with gender dysphoria. The procedure is done 

to create an aesthetic and functional vulva and vaginal canal that facilitates 

receptive intercourse, erogenous clitoral sensation, and downward urine flow 

(Morrison et al., 2023). 

Vaginoplasty is currently one of the most performed surgeries, 

including repair of birth tears, vaginal tightening, Labioplasty (Minora, 

Majora), Clitoral hood reduction, Kliteropeksy, Majora fillings, Majora 

reduction, Hymenoplasty, and Perineoplasty. 

 

Vaginoplasty is a surgical procedure that addresses aesthetic and 

functional problems in female genital organs. While interest in these types of 
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surgeries is increasing among women, there is insufficient data on long-term 

results and complications (Wilkie and Bartz, 2018). 

Vaginoplasty is the most commonly performed gender-affirming 

surgical procedure for individuals with gender dysphoria. The goal is to create 

an aesthetic and functional vulva and vaginal canal and provide receptive 

intercourse, erogenous clitoral sensation, and downward urine flow. Usually, 

neovagina is created using tissues taken from the patient's own body, and this 

procedure improves quality of life by reducing the risk of urinary tract 

infections and other complications (Morrison et al., 2023). 

In addition, education and counseling should be a priority to ensure 

that women have reliable information about normal variations and 

physiological changes in the vagina and vulva throughout their lives, as well 

as the potential unwanted outcomes of cosmetic surgery in the genital area 

(Shaw et al., 2013). 

Bibliometrics 

Visualizing and analyzing information about documents, authors, 

publishing sources, and more from scientific articles published in different 

fields is important for academics in today's world where scientific 

publications are increasing. Bibliometric analysis methods, such as 

Bibliometrix, allow for the collection, analysis, and visualization of 

information from scientific articles published in various disciplines (Akyüz, 

2021; Kurutkan & Orhan, 2018). Bibliometric analyses can be used for 

performance analysis and scientific mapping. Performance analysis aims to 

measure the performance of authors and institutions, while scientific mapping 

focuses on the structure and dynamics of scientific fields. In bibliometric 

analysis, the first step is to identify the research area, collect data related to 

the identified area, compile the collected data, analyze it with one or more 

bibliometric analysis tools, and visualize the results (Aria & Cuccurullo, 

2017; Tsay & Li, 2017; Zupic & Čater, 2014). The main goal of bibliometric 

analysis is to provide a general overview of academic research in a certain 

field by analyzing and visualizing information about publications, authors, 

fields, keywords, etc. in order to measure the impact and relationships of 

scientific studies. This allows for the identification of major trends supported 

in articles, citations, keywords, and institutions (Rodríguez et al., 2022). 
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Data Collection and Analysis Method 

Research and review articles in the field of vaginoplasty were selected 

as the study area. For this purpose, the Web of Science "WoS" database was 

chosen, which contains high-quality and comprehensive scientific studies with 

a high impact (Li & Hale, 2016; WoS, y.y.). The search term "vaginoplasty" 

was searched as a "Topic" in the WoS database. The Topic search covers the 

article title, keywords, and abstract sections. Studies published in 2023 were 

not included in the search. Article and Review Article document types and 

English language articles from the Web of Science indexes SCI-EXPANDED, 

ESCI, and SSCI were selected. As a result of the search, 1061 articles were 

reached. The Web of Science scanning criteria and the interface showing the 

results are shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Web of Science search results screen capture 

 

The obtained data was downloaded in plain text format. The 

downloaded articles were analyzed and visualized using Biblioshiny, an R-

based bibliometric analysis and visualization program. Biblioshiny program, 

developed by Massimo Aria, uses the bibliometrix library and is written in 

Java. It allows for analysis without the need for coding thanks to its user 

interface (Huang et al., 2021; Xie et al., 2020). Some of the visuals were 

generated using the Tableau program, based on the data obtained from the 

analysis. The flowchart showing the process from data acquisition to 

visualization is presented in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Flow Chart 

RESULTS 

General Information 

General information about academic studies related to vaginoplasty is 

provided in Table 1. According to the search results, the first article was 

published in 1980. From 1980 to 2022, 1061 studies were published from 307 

sources. Of these, 909 were research articles and 152 were review articles. 

The annual growth rate is 10.45%. The number of citations per document is 

15.18. Of the total 4058 authors, 57 conducted single-author studies, and the 

number of single-authored documents is 66. 

Table 1: General information about vaginoplasty studies 

Description Value 

Time Period 1980:2022 

Sources (Journals, Books, etc.) 307 

Documents 1061 

Research Articles 909 

Review Articles 152 

Annual Growth Rate % 11.45 
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Average Age of Documents 10.2 

Average Number of Citations per Document 15.18 

References 13079 

Keywords  1189 

Author Keywords 3994 

Authors 4058 

Authors of Single-Author Documents 57 

Single-Author Documents 66 

Average Collaborating Authors per Document 5.06 

International Collaboration % 10.93 

 

The production of academic studies in the field of vaginoplasty over 

the years and the average citation rates per year are shown in Figure 3. The 

first article was published in 1980. There has been an increasing trend in the 

number of articles since 1990, especially after 2016. The average total citation 

rate per year is calculated by dividing the total number of citations by the 

number of years elapsed since the article was published. The highest citation 

rate belongs to the articles published in 2018 (2.83). However, there has been 

a decrease in the total citation rate after 2018. Although only one article was 

produced in 1996, the total citation rate is quite high. 

 

 
 
Figure 3.  The production of academic studies in the field of vaginoplasty over the 

years and the average citation rates per year 
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Source Analysis 

To measure the interest and impact of the sources (journals, etc.) 

publishing academic studies in the field of vaginoplasty, h-index, g-index, and 

m-index values of the top 10 sources according to h-index ranking, along with 

some publication information, are presented in Table 2. It can be easily stated 

that the most relevant and influential source to the research field is the Journal 

of Sexual Medicine. The journal, which first published in the field in 2007, 

has received a total of 1575 citations for its 44 studies published until today. 

The journal has the highest h-index (25), g-index (39), and m-index (1.471) 

values.  

 

Source Name h-

index 

g-

index 

m-

index 

TC NP FPY 

JOURNAL OF SEXUAL 

MEDICINE 

25 39 1.471 1575 44 2007 

JOURNAL OF UROLOGY 24 32 0.774 1079 38 1993 

FERTILITY AND STERILITY 18 27 0.783 907 27 2001 

PLASTIC AND 

RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY 

18 31 0.581 970 35 1993 

JOURNAL OF PEDIATRIC 

SURGERY 

16 25 0.432 677 32 1987 

HUMAN REPRODUCTION 14 15 0.5 674 15 1996 

ANNALS OF PLASTIC 

SURGERY 

13 23 0.448 530 24 1995 

OBSTETRICS AND 

GYNECOLOGY 

12 17 0.316 348 17 1986 

BJU INTERNATIONAL 10 15 0.4 626 15 1999 

INTERNATIONAL 

UROGYNECOLOGY JOURNAL 

10 18 0.556 338 26 2006 

TC: Total Citations, NP: Number of Publications, FPY: First Publication Year 

 

Table 2: Sources publishing academic studies in the field of vaginoplasty 

 

The source clustering analysis was conducted using Bradford's law, 

and the results are presented in Figure 4. According to the law, named after 

S.C. Bradford in 1934, only a few sources contain the largest share of works 

in a given field, while the remaining ones have one or two works only. The 

sources with the highest share of works are considered core sources and are 

located in Zone 1. This means that the core sources are the most productive 
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and efficient sources in the field (Tsay & Li, 2017). In the studied field, 14 

source journals producing articles have become core sources by being located 

in Zone 1. 52 sources are located in Zone 2 and 241 sources are in Zone 3. 

The Journal of Sexual Medicine is located at the center. 
 

 

 

Figure 4. Resource cluster analysis with Bradford's law 

Author Analysis 

In order to measure the interest and impact of authors who have 

academic studies in the field of vaginoplasty, the h-index, g-index and m-

index of the top 10 authors according to the h-index ranking, along with some 

publication information, are given in Table 3. The most relevant and effective 

author in the field of study is Bouman MB. The author, who published their 

first work in 2014, has received a total of 881 citations for the 31 works they 

have published to date. The author has an h-index of 16, a g-index of 29, and 

an m-index of 1.6. Information on the other top 10 authors is shown in the 

table.  
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Table 3: Authors with academic studies in the field of vaginoplasty. 

 
Author h-index g-index m-

index 

TC NP FPY 

BOUMAN MB 16 29 1.6 881 31 2014 

MULLENDER MG 14 18 1.4 772 18 2014 

MONSTREY S 13 17 0.619 769 17 2003 

BUNCAMPER ME 12 15 1.2 727 15 2014 

HAGE JJ 11 16 0.367 416 16 1994 

VAN DER SLUIS 

WB 

11 22 1.222 490 25 2015 

CREIGHTON SM 10 12 0.526 407 12 2005 

KARIM RB 10 13 0.333 353 13 1994 

DE CUYPERE G 9 9 0.474 535 9 2005 

OZER M 9 13 1 470 13 2015 

TC: Total Citations, NP: Number of Publications, FPY: First Publication Year 

 

The graph showing the production of authors over time and their 

average total citations per year is presented in Figure 5. The size of the circles 

in the graph is proportional to the number of articles, and the color intensity is 

proportional to the average citations per year. Bouman MB, the most relevant 

and effective author in the field, published articles every year between 2014 

and 2022, with the highest number of publications in 2016 (n=12). Among the 

top 10 authors, Hage JJ and Karim RB did not have any publications after 

2007. The year 2016 had the highest number of article publications (n=45). 
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Figure 5. Yearly production graph of authors 

The author collaboration network analysis, which aims to show the 

collaboration status among the authors, is presented in Figure 6. Collaboration 

analysis reveals the relationships between authors based on the articles they 

published together, using social network analysis. The size of the circle in the 

graph is proportional to the number of articles, and the thickness of the lines 

between the circles is proportional to the intensity of the relationship, i.e., the 

number of articles they co-authored. When determining the analysis 

parameters, the node count was set to 50, and the minimum relationship count 

was set to 1. Louvain Algorithm was chosen as the clustering algorithm. As a 

result of the analysis, 10 clusters were formed. 6 clusters consist of only 2 

authors, and these authors have no relationship with other authors outside of 

the cluster. The most intense relationship is in the red-colored cluster. 

"Bouman mb" (Closeness centrality value= 133.85) is at the center of the 

cluster. The author with whom "Bouman mb" has the most intense 

relationship is "van der sluis wb". The highest number of relationships 

between clusters is between the yellow and red clusters. "De cuypere g" 

(Closeness centrality value= 37.09) is at the center of the blue cluster, "zhao 

lc" (Closeness centrality value= 35.19) is at the center of the lilac-colored 

cluster, and "bizic mr" (Closeness centrality value= 7.05) is at the center of 

the yellow-colored cluster. 
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Figure 6: Author co-citation network 

Author co-citation network analysis is a social network analysis that 

reveals when two authors are cited together by a third author. The analysis 

conducted for this purpose is shown in Figure 7. The size of the circles is 

proportional to the number of citations, and the thickness of the lines between 

circles is proportional to the number of co-citations. When setting the 

parameters, a node count of 50 and a minimum co-citation count of 2 were 

selected. The Louvain algorithm was used as the clustering algorithm. As a 

result of the analysis, 2 clusters were formed. The red cluster is centered on 

"anonymous" authors (Closeness centrality=195.59). The blue cluster is 

centered on "kim sk" (Closeness centrality=150.24). Although the citation 

counts of both authors are low, the number of co-citations they received is 

higher than others. In the blue cluster, the author "hage jj" received a high 

number of co-citations with "perovic sv", "karim rb", and "selvaggi g". In the 

red cluster, it can be seen that "frank rt" received a high number of co-

citations with "mcindoe ah" and "fedele l". 
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Figure 7: Author co-citation network analysis 

        Analysis of Countries of the Authors 

The graph showing the top 5 countries with the highest number of 

published articles over time, calculated according to the countries of the 

article authors, is presented in Figure 8. When examining the graph, it can be 

seen that the USA is significantly ahead of the other countries. The USA has 

shown an increasing trend in article production since 1996, and particularly 

since 2016, there has been a significant upward trend. The number of articles 

produced by the other four countries, including Turkey, is close to each other. 

These countries have also shown an increasing trend in article production 

since 2006. 

 

 
Figure 8.  Country production over time 
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Figure 9 shows the country collaboration graph of the top 10 countries 

that published the most articles. The United States, which published the most 

articles, collaborated with other country authors on 28 out of 287 articles. 

Japan did not collaborate with authors from other countries on any of their 

published articles. Germany, which collaborated with authors from other 

countries on 10 out of 34 published articles, was the country that collaborated 

the most. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Country article production and collaboration 

To see the collaboration status among countries, a collaboration 

network analysis was conducted (Figure 10). Collaboration analysis reveals 

the relationships between countries based on their co-published articles using 

social network analysis method. Node number was set to 30 and minimum 

relationship number was set to 1. Louvain Algorithm was chosen as the 

clustering algorithm. As a result of the analysis, 4 different clusters were 

identified. The center of the red cluster is occupied by the United States 

(betweenness value= 112.65). It has relations with all the countries in the 

cluster and many countries outside the cluster. Its most intense relationship is 

with Canada. The center of the blue cluster is occupied by the United 

Kingdom (betweenness value= 55.58). Its most intense relationship is with the 

United States. The center of the green cluster is occupied by Austria 

(betweenness value= 1.98). The center of the yellow cluster is occupied by 

Germany (betweenness value= 7.76). Indonesia, Japan, and Nigeria are not 

included in any of the clusters. 
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Figure 10: Country collaboration network 

        Document Analysis 

Figure 11 shows the top 10 studies based on the total citations, 

indicating both local and global citations for articles published in the research 

area. Local citations represent the references made by 1,061 documents 

included in the dataset. Global citations represent the references made by all 

documents registered in the Web of Science database, which is the data source 

used. The article with the highest number of citations (319 in total) is the one 

with the DOI number 10.1111/jsm.12868, titled "Horbach, 2015, J SEX 

MED". This article has 131 local and 188 global citations. 
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             Figure 11. Article local and global citations 

The word cloud and the top 10 most frequently used keywords, 

generated from author keywords, are shown in Figure 12. The search term 

"vaginoplasty" was not included in the word cloud, which was used to obtain 

the data. The term "vaginoplasty" was used 354 times, and the term "vaginal 

agenesis" was the second most frequently used keyword, used 116 times. 

 

 

Figure 12.  Keyword word cloud 
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To analyze the co-occurrence of author keywords, a Keyword Co-

occurrence Network Analysis was performed and presented in Figure 13. The 

size of the circles represents the frequency of keyword usage, and the 

thickness of the lines represents the frequency of co-occurrence. The 

parameters used were 50 nodes and a minimum co-occurrence of 2. The 

Louvain algorithm was used for clustering. The analysis resulted in four 

clusters. The center of the red cluster is the keyword "vaginoplasty" 

(Closeness centrality=835.16). The term "vaginoplasty" is frequently used 

with "transgender" from its own cluster and "vaginal agenesis" from the blue 

cluster. It is also frequently used in combination with other clusters. The 

center of the blue cluster is the keyword "neovagina" (Closeness 

centrality=43.80). The center of the green cluster is the keyword "vagina" 

(Closeness centrality=46.50). The center of the purple cluster is the keyword 

"congenital adrenal hyperplasia" (Closeness centrality=1.84). 

 

 
           

Figure 13. Keyword co-occurrence network 

A thematic map was used to analyze the importance and development 

of the themes in studies conducted in the field of vaginoplasty (Figure 14). 

The thematic map consists of a two-dimensional axis where centrality is 

represented on the x-axis and density is represented on the y-axis, dividing the 

map into four quadrants. Related keywords are clustered together to form a 

theme set, and the clustered keywords are placed in one of the four quadrants 

based on their density and centrality (Callon et al., 1991). 

Highly centralized and dense Motor themes are located in the upper 

right corner of the thematic map. They have intensive relationships with both 
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their own cluster elements and other cluster elements outside their own. Their 

locations are strategic and they usually consist of key words that are 

systematically taken for a long time. On the left upper part of the map, there 

are niche themes with high density but low centrality. Although the elements 

in this theme are developed, they are considered isolated. Their relationships 

with other cluster elements are weak despite strong intra-cluster relationships. 

Simple Themes with high centrality but low density are located in the lower 

right section. Although their relationships with intra-cluster elements are low, 

they have strong relationships with other cluster elements. They are 

strategically important for the study area but can also be part of other related 

study areas. They have sufficient centrality and are in the maturation stage. In 

the lower left section, there are newly emerged or declining themes with both 

low centrality and density. These clusters contain elements that have just 

emerged or are no longer used in the study area (Callon et al., 1991; Cobo et 

al., 2011; Nasir et al., 2020). 

Each cluster is shown as a circle on the map. Each cluster represents 

the most frequently used keyword within that cluster. Other keywords within 

the cluster are listed next to each cluster circle. The parameters were set as 

250 words and a minimum frequency of 5. The Louvain algorithm was 

selected as the clustering algorithm. 

  As a result of the analysis, there were 1 cluster in Motor theme, 2 

clusters in Niche theme, 2 clusters in Simple theme, and 1 cluster in newly 

emerged or declining theme. "Vaginoplasty" is located at the center of the 

cluster in the Motor theme. There are a total of 10 keywords as cluster 

elements. Although this cluster is in the Motor theme, it is close to the center 

of the map, indicating that it is not highly centralized and dense. However, 

these are still the most strategically important keywords for the study area. 

The cluster represented by "Congenital adrenal hyperplasia" is located in the 

Simple theme and has a high centrality but low density. Its relationships with 

other cluster elements are strong but its intra-cluster relationships are low. 

This cluster also consists of 10 keywords. Another cluster in the Basic theme 

is represented by the keyword "vaginal agenesis" and has a very low density. 

In the Niche theme, there are two clusters represented by the keywords 

"vagina" and "labiaplasty". The centrality of the "vagina" theme is higher than 

the other. In the newly emerged or declining theme, the cluster represented by 

the keyword "vaginal atresia" has a higher density than its centrality. The 
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keywords in this cluster may include newly emerged or declining ones in the 

field. 

 

 

Figure 14.  Thematic map 

  CONCLUSIONS 

   It is observed that academic studies in the field of vaginoplasty have 

rapidly increased in the last 40 years, and a significant portion of these studies 

are research articles. When the number of articles is examined according to 

the years, an increasing trend has been observed since 1990, and the studies 

with the highest citation rate were produced in 2018. Journal of Sexual 

Medicine has the highest h-index, g-index, and m-index values, and is 

considered as the most effective source. 

Bouman MB was identified as the most effective author, and author 

collaboration network analysis and co-citation network analysis were 

conducted among the authors. In addition, cooperation between countries was 

also examined, and it was seen that the USA had the most cooperation with 

other countries. 

This study describes a study on research trends and themes in the field 

of vaginoplasty. Based on a dataset of 1061 articles, this study analyzed the 

citation patterns, keywords, and themes of the articles, identifying the most 
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effective articles, the most commonly used keywords, and the main themes in 

the field. 

The study found that the article with the highest citation count was 

published in the Journal of Sexual Medicine in 2015, with a total of 319 

citations. The most commonly used keyword was "vaginal agenesis", 

followed by "vaginoplasty". The study also used keyword co-occurrence 

network analysis to determine the clustering of related keyword sets and 

found that "vaginoplasty" was a central node that was frequently used with 

other clusters. The study also identified the main themes, including surgical 

techniques, outcomes and complications, patient experiences, and ethical 

issues, using thematic mapping. Overall, this study provides information 

about research trends and themes in the field of vaginoplasty and emphasizes 

the importance of interdisciplinary research to advance the field. 

As a result of the analyses, it is noted that "vaginoplasty" is the most 

commonly used keyword, and "vaginal agenesis" is the second most 

commonly used keyword. Using keyword co-occurrence network analysis, it 

was found that there were four clusters, and "vaginoplasty" was the most 

frequently used keyword. Using thematic mapping, it was seen that 

"vaginoplasty" was in the Motor theme and was one of the most strategically 

important keywords. While the "Congenital adrenal hyperplasia" keyword 

was in the Simple theme, the "vagina" and "labiaplasty" keywords were in the 

Niche theme. Additionally, it was noted that the intensity of the "vaginal 

atresia" keyword was higher in the new emerging or declining theme, 

compared to its centrality. 

In conclusion, it is observed that publications related to vaginoplasty 

have increased in recent years, and most of these publications have been 

conducted in the fields of female genital aesthetics and gynecology. 

Furthermore, it was seen that most of the studies related to this topic were 

conducted in Western countries. 

The results of this study can be used to evaluate the development of 

research in the field of vaginoplasty and the impact of authors. It is expected 

that the studies in this field will continue to increase and cooperation between 

different countries will increase. These studies can contribute to the 

development of new surgical techniques and technologies, and to the 

improvement of patient outcomes and experiences. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Breast cancer is one of the most commonly seen cancers in women. It 

is the leading health related concern among women because of its high rates 

of morbidity and mortality. Among women, more new cases of breast cancers 

are seen compared to other cancer types. There is a great difference in breast 

cancer survival rates worldwide with an estimated rate of survival 80% in the 

developed countries and 40 % for developing countries. There is a great 

difference in breast cancer survival rates worldwide with an estimated rate of 

survival 80% in the developed countries and 40 % for developing countries. 

Breast cancer is a metastatic cancer and commonly spread to distant organs 

such as liver, lung, brain and bone that mainly accounts for its incuratibility. 

Imaging is a crucial part of the management of patients with breast cancer. 

There are plenty of imaging modalities used for both diagnostic and 

therapeutic purposes as well as the assessment of response to treatment. 

Imaging methods for cancer screening are being developed every passing day. 

In this chapter, novel methods used in the management of breast cancer are 

discussed in line with the current literature. 

1. Breast Cancer 

Breast cancer is one of the most common cancers in women 

worldwide with 685,000 deaths in 2020. In 2020, an estimated 2.26 million 

breast cancer cases were recorded (Sung et al., 2021). Breast cancer is the 

leading health related concern among women because of its high rates of 

morbidity and mortality (Riggio, Varley and Welm, 2021). Among women in 

the USA, more new cases of breast cancers are seen compared to other cancer 

types. The incidence of breast cancer shows variability according to 

geographical factors with the incidence rate being highest in the developed 

countries and the lowest in the developing countries in Asia, Africa and 

Middle East (Parkin et al., 2002). There is a great difference in breast cancer 

survival rates worldwide with an estimated rate of survival 80% in the 

developed countries and 40 % for developing countries (Coleman et al., 

2008). Breast cancer is a metastatic cancer and commonly spread to distant 

organs such as liver, lung, brain and bone that mainly accounts for its 

incuratibility. Early diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer can result in a 

good prognosis and a high rate of survivals (Sun et al., 2017). However, 

despite significant advances in the diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer, 

several major unsolved scientific and clinical issues remain. These issues 
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involve prevention, diagnosis, tumor recurrence and progression, treatment 

and therapeutic resistance (Polyak, 2007).  

The exact etiology of breast cancer is unclear, although family history 

is one of the strongest determinants of risk for developing cancer, suggesting 

hereditary factors. It is considered that the majority of hereditary breast cancer 

cases are associated with BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation (Park et al., 2011). 

According to the recently published GLOBOCAN 2018 data published by 

International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) from 185 countries 

there were 2.3 million new cases of breast cancer and mortality rate of 6.9% 

(Bray et al., 2018). The incidence of age-specific breast cancer rapidly 

increases from the age of 40 (Berg, 2009) and its incidence increases faster 

before 50 years old. Risk factors associated with developing breast cancer 

include age at first birth, number of births, age of menopause, smoking, 

breastfeeding, radiation exposure, postmenopausal hormone use, oral 

contraceptive use, fatty diet and obesity (Ozsoy et al., 2017).  

Early detection and monitoring patients are the main aspects of breast 

cancer therapy. Breast cancer can be detected through imaging methods and 

especially mammography, pain and paşpabşe mass. Imaging modalities have 

emerged as powerful tools for detection and monitoring response to treatment 

in patients with breast cancer. Several techniques have been developed for this 

purpose such as mammography, ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI), positron emission tomography (PET) and single-photon emission 

computerized tomography (SPECT). However, the utility of imaging 

techniques is limited due to costs, lack of sensitivity and specificity and thus, 

it seems that introducing novel biomarkers for diagnosis of breast cancer 

could overcome imaging limitations (Jafari et al., 2018). Improvements in 

multimodal therapy have resulted in increasing change for cure in 

approximately 70-80% of patients (Ginsburg et al., 2017).  

2. New Developments in imaging modalities in breast cancer 

There have been continuous advances and new developments in the 

diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer, which remains a great concern 

among the public due to its high rates of morbidity, mortality and recurrence. 

Imaging is the mainstay in the diagnosis of breast cancer in addition to pain 

and palpation. New developments and improvements in imaging modalities in 

breast cancer are discussed below in line with the current literature. 
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2.1. Molecular Imaging of Breast Cancer 

Molecular imaging is a technique providing information about what is 

occurring in the human body at both cellular and molecular levels. Molecular 

imaging can play a major role as it allows early recognition of modifications 

that develop in tissue and changes in management of patients in real time. 

Molecular imaging can be used as a non-invasive diagnostic tool (Schillaci 

and Urbano, 2017). The introduction of positron emission tomography (PET) 

with 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) has revolutionized the imaging 

examination of patients with breast cancer (Rinzivillo et al., 2018). Today, all 

PET scans are combined with computed tomography (CT), making 18FDG-

PET-CT imaging the most commonly used modality for different stages of the 

treatment including guided biopsy, diagnosis, initial staging and planning of 

the treatment. However, 18FDG-PET-CT has a limited role when it comes to 

management of patients with breast cancer. Nowadays it is used in distant 

metastasis, recurrent tumors and therapeutic response (Groheux et al., 2013). 

2.2. Artificial Intelligence for detection of breast cancer in 

mammography 

Screening for breast cancer has been performed differently in 

different countries. In many healthcare centers around the world screening is 

institution-based. Depending on the healthcare facility, the obtained images 

may be interpreted while the woman waits and additional imaging can be 

performed meanwhile at the same visit. Screening for breast cancer is 

performed by the government in many countries. After screening, when a 

woman is recalled or referred, she undergoes diagnostic investigations 

consisting of digital mammography (DM) and/or digital breast tomosynthesis 

(DBT).  

2.2.1. Digital mammography 

Digital mammography (DM) was developed and introduced in 

clinical practice with the development of affordable large-area digital 

detectors in the early 2000s. DM uses a digital X-ray detector, which results 

in a digital image, enabling interpretation by a radiologist. An alternative 

modality is the use of CT-based mammography for the breast screening 

process. However, since the performance of this technique is poor, its use has 

been reduced (Bosmans et al., 2013; Thomassin et al., 2019).  
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DM includes the acquisition of a single 2D image of the breast. This 

image results in tissue superposition and different tissues in the breast are 

projected onto the same  location in the 2D mammography image. To 

overcome this issue, screening mammography is performed by acquisition of 

two views of each breast involving cranio-caudal and medio-lateral oblique 

views. In conclusion, interpretation of mammograms includes review and 

comparison features of the views of the same breast and between the two 

breasts.  

2.2.2. Digital breast tomosynthesis 

Digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) was developed and introduced in 

clinical practice owing to the 2D nature of digital mammography 

(Sechopoulos, Teuwen and Mann, 2021). DBT is a pseudo-tomographic 

imaging modality that provides a stack of 2D images with vertical resolution. 

This partial tomographic effect decreases the masking impact of 

superimposed tissues. Studies with DBT have reported an increase in 

detection of breast cancer (Zackrisson et al., 2018; Bernardi et al., 2016, 

Hofvind, et al. 2018).  

Although studies have reported promising results in terms of the 

detection of breast cancer, DBT has a major disadvantage of increased time of 

interpretation compared to DM. Interpretation time of DBT images has been 

reported to be two folds higher than that of DM (Skaane et al., 2013). 

Automated interpretation methods will have an impact in the potential of DBT 

to be introduced in daily practice. 

2.2.3. Artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms for detected of 

breast cancer in DM and DBT 

First of all, algorithms for detection of breast cancer in DM and DBT 

need to search for both calcification and soft tissue lesions. In general, 

different detection algorithms are used for each of these lesion times and the 

results are combined in the final analysis. The algorithms should determine 

the location of suspicious findings and not only determine whether an image 

contains a suspicious lesion. The development of such algorithms has 

involved the combination of the information from analyzing patches via 

featıres used in conventional computer-aided detection CAD with the deep 

learning convolutional neural networks (CNN) analysis, which has resulted in 

increased quality at the patch level (Kooi et al., 2017). Samala et al. used 

CNN algorithm as a pre-screening tool to identify suspicious areas of 
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classifications, and then designed a deep learning CNN to differentiate false 

calcifications from true ones, and obtained improved performance compared 

to using only deep learning CNN (Samala et al., 2016).  

It is important to remember that these methods that include analysis at 

pixel or patch level usually need annotated training sets, on which malignant 

lesions are displayed on the images or the images consist of only the patches 

where the lesion is located. Additional improvements have been suggested to 

analyze DM and DBT images across the breasts and finally to compare the 

results with prior examinations. For this purpose, Kim et al. developed a deep 

learning CNN-based technique to analyze bilateral images in DBT for 

detection of masses and the result was improved performance compared to the 

use of hand-crafted features (Kim et al., 2016). Kooi and Karssemeijer also 

developed a new technique to detect asymmetries through comparison of 

images acquired across breast, and methods to compare current examinations 

to prior ones (Kooi et al., 2017).  

2.3. 99mTC-sestamibi breast imaging 

Molecular classification of paraffin embedded tissues, based on 

immunohistochemical analysis is considered the best predictor of the 

behaviour of breast cancer (Viale et al., 2018). This classification is based on 

the analysis of main predictive and prognostic biomarkers of the breast 

including epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2), estrogen receptor (ER), 

progesterone receptor (PR) and Ki67 (Viale et al., 2018).  

According to the American College of Radiology, the clinical 

parameters such as Breast Specific Gamma Imaging (BSGI) and molecular 

breast imaging (MBI) have been defined especially for patients who are not 

suitable for MRI investigation. Studies have confirmed high sensitivity and 

specificity of BSGI in detection of cancerous lesions of the breast. In a study 

by Conners et al., 286 women who underwent MBI were injected with 8−33 

mCi of 99mTc-sestamibi and the exact lesion was detected in more than 80% 

of the patients (Conners et al., 2015). Despite these promising data, a better 

insight into the biological mechanisms regarding uptake of radiotracers used 

for both MBI and BSGI can pave the way for new scenarios in the 

management of patients with breast cancers. Particularly the use of BSGI with 
99mTc-sestamibi can provide early identification of breast lesions with high 

propensity to form bone metastasis. Most studies that have been performed 

with BSGI and MBI have used 99mTc-sestamibi as the radiopharmacological 
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component (Ma, et al., 2014). 99mTc-sestamibi was found to have 

accumulated in breast cancer tissues. Despite low uptake, 99mTc-sestamibi is 

preferred in MBI due to its high sensitivity in diagnosing breast cancer 

(Hruska, 2017). 

2.4. New Tracers for PET Imaging and Theranostic Concepts 

Various new tracers are used for PET imaging of patients with breast 

cancer. Among these tracers, [18F]Fluoroestradiol has attracted interest 

because it was approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2021 

(FDA, 2020). FAPI (fibroblast-activation-protein inhibitor) is a promising 

novel theranostic ligand in breast cancer patients and is currently in the stage 

of early clinical development. 

2.4.1. [18F]Fluoroestradiol ([18F] FES) 

Assessment of hormone receptor status is an integral part of making 

decisions for subsequent treatment. For example, estrogen receptors are 

expressed in about 2/3 of patients with invasive breast cancer (Carlson et al., 

2007). [18F]Fluoroestradiol can visualize expression of estrogen receptors by 

showing a very similar behaviour to estrogen in a noninvasive way, but being 

bound to a radioactive marker isotope (Venema et al., 2016). In current 

clinical practice, estrogen receptor status is determined mainly by invasive 

biopsy followed by immunohistochemical examination. However, especially 

in patients with metastasis, some lesions are challenging or impossible for 

biopsy because of their location. Whereas, [18F]Fluoroestradiol PET/CT is an 

excellent noninvasive tool to evaluate the estrogen status of all metastases 

throughout the entire body in a single exam (Kurland et al., 2020). Liu et al. 

reported that the use of [18F]Fluoroestradiol PET/CT changed management of 

breast cancer in 26.3% of patients (Liu et al., 2019). Particularly bone 

metastases can be better identified by [18F]Fluoroestradiol PET/CT. Further 

comprehensive studies are warranted in order to verify whether 

[18F]Fluoroestradiol improves outcomes of patients with metastatic breast 

cancer based on the changes in treatment. 

[18F]Fluoroestradiol PET/CT seems to predict the extent of response 

to endocrine treatment (Ulaner et al., 2021). In conclusion, patients who are 

likely to benefit from endocrine treatment can be determined beforehand. This 

provides a unique treatment advantage, since an optimized regime can be 

selected before therapy failure occurs. Based on these features and potential 
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clinical benefit, [18F]Fluoroestradiol PET/CT was approved in May 2021 by 

the FDA in patients with recurrent and öetastatic breast cancer.  

2.4.2. FAPI: A new tracer for theranostic concepts 

Fibroblast-activation-protein (FAP) seems to be a promising target for 

future theranostic strategies. FAP is primarily expressed by cancer-related 

fibroblasts and was detected in more than 90% of human epithelial cancers 

(Lindner et al., 2018). Several FAPI PET tracers including [68Ga]Ga-FAPI-04 

and [68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 are currently assessed for the diagnostic imaging 

process (Dendl et al., 2021). Kratochwil et al. showed that breast cancer has a 

high FAPI uptake (Kratochwil et al., 2019). FAPI PET/CT was superior over 

[18F]Fluoroestradiol PET/CT in identification of the primary tumor in addition 

to various metastases because of its high SUVmax.  

FAPI also enables to be used as a theranostic ligand in conjunction 

with Yttrium-90 or Lutetium-177. Both variants have been used as a 

therapeutic radionuclide in patients with end stage breast cancers (Ballal et al., 

2021). Early findings suggest that a significant decrease can be achieved in 

pain medication through FAPI therapy. In addition FAPI has not shown 

toxicity, and particularly hematotoxicity. 

2.3. Future perspective for using contrast-enhanced MRI for 

breast cancer screening 

The use of shorter and less expensive MRI protocol is necessary in 

order to enable wider use of breast MRI and cost-effectiveness. The concept 

of abbreviated breast MRI was introduced for this purpose. Abbreviated 

breast MRI reduces the acquisition time to three minutes and enables much 

faster reading (Kuhl et al., 2014). Studies conducted on this subject have 

shown that abbreviated protocols provide equal cancer detection performance 

compared with more extended breast MRI protocols (Lithner et al., 2018). 

Assessment of only these ultrafast acquisitions was recently shown to provide 

similar results as reading a full protocol including diffusion-weighted imaging 

(DWI) (van Zelst et al., 2018). Unfortunately, MRI method requires the use of 

an intravenous contrast agent. MRI methods that do not require contrast 

administration such as DWI are under evaluation. Therefore, currently MRI 

techniques without i.v. contrast agent administration can not compete with 

contrast-enhanced MRI for breast screening.  
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CONCLUSION 

As in other fields of medicine, the development of new imaging 

modalities for detection of breast cancer, prognosis and response to treatment, 

metastases and recurrence is continuing. With the integration of artificial 

intelligence with these modalities will provide a higher performance, reducing 

screening time and costs. 3D imaging using neural networks seems promising 

in facilitating the management of breast cancer. Further comprehensive 

studies are needed to evaluate performance of novel imaging modalities.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Primary cancer cells have high metabolic demands, particularly for 

proliferation and subsequent invasion of new tissues. They also metabolically 

differentiate in order to evade the body's defence systems and survive 

(Galluzzi et al., 2013; Cairns et al., 2011). Studies of cancer cells have a long 

history. First observed by Otto Warburg in 1924, he showed that many cancer 

cells metabolise glucose via aerobic glycolysis, a different pathway to the 

oxidative phosphorylation of glucose in healthy cells, prioritising biosynthesis 

over energy production. Subsequent studies have shown that rapidly 

proliferating cancer cells actively use pentose phosphate metabolism, lipid 

biosynthesis, high glucose/glutamine consumption and autophagy (Galluzzi et 

al., 2013; Kroemer & Pouyssegur, 2008). 

This chapter reviews the results of in vivo/in vitro studies of protein 

kinase CK2 (Ser/Thr CK2) and interleukin-7 (IL-7)/interleukin-7 receptor (IL-

7R) expression and activity levels in cancer cells. In addition, the complex 

consequences of these important markers in cancer pathogenesis are 

interpreted in detail and important points are highlighted. 

1. Pathophysiology of Ser/Thr CK2 in Cancer 

Ser/Thr CK2 is a serine/threonine kinase with numerous protein 

substrates and is one of the key cellular signals for cell survival, growth and 

proliferation (St-Denis & Litchfield, 2009; Strum et al., 2022). This enzyme is 

at a critical juncture for the continuation of life. Not only is it involved in all 

stages of the cell cycle, but it also plays a crucial role in the decision-making 

process of controlled cell death (apoptosis) (St-Denis & Litchfield, 2009; 

Strum et al., 2022). 

When we look at the important role of Ser/Thr CK2 in cancer, some 

points cannot be ignored. It was found that Ser/Thr CK2 alpha, a subunit of 

Ser/Thr CK2, was localised in the perinuclear region, whereas alpha was 

localised in the intranuclear region within 2 to 6 hours after exposure of HeLa 

human cervical carcinoma cells to ionising radiation (IR). Therefore, the 

dynamic relocalisation of Ser/Thr CK2 subunits after IR is quite remarkable. 

However, it was shown that apoptosis was increased with the decrease of 

Ser/Thr CK2 alpha and alphaI subunits. In addition, this study suggests that 

Ser/Thr CK2 also acts through caspases after treatment with z-VAD, a pan-

caspase inhibitor. This study shows that the Ser/Thr CK2 alpha and alphaI 

subunits contribute to the inhibition of caspase-mediated apoptosis and play 
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an active role in the cancer process (Yamane & Kinsella, 2005). Therefore, it 

is clear that the association of Ser/Thr CK2 with apoptosis in the pathogenesis 

of cervical carcinoma affects the prognosis of the disease. 

A very strong negative correlation was found between Ser/Thr CK2 

and miR-532-5p expressions in ovarian cancer.  In human ovarian cancer cell 

lines, Ser/Thr CK2A2 expression was significantly down-regulated in 

response to overexpression of miR-532-5p over a 96 hour period. Thus, miR-

532-5p negatively regulated the master gene controlling the Wnt pathway. 

Furthermore, the results obtained by suppressing Ser/Thr CK2A2 showed that 

Ser/Thr CK2A2 is indispensable for the proliferation of human ovarian cancer 

cells, suggesting that miR-532-5p plays an important role in the regulation of 

Ser/Thr CK2A2 (Wang, et al., 2016). Therefore, this strong negative 

correlation between Ser/Thr CK2 and miR-532-5p expressions is an important 

finding for determining treatment processes. 

The role of Ser/Thr CK2 was investigated in experimentally 

developed T-cell lymphoma in adult transgenic mice, and it was observed that 

neonatal leukaemia occurred with co-expression of the c-myc transgene. 

These findings demonstrated that the Ser/Thr CK2 gene can act as an 

oncogene and that pathological expression of c-myc in lymphocytes can 

induce T-cell lymphoma (Seldin & Leder, 1995). Ser/Thr CK2 alpha 

transgenic mice, in which the p53 gene is partially or completely suppressed, 

were found to develop thymic lymphoma significantly faster than p53-

deficient mice lacking the Ser/Thr CK2 alpha transgene. It was explained that 

the p53 gene is heterozygous in Ser/Thr CK2 alpha transgenic mice and that 

the loss of the p53 allele leads to progressive tumour development in 

lymphoma cases. This indicates that loss of the p53 gene plays an important 

role in tumour development. Importantly, it was also reported that in 

transgenic mice null for p53, thymic lymphoma appeared as early as three 

weeks of age, but p53 was still monoclonal (Landesman-Bollag et al., 1998). 

This finding clearly indicates that additional stochastic mutations are indeed 

involved in the development of lymphoma. Ser/Thr CK2 appears to contribute 

to the development of thymic lymphoma. 

Using antisense oligodeoxynucleotides (ODNs) against the alpha and 

beta subunits of Ser/Thr CK2, important findings were obtained in a study 

investigating the potential effects of increasing or decreasing Ser/Thr CK2 

signalling in cancer cell lines. Antisense Ser/Thr CK2-alpha was shown to be 

more effective than antisense Ser/Thr CK2-beta in cancer cell lines. In 
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addition, antisense ODN was found to significantly induce strong apoptosis in 

all cases. When the effect of antisense ODN on Ser/Thr CK2 activity in the 

nuclear matrix was examined, it was found to be less effective than its strong 

role in apoptosis. Consequently, these findings suggest that down-regulation 

of Ser/Thr CK2 can strongly induce an apoptotic response in cancer cells 

(Wang et al, 2001). Indeed, these findings suggest that Ser/Thr CK2 plays an 

important role in the apoptosis induction phase in cancer cells. 

Therapeutically, the development of Ser/Thr CK2 inhibition therapies may 

shed light on how to defeat cancer. 

Comparative studies in human and rat models of breast cancer have 

suggested that Ser/Thr CK2 may be associated with tumour development. 

Ser/Thr CK2 has been shown to be highly expressed at pathological levels in 

human and rat mammary tumours. Furthermore, transgenic mice with 

dysregulated overexpression of Ser/Thr CK2 alpha in the mammary gland 

showed hyperplasia and dysplasia in the mammary gland. In addition to 

increased beta-catenin protein expression in these mice, mammary 

adenocarcinoma was found to be associated with activation of the Wnt 

pathway. The activation of NF-kappaB and the high expression of c-Myc are 

considered remarkable findings. The decrease in NF-kappaB expression with 

inhibition of Ser/Thr CK2 is a remarkable finding (Landesman-Bollag et al., 

2001; Landesman-Bollag et al., 2001). In conclusion, dysregulated expression 

of Ser/Thr CK2 is closely associated with breast tumour development and its 

inhibition may be one of the treatment strategies. 

In recent years, studies have been carried out to gain a better 

understanding of the pathogenesis of multiple myeloma (MM). Studies 

investigating the role of Ser/Thr CK2 in the pathogenesis of MM are some of 

them. High Ser/Thr CK2 expression has been found at pathological levels in 

MM cell lines and highly purified malignant plasma cells from patients with 

MM compared to normal polyclonal plasma cells and B lymphocytes. 

Inhibition of Ser/Thr CK2 in MM plasma cells was also developed in this 

study and the elimination of both extrinsic and intrinsic caspase cascades was 

induced with a cytotoxic effect on cancer cells. Furthermore, this Ser/Thr 

CK2 inhibition resulted in an impairment of IL-6-dependent STAT3 

activation and a decrease in NF-kappaB-driven transcription (Piazza et al., 

2006). Ser/Thr CK2 has been shown to localise to the endoplasmic reticulum 

(ER) in myeloma cells in vitro and in vivo, and ER stress triggers kinase 

activity. Again, Ser/Thr CK2 inhibition decreased the levels of IRE1α and 
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BIP/GRP78, which are important markers of ER stress. In addition, PERK 

and EIF2α phosphorylation increased and ER stress-induced apoptosis 

developed (Manni et al., 2012). These results clearly demonstrate that Ser/Thr 

CK2 is involved in the pathophysiology of MM and suggest that it plays an 

important role in the survival of malignant plasma cells. Inhibition of Ser/Thr 

CK2, impaired STAT3 activation, decreased NF-kappaB-driven transcription 

and positive correlation between Ser/Thr CK2 and ER stress are important 

points to consider in the development of therapeutic strategies. 

Ser/Thr CK2 has been reported to play an important role in the 

development of lung cancer. Ser/Thr CK2 alpha was shown to be a positive 

regulator of Notch1 signalling in A549 and H1299 lung cancer cell lines. 

When Ser/Thr CK2 alpha expression was inhibited, Notch1 protein levels 

were significantly reduced in lung cancer cells. However, the expected result 

was obtained. That is, as a result of forced overexpression of Ser/Thr CK2 

alpha, an increase in Notch1 transcriptional activity was observed. In addition 

to these findings, inhibition of Ser/Thr CK2 alpha resulted in a decrease in the 

ratio of the CD44+/CD24- cell population. In short, Ser/Thr CK2 alpha 

inhibition was found to reduce Notch1 expression and cancer stem-like cell 

population in lung cancer cells (Zhang et al., 2013). Indeed, this study shows 

that there is a positive correlation between Ser/Thr CK2 alpha and Notch1 

expression. In another study in the same lung cancer cell lines, Ser/Thr CK2 

was positively correlated with Hh/Gli signalling. In one hundred primary lung 

cancer tissues, a strong correlation was found between Ser/Thr CK2 alpha and 

Gli1 mRNA levels. In addition to this finding, the expression of markers 

indicative of the Hedgehog (Hh) signalling pathway involved in stem cell 

production was shown to be reduced. In contrast to Ser/Thr CK2 alpha 

inhibition, forced overexpression of Ser/Thr CK2 alpha resulted in a 

significant increase in both Gli1 expression and transcriptional activity in lung 

cancer A549 cell lines (Zhang et al., 2012). These findings clearly indicate 

that Ser/Thr CK2 is involved in the pathogenesis of lung cancer with a 

positive correlation in the Hh/Gli signalling pathway. 

In general, all these studies show that there is a similarity in the 

pathogenesis of cancer, regardless of the type of cancer. This similarity is 

mainly the role of Ser/Thr CK2. It is clear that Ser/Thr CK2 does indeed play 

a role in the development of cancer cells and at all stages from the 

development to the feeding of the stem cell. Therefore, it is believed that this 

is a point that should not be ignored in the fight against cancer. At this point, 
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it is important to fully understand the role of Ser/Thr CK2 and to develop 

methods to inhibit it. 

2. Pathophysiology of IL-7/IL-7R in Cancer 

Interleukin-7 (IL-7), a well-defined lymphopoietic cytokine, is 

produced by resting stromal cells in lymphoid tissues (Wang et al., 2001; 

Mazzucchelli & Durum, 2007). IL-7 is essential for the development and 

survival of T lymphocytes and has been described to play a critical role in 

peripheral T cell homeostasis (Fry & Mackall, 2005). It is also an essential 

cytokine for the adaptive immune system and has been shown to play an 

important role in B cell development (Parrish et al., 2009). Studies have 

shown that IL-7 regulates itself in a very delicate balance. IL-7 has the ability 

to adapt to environmental conditions by down-regulating its receptor, the IL-7 

receptor (IL-7R), which is found on most T cells (Barata et al., 2019). In this 

case, it is clear that the biological functions of IL-7 are mainly mediated by 

IL-7R activation. In addition, IL-7 contributes to the memory and 

maintenance of naive T cell populations. In cases of lymphopenia, IL-7 levels 

are significantly increased and contribute to the restoration of peripheral T 

cell homeostasis (Fry & Mackall, 2005; Barata et al., 2019). IL-7 is expressed 

through the equilibrium within the Bcl-2 family members. In fact, Bcl-2 itself 

and Mcl-1 on the positive side and Bax, Bad and Bim expression on the 

negative side adapt to the requirements of IL-7 (Jiang et al., 2005). 

It has been suggested that IL-7, a potent growth factor, may be 

responsible for lymphoid tumour formation. Rich et al 1993 showed that IL-7 

expression leads to a prolonged preneoplastic pilonidal lymphoproliferative 

state followed by the development of lymphoma. They explained that 

lymphomas and thymomas are of both B and T cell origin. As a result, long-

term IL-7 expression in vivo largely promotes the development of monoclonal 

tumours (Rich et al., 1993). 

Gamma-cytokines have been shown to play a role in the 

pathophysiology of T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (T-ALL). The role 

of all gamma-cytokines in the proliferation of primary T-ALL cells has been 

clearly demonstrated. Most importantly, IL-7 is the cytokine that most 

frequently induces leukaemic cell proliferation and promotes the strongest 

responses (Barata et al, 2004). These results clearly indicate that IL-7 may act 

as a critical regulator of T-ALL and contribute to cancer development. 
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Studies show that IL-7, acting through IL-7R, is closely associated 

with poor prognosis in prostate cancer. Both IL-7 and IL-7R expressions have 

been shown to be significantly up-regulated in prostate cancer cells. In fact, 

IL-7 has been reported to promote the invasion and migration of prostate 

cancer cells. In the molecular pathogenesis, IL-7 and IL-7R trigger AKT and 

nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB) activation, while blocking AKT was shown to 

suppress IL-7-mediated NF-κB activity. Furthermore, IL-7 and IL-7R 

increased matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-3 and MMP-7 expression in 

prostate cancer cells, while inhibition of MMP activity significantly 

suppressed IL-7-mediated cell invasion and migration (Qu ve ark., 2016; 

Alshyarba ve ark., 2021).  It is clear that IL-7 and IL-7R contribute to prostate 

cancer cell invasion and migration as they are responsible for the increase in 

AKT/NF-κB and MMP-3 and MMP-7 expression. Therefore, the complete 

elucidation of the links between these pathways, primarily with IL-7 and IL-

7R, will be an important step in determining the pathogenesis of the disease. 

A study on the role and regulatory mechanisms of IL-7R in hepatitis 

B virus (HBV)-associated hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) has been 

published. HBV was shown to induce a significant increase in IL-7R 

expression in hepatoma cells via the multifunctional non-structural protein X 

(HBX). HBX was shown to be responsible for HBV-mediated upstream 

expression of IL-7R. That is, HBX and IL-7R expression were highly 

expressed in HBV-associated HCC tissues. Furthermore, IL-7R was described 

to be primarily responsible for HBX-induced proliferation and migration of 

hepatoma cells. It was clearly demonstrated that HBX contributes to the 

proliferation and migration of hepatoma cells by causing an increase in IL-7R 

expression (Kong et al., 2016). This study demonstrates that IL-7R is 

significantly involved in the molecular pathogenesis of HCC. Importantly, the 

fact that the IL-7R gene is one of the genes likely to be associated with the 

dedifferentiation of HCC (Midorikawa et al., 2002) shows that it is at a point 

that cannot be ignored in this cancer. 

IL-7R expression has been shown to play an important role in the 

poor prognosis of esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC). IL-7R 

expression was shown to be significantly increased in ESCC cells cultured 

directly with macrophages. It was clearly demonstrated that this high IL-7R 

expression contributes to the survival and growth of cancer cells through the 

activation of AKT and Erk1/2 signalling pathways. Furthermore, the 

migratory ability of ESCC cells was also found to be enhanced by IL-7/IL-
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7R-induced activation of the AKT and Erk1/2 pathways. In addition to these 

findings, increased numbers of cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) and 

tumour-associated macrophages were positively correlated with high levels of 

IL-7R expression, which was associated with poor prognosis in ESCC 

patients (Kitamura et al., 2023). In light of these findings, it should be 

considered that increased expression of IL-7R may promote the development 

of malignancy in cancer cells. Therefore, these findings suggest that IL-7R 

may be a novel therapeutic target for ESCC. 

IL-7-expressing CAFs were shown to promote the development of 

breast cancer cells by maintaining tumour cell stem cells. Under the control of 

IL-7, fibroblasts, which act as key modulators of cancer progression, were 

found to straddle the boundary where they physically interact with tumour 

cells and were highly expressed in these regions. Removal of IL-7-expressing 

fibroblasts from the centre of the tumour was also shown to disrupt breast 

tumour growth and reduce the clonogenic potential of cancer cells. In 

particular, CXCL12 expression was found to be strongly increased in IL-7-

expressing CAFs (Boesch et al., 2018). This suggests that CXCL12 

expression and IL-7 expression are linked in the development of breast cancer 

cells. In short, it is quite clear that IL-7-expressing CAFs play a role in the 

promotion of tumour cell stem cells and the proliferation of breast cancer 

cells. 

There is strong evidence that IL-7 and IL-7R play an important role in 

the pathogenesis of lung cancer. In lung cancer cell lines and nude mice, three 

key points in the development of cancer cells have been demonstrated. IL-7 

and IL-7R were found to 1) increase cyclin D1 expression, a regulator of the 

cell cycle, 2) increase c-Fos/c-Jun phosphorylation and 3) significantly induce 

c-Fos and c-Jun heterodimer formation. It has also been shown to increase c-

Fos/c-Jun DNA binding activity to regulate cyclin D1. In lung cancer, 

inhibition of IL-7R to reduce cell proliferation has also been shown to be 

beneficial for disease prognosis (Ming et al., 2012). IL-7 and IL-7R appear to 

induce upregulation of cyclin D1 via the c-Fos/c-Jun pathway to promote cell 

proliferation in lung cancer. In a similar study, IL-7 and IL-7R were shown to 

induce a significant increase in the expression of vascular endothelial growth 

factor (VEGF)-D. It was also shown that VEGF-D was upregulated via the 

same c-Fos/c-Jun signalling pathway, thereby increasing lymphangiogenesis 

(Ming et al., 2009; Ming et al., 2012). These findings clearly indicate that IL-

7 and IL-7R play an important role in the poor prognosis of lung cancer. 
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In a study linking IL-7 to autophagy in non-small cell lung cancer, 

three different IL-7-mediated pathogenesis were identified. 1) IL-7 induces 

translocation of the anti-apoptotic marker p53 from the nucleus to the 

cytoplasm, 2) it induces inhibition of AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) 

phosphorylation and vice versa, 3) it was shown to induce mammalian target 

of rapamycin (mTOR) phosphorylation. The mechanism by which IL-7 

inhibits autophagy is precisely through the AMPK/mTOR pathway regulated 

by p53 (Zhu et al, 2022). These findings suggest that AMPK and p53 

expression act in concert with IL-7/IL-7R and mTOR expression. Therefore, 

these signalling pathways are important in the pathogenesis of NSCLC. 

These studies show that IL-7 and its receptor IL-7R play a very 

important role in cancer pathogenesis, although they do not differ according to 

the type of cancer. IL-7/IL-7R, which is very important for life, seriously 

threatens life in cancer processes. It is therefore crucial to identify the right 

stage at which to intervene. Although the studies on IL-7/IL-7R are extensive, 

there are still many unanswered questions. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, although much work has been done on the complex 

networks involved in cancer pathogenesis, a fully elucidated map is still 

lacking. The main point highlighted in this chapter is the importance of 

identifying specific targets of pathways in cancer pathogenesis for therapeutic 

intervention. Therefore, Ser/Thr CK2 and IL-7/IL-7R expressions, which have 

clearly been shown to play an important role in the development of cancer 

cells, are considered priority targets. In light of the studies discussed in this 

chapter, it is not difficult to conclude that targeted combination trials in cancer 

therapy will continue to develop over the next few years. 
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1. PARKINSON’S DISEASE - DEFINITION

Parkinson's disease (PD) is a chronic and progressive

neurodegenerative disorder that affects the nervous system and primarily 

affects movement. It is characterized by the degeneration and loss of 

dopamine-producing neurons in a part of the brain called the substantia nigra. 

The resulting dopamine deficiency in the brain leads to a range of motor 

symptoms, including tremors, rigidity, bradykinesia (slowness of movement), 

and postural instability. Parkinson's disease can also cause non-motor 

symptoms, such as depression, anxiety, sleep disturbances, and cognitive 

impairment. Parkinson's disease is typically diagnosed in people over the age 

of 60, but it can also affect younger people. Although there is currently no 

cure for Parkinson's disease, treatments are available to help manage the 

symptoms and improve quality of life (Ciofalo et al., 2019). 

Parkinson's disease is named after James Parkinson, an English 

physician who first described the condition in 1817. His work, titled "An 

Essay on the Shaking Palsy," provided a detailed clinical description of the 

motor symptoms associated with the disease.In the late 19th and early 20th 

centuries, several researchers made significant contributions to the 

understanding of Parkinson's disease. Jean-Martin Charcot, a French 

neurologist, further expanded on the clinical description and classification of 

the disease, emphasizing the characteristic tremors and rigidity (Goetz, 2011). 

2. THE REASONS OF PARKINSON’S DISEASE

The exact causes of Parkinson's disease are not yet fully understood,

but it is believed to be a combination of genetic and environmental factors. 

Here are some of the possible reasons for Parkinson's disease: 

Genetics: In some cases, Parkinson's disease may be inherited. 

Researchers have identified several genetic mutations that are associated with 

the development of the disease. Most Common genes related to Parkinson’s 

Diseases are VPS35, LRRK2, PARK7, PINK1,PARK2,SNCA (Cherian & 

Divya, 2020). 

Environmental factors: Exposure to certain toxins, such as 

pesticides, herbicides, and industrial chemicals, has been linked to an 

increased risk of Parkinson's disease (Goldman, 2014). 

Age: Parkinson's disease is more common in older adults, and the risk 

of developing the disease increases with age (Emami Kazemabad et al., 2022). 
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Gender: Men are more likely to develop Parkinson's disease than 

women (Cerri, Mus, & Blandini, 2019) . 

Head trauma: People who have experienced head injuries may have 

a higher risk of developing Parkinson's disease (Bower et al., 2003). 

Inflammation: Chronic inflammation in the brain may contribute to 

the development of Parkinson's disease (Pajares, A, Manda, Bosca, & 

Cuadrado, 2020). 

Oxidative stress: This is a process that occurs when there is an 

imbalance between free radicals and antioxidants in the body. Oxidative stress 

can damage cells in the brain and contribute to the development of 

Parkinson's disease (Subramaniam & Chesselet, 2013). 

It is important to note that having one or more of these risk factors 

does not necessarily mean that a person will develop Parkinson's disease. The 

disease is complex, and more research is needed to fully understand the 

causes and contributing factors. 

3. PARKINSON’S DISEASE SYMPTOMS   

The symptoms of Parkinson's disease can vary from person to person, 

and may include both motor and non-motor symptoms (Sveinbjornsdottir, 

2016). Some of the common symptoms of Parkinson's disease include: 

Tremors: Tremors or shaking, typically in the hands, fingers, arms, or 

legs, are a hallmark symptom of Parkinson's disease. 

Rigidity: Stiffness or rigidity in the muscles, which can make it 

difficult to move and may cause pain. 

Bradykinesia: Slowness of movement, which can make simple tasks 

such as buttoning a shirt or walking difficult. 

Postural instability: Impaired balance and coordination, which can 

increase the risk of falls. 

Non-motor symptoms: Parkinson's disease can also cause non-motor 

symptoms such as depression, anxiety, sleep disturbances, cognitive 

impairment, and autonomic dysfunction (problems with blood pressure, heart 

rate, and digestion). 

Micrographia: Small handwriting 
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Masked face: Reduced facial expression or a "mask-like" 

appearance. 

It is important to note that not all people with Parkinson's disease will 

experience all of these symptoms, and the severity of symptoms can vary 

depending on the individual. In addition, some symptoms may worsen over 

time as the disease progresses. If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, 

it is important to see a healthcare provider for an evaluation (Eklund et al., 

2022). 

4. NEUROPATHOLOGY OF PARKINSON’S DISEASE 

The neuropathology of Parkinson's disease involves the progressive 

degeneration of specific regions in the brain, particularly in the midbrain, 

where the substantia nigra is located. This leads to the loss of dopamine-

producing neurons, which are critical for the regulation of movement and 

motor function. One of the hallmark neuropathological features of Parkinson's 

disease is the accumulation of a protein called alpha-synuclein in the brain. 

Alpha-synuclein is normally present in the brain and is involved in the 

regulation of synaptic function, but in Parkinson's disease, it forms abnormal 

clumps called Lewy bodies, which are found in the neurons of affected brain 

regions. The loss of dopamine-producing neurons and the accumulation of 

Lewy bodies in the brain are believed to disrupt the normal functioning of 

brain circuits that regulate movement, leading to the motor symptoms of 

Parkinson's disease such as tremors, rigidity, and bradykinesia. In addition to 

the loss of dopamine-producing neurons and the accumulation of Lewy 

bodies, other neuropathological features of Parkinson's disease include 

inflammation and oxidative stress, which can contribute to the degeneration of 

neurons (Dickson, 2018). 

Another neuropathological changes in dopaminergic neurons includes  

degeneration of dopaminergic neurons,loss of dopaminergic transporters and 

changes in neurotransmitters. 

Degeneration of Dopaminergic Neurons: Parkinson's disease is 

characterized by the selective degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in the 

substantia nigra. These neurons produce dopamine, a neurotransmitter critical 

for motor control. As the disease progresses, there is a progressive loss of 

these neurons, resulting in a significant reduction in dopamine levels in 

affected brain regions (Ikeda, Ebina, Kawabe, & Iwasaki, 2019). 
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Loss of Dopamine Transporters:  Dopamine transporters are 

proteins responsible for reuptake of dopamine from the synaptic cleft. In 

Parkinson's disease, there is a significant loss of dopamine transporters, which 

can be visualized using imaging techniques like single-photon emission 

computed tomography (SPECT) or positron emission tomography (PET) 

scans. This loss reflects the degeneration of dopaminergic neurons (Ikeda et 

al., 2019). 

Changes in Another Neurotransmitter Levels 

Acetylcholine: Acetylcholine is another neurotransmitter involved in 

motor control. In Parkinson's disease, there is an imbalance between 

dopamine and acetylcholine levels, with an increase in acetylcholine activity 

due to the loss of dopaminergic inhibition. This imbalance contributes to the 

motor symptoms and disrupts the delicate balance necessary for smooth motor 

function (Bono et al., 2021). 

Serotonin: Serotonin is a neurotransmitter that plays a role in mood 

regulation and other functions. Changes in serotonin levels have been 

observed in Parkinson's disease and may contribute to non-motor symptoms 

such as depression, anxiety, and sleep disturbances (Suratos, Del Rosario, & 

Jamora, 2020). 

Noradrenaline (Norepinephrine): Noradrenaline is involved in 

regulating attention, arousal, and blood pressure. It has been found that there 

is a loss of noradrenaline-producing neurons in certain brain regions in 

Parkinson's disease. These changes may contribute to non-motor symptoms 

such as orthostatic hypotension (low blood pressure upon standing) and 

fatigue (Cacabelos et al., 2021). 

Glutamate: Glutamate is the primary excitatory neurotransmitter in 

the brain. In Parkinson's disease, there are changes in glutamate levels and 

signaling, including increased glutamate release and altered glutamate 

receptor activity. These changes can contribute to excitotoxicity, a process that 

leads to neuronal damage and death, further exacerbating the 

neurodegenerative process (Lyu et al., 2021). 

The interplay and imbalance between these neurotransmitters, 

particularly the dopamine-acetylcholine system, play a significant role in the 

motor symptoms of Parkinson's disease. Other neurotransmitters, such as 

serotonin, noradrenaline, and glutamate, contribute to non-motor symptoms 
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and the overall pathophysiology of the disease. Understanding these 

neurotransmitter changes is important for developing therapeutic strategies 

aimed at restoring neurotransmitter balance and managing the symptoms of 

Parkinson's disease. 

Overall, the neuropathology of Parkinson's disease is complex and 

involves a combination of genetic and environmental factors, as well as 

changes in brain chemistry and the accumulation of abnormal proteins. 

Understanding the neuropathology of Parkinson's disease is important for the 

development of new treatments and therapies that can slow or halt the 

progression of the disease.  

5.PATHOGENESIS OF PARKINSON’S DISEASE

5.1 Oxidative Stress -Inflammation and Mitochondrial

Dysfunction 

Oxidative stress, inflammation, and mitochondrial dysfunction are 

interconnected processes that can influence and exacerbate each other, 

contributing to various diseases, including neurodegenerative disorders like 

Parkinson's disease. Oxidative stress occurs when there is an imbalance 

between the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the body's 

ability to neutralize and repair their damaging effects. ROS, such as free 

radicals, can cause cellular damage and trigger inflammation. In the context of 

Parkinson's disease, oxidative stress plays a significant role in the progressive 

degeneration of dopamine-producing neurons. The high energy demands of 

neurons make them particularly vulnerable to oxidative damage. 

Inflammation is the body's response to injury, infection, or other harmful 

stimuli. In the case of Parkinson's disease, chronic inflammation is believed to 

contribute to neurodegeneration. Activated immune cells release pro-

inflammatory molecules, such as cytokines and chemokines, which can 

further induce oxidative stress. The inflammatory response in the brain can 

also activate microglia, the immune cells of the central nervous system, which 

can produce toxic substances that damage neurons. Mitochondrial dysfunction 

refers to abnormalities in the function and structure of mitochondria, the 

powerhouses of the cells responsible for energy production. Mitochondria are 

crucial for neuronal health, and any disruption in their function can lead to 

energy deficits, increased ROS production, and impaired cellular processes. In 

Parkinson's disease, dysfunctional mitochondria have been observed in 

affected brain regions and are thought to contribute to the degeneration of 
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dopamine neurons.The relationship between these processes is complex and 

interconnected. Oxidative stress can induce mitochondrial dysfunction by 

impairing mitochondrial DNA, enzymes, and membrane integrity, leading to 

reduced energy production and increased ROS generation. Mitochondrial 

dysfunction, in turn, can lead to increased oxidative stress as a result of 

impaired electron transport chain function. Both oxidative stress and 

mitochondrial dysfunction can trigger inflammatory responses, while 

inflammation, through the release of pro-inflammatory molecules, can 

exacerbate oxidative stress and further impair mitochondrial function. These 

processes create a vicious cycle, where oxidative stress, inflammation, and 

mitochondrial dysfunction reinforce and amplify each other, ultimately 

leading to progressive neuronal damage and the development and progression 

of diseases like Parkinson's disease. Understanding and targeting these 

interconnected processes may hold promise for developing therapeutic 

strategies to mitigate the progression of neurodegenerative disorders (Wang, 

Wang, Gao, & Sun, 2022). 

5.2 Excitotoxicity 

Excitotoxicity is a phenomenon that involves excessive activation of 

excitatory neurotransmitters, particularly glutamate, leading to neuronal 

damage or death. While excitotoxicity is primarily associated with conditions 

like stroke and neurodegenerative diseases, emerging evidence suggests its 

involvement in Parkinson's disease as well. In Parkinson's disease, 

excitotoxicity is believed to play a role in the degeneration of dopamine-

producing neurons in the substantia nigra, a brain region involved in motor 

control. The imbalance between excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmission, 

with excessive glutamate signaling, can result in prolonged and excessive 

activation of glutamate receptors, particularly N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) 

receptors. Several factors contribute to excitotoxicity in Parkinson's disease. 

One of the key factors is the dysfunction of the glutamate transporters 

responsible for removing excess glutamate from the synaptic cleft. Impaired 

glutamate reuptake can lead to an accumulation of glutamate, which further 

enhances excitotoxicity. Additionally, the loss of dopamine, a neurotransmitter 

that helps regulate glutamate release and excitatory signaling, can disrupt the 

balance of excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmission. Excitotoxicity triggers 

a cascade of events within neurons, including calcium influx and activation of 

various enzymes and pathways, ultimately leading to neuronal dysfunction 

and death. The excessive calcium influx activates enzymes such as 
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phospholipases, proteases, and nitric oxide synthase, which can damage 

cellular components, disrupt energy metabolism, and generate ROS. These 

processes contribute to oxidative stress and further neuronal damage. 

Furthermore, excitotoxicity can induce mitochondrial dysfunction, impairing 

the ability of mitochondria to produce ATP and regulate calcium homeostasis. 

Dysfunctional mitochondria produce more ROS, contributing to oxidative 

stress and exacerbating neuronal damage.To counteract excitotoxicity, the 

brain employs various protective mechanisms, including the release of 

inhibitory neurotransmitters like gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and the 

activation of anti-excitotoxic pathways. However, in Parkinson's disease, 

these compensatory mechanisms may be overwhelmed or impaired, leading to 

a heightened susceptibility to excitotoxicity. Targeting excitotoxicity is an area 

of active research for potential therapeutic interventions in Parkinson's 

disease. Strategies include developing drugs that modulate glutamate 

receptors, enhancing glutamate clearance mechanisms, and promoting the 

activation of neuroprotective pathways to mitigate the damaging effects of 

excessive glutamate signaling. Overall, while excitotoxicity's role in 

Parkinson's disease is still being elucidated, evidence suggests that it 

contributes to the degeneration of dopamine neurons and may represent a 

potential target for therapeutic interventions (Iovino, Tremblay, & Civiero, 

2020). 

6. Diagnosing Parkinson’s Disease and Treatment Guidelines 

Diagnosis of Parkinson's disease usually involves a combination of 

clinical evaluation, medical history, and physical examination. There is no 

specific test for Parkinson's disease, but healthcare providers may use certain 

tests, such as imaging studies like MRI or DaTscan, to rule out other 

conditions that may cause similar symptoms. Diagnosis of Parkinson's disease 

is usually made based on the presence of two or more of the hallmark motor 

symptoms, such as tremors, rigidity, bradykinesia, and postural instability. 

Treatment of Parkinson's disease is focused on managing symptoms and 

improving quality of life. There are several medications that can help increase 

dopamine levels in the brain and improve motor symptoms, such as levodopa 

and dopamine agonists. In addition to medications, physical therapy and 

exercise can also be beneficial for improving mobility and reducing stiffness 

and rigidity. For more advanced cases, deep brain stimulation (DBS) surgery 

may be an option. DBS involves implanting a small electrode into the brain 

that delivers electrical impulses to targeted areas, which can help alleviate 
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symptoms such as tremors, rigidity, and dyskinesia (involuntary movements). 

It is important to note that there is currently no cure for Parkinson's disease, 

and treatments are focused on managing symptoms and improving quality of 

life. In addition to medical treatments, support groups, counseling, and 

lifestyle modifications such as a healthy diet and regular exercise may also be 

helpful for people with Parkinson's disease (Rizek, Kumar, & Jog, 2016). 
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INTRODUCTION 

People take medications to protect themselves from the disease, use 

diagnostic or therapeutic services, or physiologically recover. The harmful 

and unintended effect of drugs used in normal doses is called adverse drug 

reaction (ADR).  Adverse drug reaction has a high potential to occur in almost 

all patients depending on the dose and characteristics of the drug used (Göksel 

Ülker, 2012).  In the studies conducted on the subject, it was determined that 

adverse drug reactions occur in patients with heart disease (Bankes et. al., 

2020; Fabretti et. al., 2018; Al-Hashar et. al., 2018; Girgin, 2012), infectious 

disease (Al-Hashar et. al., 2018), lung disease (Baker et. al., 2020; Al-Hashar 

et. al., 2018; Girgin, 2012), anxiety (Baker et. al., 2020), kidney disease 

(Baker et. al., 2020; Al-Hashar et. al., 2018), neurological disease (Baker et. 

al., 2020; Al-Hashar et. al., 2018; Girgin, 2012), malnutrition (Baker et. al., 

2020), allergy (Girgin, 2012), pneumonia (Baker et. al., 2020; Fabretti et. al., 

2018), hypertension (Bankes et. al., 2020; Fabretti et. al., 2018), diabetes 

(Bankes et. al., 2020), thyroid (Bankes et. al., 2020; Girgin, 2012), behavioral 

disorder (Bankes et. al., 2020) and hearing impairment (Evans et. al., 2001). 

In numerous studies, drug-related problems and ADR results have 

been studied in a systematic review (Kefale et. al., 2020; Vaismoradi et. al., 

2019).  There are studies that focus on a country, as well as studies that 

examine it by the age variable.  Kenya (Kefale et. al., 2020), Norway 

(Vaismoradi et. al., 2019) and Italy studies (Sessa et. al., 2018) are examples 

of country-based studies.  The concept of ADR was examined in reviews 

based on pediatrics (Khan et., al., 2020; Yu et. al., 2019; Col et. al., 1990) and 

geriatric population (Sakiris et., al., 2020).  However, systematic review 

articles cannot fully explain the details of research trends and the invisible 

relationships between ADR and adverse events. Bibliometric analyses are one 

of the analyses developed to explain the relationship between ADR and 

adverse events with raw data that covers both the entire population (pediatrics, 

geriatric and other) and where the results of all countries can be found. 

Thanks to bibliometric methods, the direction of research, its value 

and the development process of subjects can be evaluated (Rodríguez-Soler 

et. al., 2020; Derviş, 2019).  Because bibliometry is the intersection or 

combination of linguistics, information and statistics on a particular subject 

(He at. al., 2017).  5 stages are required to use the bibliometric analysis 

process in studies. These are study design, data collection, data analysis, data 

visualization, and data interpretation (Zupic and Čater, 2015).  In the design 
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of the study, the research questions are defined and appropriate bibliometric 

methods are chosen to answer the questions.  The aim of the research 

questions is to get information about the following topics (Aria and 

Cuccurullo, 2017); 

• Determining the knowledge base and intellectual structure of a topic

or field of research;

• To be able to examine the research-based conceptual structure of a

topic or field of research;

• To create the social network structure of a particular scientific

community.

In the study design, one of the most important choices for scholars is 

the time span. Bibliometric analysis can keep the time interval wide to capture 

the development of the subject related to the research field over time (Aria 

and Cuccurullo, 2017).  In data collection, the database containing the 

bibliometric data is selected, the data set is filtered and the data is exported 

from the selected database (Waltman, 2016).  In data analysis, one or more 

bibliometric or statistical software tools are used.  The fourth stage is the 

visualization of the data. Visualization is a technique used for bibliometric 

analysis.  Researchers can visualize the study area, structure or trend of a 

subject with bibliometric analysis (Cobo et. al., 2012).  The bibliometrix 

analysis technique can be used for this (Rodríguez-Soler et. al., 2020; Jalal, 

2019; Aria and Cuccurullo, 2017).  The bibliometrix analysis technique, 

which is a quantitative approach used to analyze the academic literature, is 

used to identify publications, citations and sources of information in the field 

((Rodríguez-Soler et. al., 2020).  Bibliometrix analysis can be evaluated with 

some generally accepted bibliometric indicators, such as the total number of 

publications performed on the subject, the number of citations, the average 

number of citations, indexes (h, g, m), researchers/experts, countries and 

words used in studies (Jalal, 2019).  The last stage is the stage of interpreting 

the data. It is the part where the researchers interpret and explain the findings 

they obtained from the data (Aria and Cuccurullo, 2017). 

The results of science mapping techniques can help academics in the 

healthcare industry understand the evolution of the ADR and Adverse event 
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relationship and provide a valuable tool to quickly access literature in this 

area. 

METHOD 

In this study, R based bibliometrix (Biblioshiny) and VOSviwer 

software were used.  The raw data required for the software were downloaded 

and analyzed in the Web of Science database with a certain search strategy.  

The Web of Science database is one of the world's leading databases covering 

more than 20,300 journals.  It also aims to assist in the analytical analysis 

(Dabbagh et. al., 2019).  Therefore, the research was conducted on adverse 

drug errors using the Web of Science database in this study.  Keywords in the 

study were "adverse drug reactions", "ADRs", "adverse drug reaction", "drug-

induced reaction", "pharmacovigilance", "incident reporting", global trigger 

tool "," Harvard medical practice study ". In the Web Of Science Core 

Collection: Citation Indexes section, journals with SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI 

and ESCI were searched. 8,762 studies were reached and publications 

between 2020 and 2021 (since these years were not completed) were excluded 

from the research.  The number of publications falling to 8,136 was reduced 

to 5,099 by limiting it to "article" and "review". In the final stage, it was 

refined again using the keyword "adverse event" and 2,009 studies were 

reached. 
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Figure 1.  Tree Diagram 

Bibliometrix, which has a library, was used to conduct research 

through the R statistics tool. Bibliometrix helps various analysis with its web-

based interface Biblioshiny (Dadkhah et. al., 2020). 

Studies on "Adverse Drug Reactions", "ADRs", "Adverse Drug 

Reaction", "Drug-Induced Reaction", "Pharmacovigilance", "Incident 

Reporting", Global Trigger Tool "," Harvard Medical Practice Study "(N 

= 8.762 ) 

Studies on the subject in 2020 and 2021 (N = 626) 

Studies that are not done in the "article" and "review" types 
on the subject  (N = 2.348) 

Studies in which the language of the research on the subject 
is not "English" (N = 689) 

Studies on "Adverse Drug Reactions", "ADRs", "Adverse Drug 
Reaction", "Drug-Induced Reaction", "Pharmacovigilance", "Incident 

Reporting", Global Trigger Tool "," Harvard Medical Practice Study "(N 
= 5.099 ) 

When the topic is refined again using the keyword "adverse 
event" (N = 2009) 
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RESULTS 

Between 1991 and 2020, 2009 documents were published in 29 years.  

These documents include a total of 1,712 articles and 297 reviews.  The total 

number of authors is 8,266.  The number of studies with single authors is 103 

and the number of studies with multiple authors is 8,163.  The ratio of the 

number of studies with a single author to total authors is 0.012.  The ratio of 

the number of studies with multiple authors to total authors is 0.987.  The 

cooperation index rate in the publications is 4.31, and all other data are given 

below (Table 1). 

Table 1. Main Statistics About The 1991–2020 

Main Information About Data 

Description Results Description Resul

ts 

Timespan 1991:20

20 

Docüment Contents 

Sources (Journals, Books, 

etc) 

670 Keywords Plus (ID) 3627 

Documents 2009 Author's Keywords (DE) 3542 

Average years from 

publication 

7,94 AUTHORS 

 

Average citations per 

documents 

24,64 Authors 8266 

Average citations per year 

per doc 

2,357 Author Appearances 11738 

Docüment Types Authors of single-authored 

documents 

103 

article 1657 Authors of multi-authored 

documents 

8163 

article; data paper 1 Authors Collaboration 
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article; early access 3 Single-authored documents 117 

article; proceedings paper 51 Documents per Author 0,243 

review 295 Authors per Document 4,11 

review; book chapter 1 Co-Authors per Documents 5,84 

review; early access 1 Collaboration Index 4,31 

 

 

Figure 2. Annual Scientific Production 

 

According to Figure 2, the number of published articles 

increased steadily from 1995 to 2018. There was a slight decrease in 

2019. The increase in the number of studies conducted in this case 

indicates the existence of problems that require further discussion on 

the issue. (Figure 2). 
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Figure 3. Average Article Citations Per Year 

Figure 3 shows the average citation numbers of articles published in a 

given year. According to the figure, there was a sudden decline in the average 

number of citations of articles published after 1991. But it is possible to say 

that the average number of citations of articles published annually after 1993 

tends to rise by 2018 (Figure 3). 

Table 2. Most Relevant Sources 

Sources Articles 

Drug Safety 196 

Pharmacoepıdemıology And Drug Safety 129 

Expert Opınıon On Drug Safety 60 

European Journal Of Clınıcal Pharmacology 46 

Brıtısh Journal Of Clınıcal Pharmacology 45 

Plos One 37 

Vaccıne 34 

Internatıonal Journal Of Clınıcal Pharmacy 24 

Clınıcal Pharmacology & Therapeutıcs 22 

Bmj Open 20 

Drug Informatıon Journal 20 

Annals Of Pharmacotherapy 19 

6 2 1 3 3 7 8 11 17 13 21 22 23 29 46 42 52 46 67 83
116123134147160168192

233208
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R² = 0,8578
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Frontıers In Pharmacology 19 

Malarıa Journal 18 

Journal Of The Amerıcan Medıcal Informatıcs Assocıatıon 17 

Journal Of Clınıcal Pharmacy And Therapeutıcs 16 

Indıan Journal Of Pharmacology 14 

Clınıcal Drug Investıgatıon 13 

Internatıonal Journal Of Medıcal Scıences 13 

Journal Of Bıomedıcal Informatıcs 13 

Table 2 shows the sources used in relation to the subject. According 

to the figure, it is possible to say that the sources most related to the subject 

are "Drug Safety (n = 196), Farmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety (n = 129), 

Expert Opinion On Drug Safety (n = 60), European Journal Of Clinical 

Pharmacology (n = 46) and British Journal of Clinical Pharmacology (n = 

45)". 

 

Figure 4. Bradford’s Law 

In the analysis made according to Bradford law, the journal "Drug 

Safety" published 196 articles and the journal "Pharmacoepidemiology And 

Drug Safety" published 129 articles regarding the term "adverse drug errors" 

and these two journals are in the core magazine (Zone 1) zone and it can be 

said that they are the most efficient resources in this field (Figure 4). 
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Figure 5. Top-Authors' Production Over Time 

 

The horizontal line shows the time period between the author's first 

publication and his/her last publication in the relevant period.  The size of the 

small bubbles indicates the abundance of publications.  The darkness of the 

colors in the bubbles gets darker in proportion to the number of citations 

received.  From this point of view, when we look at the figure above, the 

authors who have been publishing for many years are Begaud, Moore, 

Hauben, Pariente, Lapeyre-Mestre and Poluzzi.  The most published and cited 

authors in a very short period of time are Pariente and Shah (Figure 5).  When 

the authors' fields of study are examined in terms of their subjects, it is seen 

that Begaud comes to the fore with his studies on “underreporting of adverse 

drug reactions and causality of adverse drug reactions”.  Moore, on the other 

hand, seems to focus more on studies related to “errors in reporting of adverse 

drugs, their cost, and errors caused by drug-drug interaction".  Hauben 

appears to come to the fore with his studies on “data mining for the 

identification of adverse drugs and detection of adverse drug reactions”.  

Pariente is at the forefront with his work on the use of compounding systems 

in adverse drug reactions. Lapeyre-Mestre stands out with studies such as 

“adverse reactions in patients admitted to pediatrics and emergency services, 

gender differences in adverse reactions, drug-drug interaction and 

pharmacovigilance”.  Poluzzi appears to have carried out more studies on 

"reporting of adverse drugs and adverse reactions in the treatment of certain 

diseases (cancer, migraine, liver, etc.)".  Shah emerges from studies of “drug 

safety, reporting of adverse drugs, the relationship of adverse drugs with 

composition systems and data mining in determining adverse drugs”. 
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Table 3. Most Relevant Affiliations 

 The top five universities with the highest contribution in the table of 

publication numbers of universities are Harvard University (n = 59), 

University of Pittsburgh (n = 53), Northwestern University (n = 46), Seoul 

Natl University (n = 45) and Columbia University (n = 44) (Table 3). 

Figure 6. Country Scientific Production, Country Collaboration, and Most Cited 

Countries 

Item University Publications 

1 HARVARD UNIV 59 

2 UNIV PITTSBURGH 53 

3 NORTHWESTERN UNIV 46 

4 SEOUL NATL UNIV 45 

5 COLUMBIA UNIV 44 

6 ERASMUS UNIV 38 

7 STANFORD UNIV 38 

8 UNIV WASHINGTON 38 

9 NOTREPORTED 37 

10 UNIV UTRECHT 36 
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The countries marked as dark blue in the figures above are the 

countries that have produced more articles, have more collaborated and are 

most cited.  Countries with the most scientific studies and citations are shown 

in bold in Figure 6. These countries are respectively USA (n = 1.963), France 

(n = 752), United Kingdom (n = 541), Italy (n = 517) and Netherlands (n = 

336).  Figure 7 shows the total number of citations of the countries that have 

researched the subject in the world.  Accordingly, the countries with the 

highest total number of citations are respectively USA (n = 21.979), United 

Kingdom (n = 5.834), France (n = 3.204), Italy (n = 3.088) and Netherlands (n 

= 2.294).  Figure 8 shows the cooperation between different countries. 

According to the figure, it is possible to say that China, New Zealand, 

Canada, France, Denmark, Germany, India, Malaysia and Singapore are 

mostly linked with other countries to do research on the subject. 

Word Analysis 

Word analysis was carried out with the help of bibliometrix analysis.  

Bibliometrix software analyzes words by using the title of the article, 

keywords, abstract and the bibliography of the article.  The analysis obtained 

using the article's references is called keyword plus (a feature not found in 

other software).  In the words derived from the article title, the words with the 

highest frequency are adverse, drug, reactions, reporting, pharmacovigilance, 

and events.  In other words, the authors mostly preferred these words in the 

title of the article. In the abstracts, words such as adverse, events, drugs, 

patients, reporting, adrs, safety, data, reports and methods were used more.  

The word "study" should be excluded from these words.  Because such words 

are used in the abstract of each article by their nature (Figure 7). 
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10-a) Words by Article title 10-b) Words by abstract

10-c) Keyword plus 10-d) Words by keywords

Figure 7. Article Title, Keywords, Abstract and Keyword Plus Word Trees 
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Figure 8. Thematic Evolution 

Figure 8 illustrates the thematic development of the research.  

Thematic evolution is a graphical study of how themes emerge and are used 

over time.  Accordingly, it is possible to understand the development of the 

themes used in studies on the subject over time.  According to the figure, the 

themes of "adverse, data, reporting, pharmacovigilance and review" were used 

between 1991-2010.  It was determined that the themes of "adverse, patients, 

detection, data, pharmocivigilance, review and safety" came to the fore 

between 2018-2020. 
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Figure 9. Authors / Universities / Countries Collaboration Network 

 

In Figure 9, the analysis of the authors' collaboration (Authors 

Collaboration Network), the analysis of the institutional cooperation 

(Institutions Collaboration Network) and the cooperation between countries 

(Countries Collaboration Network) are given.  In the analysis of collaboration 

between the authors, 44 spheres were taken as the basis for analysis.  Each 

ellipse sphere represents an author.  The connecting lines between the spheres 

mean that there is a relationship between the spheres to which it is connected.  

The thickness of the lines is directly proportional to the density of the 

relationship.  In the given Figure, it is seen that there are 9 clusters.  It is seen 

Authors Institutions 

Countries 
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that two authors are working together in 3 clusters.  Orange and green clusters 

are centralized clusters and "Sturkenboom M, Capuano, A" are at the center of 

the collaboration between authors.  It is seen that the authors working together 

in the orange cluster focused on adverse reactions experienced in electronic 

health record systems in their studies.  The authors working together in the 

green cluster are noted for their work on the causality of adverse drug 

reactions.  The authors working together on the lilac cluster, on the other 

hand, conduct studies on hospitalizations caused by adverse drug events.  The 

authors working together in the gray cluster studied the damage caused by 

anticoagulant drugs and adverse reactions in cardiovascular diseases.  

Collaborative authors in the dark blue cluster focus on the adverse reporting 

system and adverse reactions in pediatric patients.  Authors working together 

in the light blue cluster are conducting studies on adverse reactions at the 

immune checkpoint.  The authors working together in the brown cluster were 

found to collaborate on adverse reactions experienced in different departments 

in the hospital (emergency department, pediatrics, etc.), gender differences in 

adverse reactions, the preventability of adverse drug reactions, and drug-drug 

interactions.  Collaborating authors in the purple cluster studied adverse 

reactions and adverse drug events leading to death in cancer patients.  

Collaborating authors in the red cluster focused on studies such as adverse 

drug events and reporting and monitoring of adverse reactions in treated 

patients. 

In the inter-institutional cooperation analysis, 36 nodes were taken as 

the basis.  Each node represents an institution.  In the figure, it is seen that 

there are 6 clusters.  It is seen that two institutions work together in 1 cluster.  

The purple, brown, and orange clusters are centralized clusters and are 

centrally located in the inter-institutional collaboration of “Erasmus 

University, University Bologna, Univ Messina, Univ Bordeaux, Brigham and 

Womens Hosp, Harvard University, Karolinska University Hosp, Karolinska 

inst”.  In the analysis of cooperation between countries, 45 spheres are taken 

as the basis. Green clusters are centralized clusters and "USA" and "United 

Kingdom" are at the center of the cooperation between countries. 
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Table 4. Source Impact 

Source h_in

dex 

g_in

dex 

m_in

dex 

TC N

P 

PY_s

tart 

Drug Safety 39 64 

 

56

72 

19

6 

1993 

Pharmacoepidemiology And Drug 

Safety 

32 53 1,33 33

44 

12

9 

1997 

Expert Opinion On Drug Safety 18 25 1,28 78

8 

60 2007 

European Journal Of Clınıcal 

Pharmacology 

19 32 0,70 11

19 

46 1994 

Brıtısh Journal Of Clinical 

Pharmacology 

23 41 0,85 17

61 

45 1994 

Plos One 15 28 1,5 83

8 

37 2011 

Vaccine 15 21 0,78 48

9 

34 2002 

International Journal Of Clinical 

Pharmacy 

8 10 0,8 15

4 

24 2011 

Clinical Pharmacology & Therapeutics 14 22 1 81

0 

22 2007 

BMJ Open 8 12 0,88 17

4 

20 2012 

Drug Information Journal 6 9 0,26 11

0 

20 1998 

Annals Of Pharmacotherapy 17 19 0,89 11

61 

19 2002 

Frontıers In Pharmacology 6 9 1,2 11

0 

19 2016 

Malaria Journal 10 17 0,71 30

6 

18 2007 

Journal Of The American Medical 

Informatics Assocıatıon 

13 17 0,92 84

1 

17 2007 
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Journal Of Clinical Pharmacy And 

Therapeutıcs 

9 14 0,42 21

3 

16 2000 

Indian Journal Of Pharmacology 6 10 0,46 11

5 

14 2008 

Clinical Drug Investigation 7 10 0,28 11

7 

13 1996 

International Journal Of Medıcal 

Sciences 

8 13 0,8 35

8 

13 2011 

Journal Of Biomedical Informatics 8 13 0,72 23

4 

13 2010 

The quality of a journal is measured by how many citations are made 

to the average article published in that journal over a period of time.  

Therefore, a researcher is not interested in how many citations are made to 

each individual article.  The important thing for the researcher is that all 

articles published in a particular journal are, on average, more or less cited 

than other journals (Tonta, 2014). In this context, various indexes (h, g, m) are 

used to evaluate the quality of journals. According to Table 5, the journal 

Drug Safety has the highest h index (39) and g index (64), and the journal 

Plos ONE has the highest m index (1.5) (Table 4). 

Table 5. Author Impact 

Author h_inde

x 

g_inde

x 

m_inde

x 

TC N

P 

PY_start 

HAUBEN M 15 28 0,83 828 28 2003 

MONTASTRUC JL 12 19 0,63 371 21 2002 

PARIENTE A 13 21 0,92 675 21 2007 

STURKENBOOM M 14 21 0,77 755 21 2003 

MOORE N 15 20 0,65 933 20 1998 

BEGAUD B 14 19 0,46 609 19 1991 

MORETTI U 15 19 0,68 710 19 1999 

CAPUANO A 12 17 0,70 305 18 2004 

TRIFIRO G 15 18 1,25 836 18 2009 
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LAPEYRE-MESTRE M 12 17 0,63 330 17 2002 

HARAMBURU F 12 16 0,41 552 16 1992 

SALVO F 10 16 0,66 371 16 2006 

LEUFKENS HGM 11 15 0,5 321 15 1999 

MIREMONT-SALAME 

G 

13 15 0,81 511 15 2005 

POLUZZI E 12 15 1 622 15 2009 

RASCHI E 11 15 0,91 451 15 2009 

ROSSI F 11 15 0,64 269 15 2004 

SHAH NH 11 15 1,37 106

0 

15 2013 

DE PONTI F 10 14 0,83 421 14 2009 

SCHUEMIE MJ 12 14 1,2 518 14 2011 

The h, g and m indices are among the index types that aim to measure 

scientific achievement in terms of productivity and impact (Tonta, 2014).  

According to Table 6, Hauben has the highest h index (15) and g index (28) 

and Shah has the highest m index of (1.37) (Table 5). 

Factor Analysis 

Factor analysis provides advantages such as visualizing and easily 

interpreting the analysis by collecting the correlated variables into a category, 

obtaining fewer factors, and reducing the number of variables (one dimension 

reduction) (Yaşlıoğlu, 2017).  Factor analysis of adverse drug reactions was 

performed in the images below. 
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Figure 10. Multiple Correspondence Analyses / KeyWords Plus 

There are 2 different clusters in the figure, red and blue.  The red 

cluster is a heterogeneous and large cluster.  There are 7 different sub-clusters 

in the red cluster.  From these clusters, it is possible to give the sub-cluster 

containing the concepts of “generation”, “algorithms” and “discovery” the 

heading “generation of algorithms”.  Secondly, it is possible to give the 

heading of "information and performance system" to the sub-cluster that 

includes the concepts of "systems", "system", "information", "performance" 

and "knowledge".  Thirdly, it is possible to give the heading of 

"disproportionality in signal determination from the data set" to the sub-

cluster that includes the concepts of "disproportionality", "database" and 

"signal detection".  Fourthly, it is possible to give the sub-cluster containing 

the concepts of "signal generation”, “pharmacovigilance”, “association”, 

“adverse drug reactions”, “surveillance”, “drug reactions”, “adverse”, “drugs” 

and “events” the heading of "surveillance of adverse drug reactions".  Fifthly,  

it is possible to give the heading of "meta-analysis results of the risk of 

myocardial infarction in children" to the sub-cluster that includes the concepts 

of “risk”, “safety”, “myocardial infarction”, “outcomes”, “united states”, 

“impact”, “therapy”, “children”, “population”, “management”, “disease”, 

“trial” and “meta-analysis”.  Sixthly, it is possible to give the sub-cluster, 

which includes the concepts of " prevalence", "prevention", "admissions" and 

"risk factors", with the heading of "preventing the prevalence of risk factors".  

Seventhly, it is possible to give the heading of "activity due to double 
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blindness" to the sub-cluster that includes the concepts of "efficacy" and 

"double-blind". 

There are 3 different sub-clusters in the blue cluster.  From these 

clusters, it is possible to give the sub-cluster containing the concepts “costs”, 

“advertising drug events”, “care” and “hospitalized patients” to the heading 

"cost of adverse drug events in inpatient patients".  Secondly, it is possible to 

give the sub-cluster containing the concepts “adverse event” and “attitudes” 

the heading of "attitudes in adverse events".  Thirdly, it is possible to give the 

heading "patient safety and quality in health care" to the sub-cluster that 

includes the concepts of "errors", "quality", "patient safety", "hospitals" and 

"healthcare" (Figure 11). 

 

Figure 11. Multiple Correspondence Analyses / Titles 

There are 2 different clusters in the figure: red and blue. The red 

cluster is a heterogeneous and large cluster.  There are 8 different sub-clusters 

within the red cluster. Among these clusters, the sub-cluster that includes the 

concepts of "hospital", "care", "events", "adverse" and "reactions" can be 

given the heading "adverse reactions in health care".  Secondly, it is possible 

to give the heading "adverse events according to FDA" to the sub-cluster that 

includes the concepts of "event" and "FDA".  Thirdly, it is possible to give the 

sub-cluster of "reaction", "drug", "reported", "reports", "reporting" and 

"system" with the heading "reporting of drug reactions".  Fourthly, it is 

possible to give the heading "comparison in databases" to the sub-cluster that 
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includes the terms "spontaneous", "database", "comparison" and "mining".  

Fifthly, it is possible to give the sub-cluster of "medical", " assessment", 

"patients", "study", "risk", "associated" and "analysis" with the heading "risk 

analysis in medical evaluations".  Sixthly, it is possible to give the sub-cluster 

of “drugs”, “evaluation”, “detection”, “case”, “signals” and “data” with the 

heading “evaluation of drug signals”.  Seventhly, it is possible to give the 

heading "signals of inhibitory events in pharmacovigilance" to the sub-cluster 

that includes the concepts of "inhibitor", "incident", "signal", "methods" and " 

pharmacovigilance".  Eighthly, it is possible to give the sub-cluster of 

"review", "patient", "cohort", "systematic", "clinical" and "monitoring" 

concepts with the heading "cohort studies in clinical patients".  Ninthly, it is 

possible to give the sub-cluster of "treatment", "surveillance", "vaccine" and 

"safety" with the heading "surveillance in vaccine treatment".  The concepts 

included in the blue cluster are "global", "tool" and "trigger" and it is possible 

to give the heading "global trigger tool". 

 

 

Figure 12. Multiple Correspondence Analyses / Abstracts 

 

There are 2 different clusters in the figure, red and blue.  The red 

cluster is a heterogeneous and large cluster.  There are 5 different sub-clusters 

in the red cluster.  Among these clusters, it is possible to give the sub-cluster 

of "safety", "events" and "health" with the heading "safety in health".  

Secondly, it is possible to give the heading "results of data reports" to the sub-
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cluster that includes the concepts of "data", "conclusions", "methods" and 

"reported". Thirdly, it is possible to give the heading “pharmacovigilance in 

adverse studies” to the sub-cluster that includes the terms 

"pharmacovigilance", "adverse", "study" and "associated". Fourthly; it is 

possible to give the heading of "clinical patients" to the sub-cluster that 

includes the concepts of "clinical" and "patients".  Fifthly; it is possible to 

give the "drug reactions" heading to the sub-cluster that includes the concepts 

of "drug", "drugs" and "reactions".  There are 2 different sub-clusters in the 

blue cluster. Of these clusters, it is possible to give the sub-cluster, which 

includes the concepts of "events" and "reporting", with the heading "reporting 

the event". Secondly, it is possible to give the sub-cluster that includes the 

concepts of "system" and "reports" with the heading "system reports". 

 

Figure 13. Adverse Drug Reaction Vosviwer Analysis 

  

When the figure is examined, it is seen that keywords such as "drug 

reaction", "process", "hospital", "therapy" and "signal" appear the most in the 

formation network related to adverse drug reactions. A total of four clusters 

are represented in four different colors.  The clusters with the most members 

are red (n = 223), green (n = 209), blue (n = 174) and yellow (n = 142) 

clusters, respectively.  The most repeated clusters in the red cluster with the 

most members are therapy (n = 203), trial (n = 200) and day (n = 182), 

respectively (Figure 13). 
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Figure 14. Most Used Keywords of the Time Series Analysis Studies 

in ADR 

 

The searched data obtained through the Web of Science database was 

analyzed using Vosviewer. The Sunburst chart was obtained using the words 

obtained from here (https://app.fourish.studio/).  When words are formed by 

clustering, they are surrounded by 4 main colors (blue, purple, yellow and 

green). The words that stand out in the colors are “adverse drug risk, adverse 

drug reporting, health care and adverse effect measurement”, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://app.fourish.studio/
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Figure 15. Emerging Subjects of the ADR Field 

The figure shows the most frequently used keywords in articles and 

reviews studied in the field of adverse drug reactions between 1980 and 2020.  

The figure shows a keyword network that includes 4 clusters.  The group with 

the highest number of words in the literature (n = 223) is the one under the 

heading "adverse effect measurement" shown in blue.  The most frequently 

repeated words in this group are "therapy, trial and day".  The second most 

repetitive word group (n = 209) is the "adverse drug reporting" group shown 

in green.  The most repeated words in this group are "signal, odds ratio and 

drug administration".  The third most repetitive word group (n = 174) is the 

"health care" group shown in yellow.  The most repeated words in this group 

are "process, knowledge and vaccine".  The fourth most repetitive word group 

(n = 142) is the “adverse drug risk” group shown in purple.  The most 

frequently repeated words in this group are "drug reaction, hospital and 

severity". 

DISCUSSION 

An adverse drug event (ADE) is “an adverse medical event” that 

occurs in association with the use of a particular drug (Zhan et al., 2020).  In 
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other words, it is a significantly harmful or unpleasant reaction that results 

from an intervention in the use of a medical drug and has a therapeutic 

purpose for the prevention of danger (Yuan and Woo, 2015).  According to 

research by Evans et al. (2001), 70% of drugs have a known side effect.  

According to the study conducted by Van Der Hooft et al. (2006), the most 

common adverse reactions in inpatients were bleeding (n = 1048), adverse 

effects in drug use (n = 438), low blood sugar (n = 375) and fever (n = 347).  

The drugs that cause the most frequent adverse drug events are anticoagulants 

(n = 2185), cancer drugs (n = 1809) and diuretic drugs (n = 979).  According 

to the study of Schwan et al. (2010), it is possible to experience adverse errors 

in epilepsy drugs.  According to the study of Van Der Hooft et al. (2006), 

antithrombotics and anti-infectives also cause adverse drug events.  According 

to the study of Nebeker et al. (2006), coronary stents cause adverse events.  

According to the study of Lucas et al. (1999), antiretroviral drugs cause 

adverse drug errors.  According to the study of Dvorackova et al. (2020), it is 

seen that the most adverse drug reactions are experienced with oral 

anticoagulants.  According to the study of Moura et al. (2020), anticonvulsant 

drugs cause adverse drug reactions. 

In the study of Van Der Hooft et al. (2006), it was determined that 6% 

of the patients hospitalized in inpatient units due to adverse drug errors ended 

their lives.  According to the study of Van Der Hooft et al. (2008), deaths due 

to adverse drug errors are 0.31%. 40% of the cases are preventable. 

Studies have determined that adverse drug events are not sufficiently 

reported (Green et al., 2001; Schroeder, 1998; Belton et al., 1995).  In the 

study conducted by Belton et al. (1995), it was determined that 63% of 

healthcare workers reported adverse cases they encountered, and 37% did not.  

Among these, it was concluded that 77% of general practitioners and 55% of 

other physicians reported adverse cases (Belton et al., 1995).  When it is 

investigated why adverse cases are not reported, it is seen that they are caused 

by the lack of reporting forms, lack of time, the unwillingness of healthcare 

professionals to be punished, the belief that the incident will not contribute to 

medical information, the belief that only serious damage should be reported, 

the fear of violating patient privacy, or the healthcare professionals' fear of 

seeming ignorant (Herdeiro et. al., 2005; Belton et al., 1997; Belton et al., 

1995).  

When the studies carried out so far were examined, it was observed 

that adverse drug reactions were experienced in inpatients (Hamilton et al., 
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2011; Lazarou et al., 1998; Cullen et al., 1997; Bates et al., 1993), who were 

shown as the reason for hospitalization (Pirmohamed et. al., 2004;  Beijer and 

De Blaey, 2002; McDonnell and Jacobs, 2002) admitted to the emergency 

department (Budnitz et. al., 2007; Hohl et. al., 2001) discharged (Forster et. 

al., 2005) and received outpatient services (Budnitz et. al., 2006; Gandhi, 

2003; Gurwitz et al., 2003; Hanlon et al., 1997). In addition, in the studies 

conducted, it was determined that the groups with the most adverse drug 

reactions were children (Impicciatore et. al., 2001; Kaushal et. al., 2001) and 

the elderly (Gurwitz et. al., 2000; Lindley, 1992). 

When the studies on adverse drug reactions are examined in terms of 

their subjects, the preventability of adverse drug reactions (Bates et al., 1995), 

their determination (Edwards and Aronson, 2000), their relationship with 

compounding systems (Van Puijenbroek et al., 2002; Evans et al., 2001; Bate 

et.al., 1998; Jha et al., 1998; Raschke et al., 1998; Classen et. al., 1991), their 

costs (Classen et al., 1997), errors caused by pharmacists (Leape et al., 1999), 

their reporting (Carson et al., 2009; Moore et al., 2007),  their relationship 

with drug errors (Bates et al., 1995; Col et al., 1990), their relationship with 

genetics (Ozeki et al., 2011; Hung et al., 2006), their relationship with 

pharmacogenetics (Meyer et al., 2000), their relationship with eosinophilia 

and systemic symptoms (Kardaun et al., 2013), their relationship with iron 

deficiency (Chertow et al, 2006), their relationship with quality (Cullen et al., 

1995) comes to the fore in the studies. 

When the recent studies on adverse drug reactions are examined in 

terms of their subjects, it is seen that the relation of adverse drug reactions 

with social media use (De Rosa et al., 2021), their effect on newspaper news 

(Postma and Donyai, 2020), their relationship with technology (Kadima et al., 

2020), their relationship with psychology (Riera-Arnau et al., 2020; Sönmez-

Güngör et al., 2020), their effect on hospital stay (Sandoval et al., 2020), their 

incidence in emergency services (Kauppila et al., 2020), the risk of cutaneous 

adverse drug reactions (Panickar et al., 2020), their reporting (Kim et al., 

2020), their definition according to ICD-10 (Cheng et al., 2020) and their 

experience in outpatient treatment (Adedapo et al., 2020) are mostly 

examined. In addition, in recent studies, it has been observed that the most 

adverse drug reactions are experienced in patients with Covid-19 

(Grandvuillemin et al., 2020; Shiohara et al., 2020; Sönmez-Güngör et al., 

2020; Sun et al., 2020), cancer (Park et al., 2020), rheumatoid arthritis (Giraud 

et al., 2020), tuberculosis (Noor et al., 2020) and epilepsy (Lee et al., 2020). 
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The aim of this study is to determine the worldwide trend of scientific 

production regarding adverse drug events.  For this purpose, a bibliometrix 

analysis was performed using the bibliometrix-R tool in the period from 1991 

to 2019. 

Co-authorship and coexistence analysis in the research is not only 

examined at the individual level in terms of research collaborators but also at 

the country level (Jalal, 2019).  In the study, it is possible to say that there is 

scientific cooperation between countries such as China, New Zealand, 

Canada, France, Denmark, Germany, India, Malaysia and Singapore, and in 

the quantitative and graphical analyzes from different perspectives based on 

publication data, the connections with other countries were established to 

conduct research on the subject. 

Word analysis can also be performed with the help of Bibliometrix 

analysis.  In the research conducted by Jalal (2019), it was revealed that the 

prominent keywords were concepts such as "mortality, diseases, prevalence".  

In the study, the keywords that stand out in the title of the article are words 

such as "adverse, drug, reactions, reporting, pharmacovigilance and events".  

It was found that concepts such as "adverse, events, drugs, patient, reporting, 

address, safety, data, reports and methods" were used more in the abstracts. 

The most cited countries in bibliometric analyzes are the world's most 

research-intensive countries such as the UK, USA, China, Japan, Germany, 

Italy, Canada and France (Kisjes, 2013).  However, the eight most productive 

countries in the study are the USA, France, United Kingdom, Italy, 

Netherlands, Australia, China and Germany. Only five countries USA, 

France, Italy, China and Germany Canada are on the above list and their 

rankings differ.  The efficiency of these countries may be related to specific 

funding opportunities, the number of laboratories and the number of teaching 

programs in these countries. 

The thematic evolution map used in the study helps to identify the 

main research areas related to adverse drug events.  It is also used as a 

graphical study in terms of how the themes emerge, how they are used over 

time and to guide future research.  In the research, it was determined that the 

themes of "adverse, data, reporting, pharmacovigilance and review" between 

1991 and 2010 were used in the foreground and the themes of “adverse, 

patients, detection, data, pharmacovigilance, review and safety” stood out 

between 2018-2020.  It can be said that global cooperation on these themes 
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should be encouraged, supported and implemented in order to progress on 

adverse drug events. 

LIMITATIONS OF STUDY 

There are some limitations to the bibliometric analysis tools in this 

study.  By its very nature, it is impossible to create a perfect and all-

encompassing research query, so there is always the possibility to have false 

positive and false negative results in any bibliometric search. 

Citation analysis represents an objective and quantitative measure of 

research but it does not provide information about its quality or impact on 

clinical practice.  However, it can be hypothesized that the more citations an 

article receives, the greater the impact the article can have on scientific 

research (Fortuna et al., 2020). 

It is not possible to say that this study is a comprehensive review of 

the literature on the adverse drug reaction process, as it is studied only with 

raw data for articles from the Web of Science.  However, databases such as 

Scopus, PubMed and Google Scholar have strengths and weaknesses (Falagas 

et al., 2008).  For example, although there are many studies in the Pubmed 

database, not all bibliometric analyses can be performed with downloaded raw 

data. 

There are other limitations in this analysis: 

•  Although the words of adverse drug reactions and other search 

strategies are determined quite comprehensively and the search terms 

appear in the article title/abstract /keywords, they may not be included 

in the full text of the articles. 

•  Self-citations of the articles were not excluded. 

•  In this analysis, WOS does not allow electronic access to articles 

published before 1975. This means we may have skipped some articles. 

Additionally, many other articles may have been published in journals 

that have not yet been indexed. 
 

This study was also limited to the English language, 670 journal 

categories, and article and review types.  Besides, some research articles on 

adverse drug reactions in other databases and in languages other than English 

may be overlooked.  Given all these limitations, the number of publications 

analyzed in this study may not fully reflect all global research activity on 
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adverse drug reactions, but the data presented are likely to provide important 

insight into trends that have evolved over the past three decades. 

There are some drawbacks inherent in citation analysis.  Bibliometric 

analyzes have the potential to feed the presumption of poor quality of non-

cited or rarely cited studies (MacRoberts and MacRoberts, 2010).  In addition, 

the results of the bibliometric analysis can vary widely with different search 

strategies and inclusion and exclusion criteria (Huang et al. 2019).  With 

bibliometric analysis results, researchers can learn more about the history of 

adverse drug reactions. Analysis results have the potential to predict the 

course of development of adverse drug reactions. 

CONCLUSION 

Science mapping is an important activity for those working in all 

discipline areas. Results from science mapping, data visualization, and 

bibliometric software are also one of the most rational inputs used for 

policymaking.  Through the various techniques used in the bibliometric 

method adopted in this study (such as collaboration analysis and science 

mapping), a comprehensive picture of the co-production network in the field 

of adverse drug reactions was established.  Along with this article, we tried to 

provide a valuable reference for scientists to understand research trends and 

understand current issues related to the field within the scope of adverse drug 

errors.  In addition, mapping results provide a valuable tool for researchers to 

access the literature in this field, and drug errors and adverse drug events can 

be used to help determine the direction of future research. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Chiari malformations are a structural brain anomaly where the 

cerebellar tonsils abnormally protrude below the level of the foramen 

magnum into the spinal canal. This condition can obstruct the fluid flow 

between the brain and the spinal cord, leading to various symptoms.  

Chiari malformation (CM) was described by Hans Chiari in 1891. 

This malformation is characterized by the displacement of the cerebellar 

tonsils into the spinal canal (Koehler, 1991; Ropper and Williams, 2013; 

Speer, et al., 2020). In most cases, the cause of the disease is unknown. It is 

thought that Chiari malformation is associated with genetic and environmental 

factors. This congenital condition can be detected later in life (Koehler, 1991; 

Saletti et al., 2019). Chiari malformation type 1 is found in less than 1% of 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans, and most patients are 

asymptomatic (Milhorat, et al., 199; Oldfield, et al., 1994). 

There are four types of this malformation, and each has different 

clinical features, diagnostic methods, and treatment approaches (Heiss, 1999;  

Rosenblum, et al., 2022; Speer, et al., 2020). 

1. Type I: mild and common form. The tonsils are seen to be 

displaced downward by 5 mm or more. The bony posterior fossa volume is 

small in most cases. Patients may have varying degrees of syringomyelia. 

Symptoms usually appear in adulthood. 

2. Type II: Associated with congenital spina bifida. The cerebellum 

and brainstem are more prominently displaced. Syringomyelia is present, and 

hydrocephalus may occur. 

3. Type III: Rare and most severe form. The cerebellum and brainstem 

protrude more from the spinal canal, and symptoms begin at birth. 

4. Type IV: The rarest form with incomplete cerebellar development, 

it usually results in fatal outcomes at birth. 

Symptoms of Chiari malformation vary greatly. Headaches increase 

when neck movements, coughing, sneezing, or applying abdominal pressure. 

Headaches start from the back of the head and spread upward. Some patients 

may have no symptoms. The most common symptoms are as follows (Fric, et 

al., 2019;  Milhorat, et al., 1999; Nagib, M. G., 2011; Oldfield, et al., 1994; 

Ropper and Williams, 2013; Tubbs, et al., 2011). 
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1. Headache 

2. Neck pain 

3. Weakness in the extremities 

4. Imbalance 

5. Vertigo 

6. Quick fatigue 

7. Difficulty swallowing 

8. Sleep apnea 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the most common and reliable 

method for diagnosing Chiari malformation. Through this imaging technique, 

abnormalities in the cerebellum and brainstem, as well as conditions such as 

syringomyelia and hydrocephalus in the medulla spinalis, can be detected 

(Heiss, 1999;  Speer, et al., 2020; Tubbs, et al., 2011). 

Surgical treatment indication criteria may vary among neurosurgeons. 

Surgical indication exists in patients with MRI findings, medical history, and 

symptoms specific to Chiari malformation type 1 that affect their quality of 

life. Surgical treatment is rarely planned for patients thought to be 

symptomatic. In these patients, medications are used to alleviate symptoms 

and exercises are recommended (Fric, et al., 2019). 

Surgical interventions can include methods such as decompression 

surgery or shunt application. For patients without syringomyelia, posterior 

fossa decompression alone is sufficient. In the majority of patients with 

syringomyelia resulting from the structure of the foramen magnum in Chiari 

malformation type 1, it spontaneously decreases or stabilizes after 

decompression alone. Therefore, intervention in syringomyelia is not 

necessary (Milhrat, et al., 2010; Nagib, 2011). The reduction or non-increase 

of syringomyelia is dependent on the permanent creation of a subarachnoid 

space at the foramen magnum (Rosenblum, et al., 2022; Yan, et al., 2016). 

Surgical intervention involving suboccipital craniectomy, C-1 laminectomy, 

and duraplasty expands the CSF space in the foramen magnum and resolves 

the syrinx. After the surgical procedure, the cerebellar tonsils take a proper 

shape and rise towards the foramen magnum (2). If necessary, syringo-
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subarachnoid or -pleural shunt surgeries can be performed. Radiological or 

clinical worsening of syringomyelia is very rare after adequate decompression 

of the foramen magnum (Rosenblum, et al., 2022; Yan, et al., 2016). 

Case Presentation 

The patient, E.C. is 36-year-old,  female, presented with complaints 

of persistent headaches throughout the day, neck pain, balance issues, 

difficulty swallowing, occasional transient vision loss, and numbness in the 

extremities for several months. A detailed medical history and neurological 

examination were conducted. Her headache worsened when she touched her 

chin to her chest and coughed. The patient reported that her symptoms were 

progressively worsening and negatively affecting her daily life. She also had 

complaints of difficulty swallowing and nausea. Slight truncal ataxia was 

detected while walking. She described atypical sensory deficits in her upper 

extremities. It was learned that the patient had not experienced any trauma or 

surgical intervention and that there were no other individuals with similar 

conditions in her family. 

Considering the patient's symptoms and physical examination 

findings, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed. The MRI 

revealed the patient's cerebellar tonsils protruding into the spinal canal, 

compressing the medulla spinalis. There was syringomyelia in the cervical 

region of the medulla spinalis.  C4, C5, C6, C7 levels show multisegmental 

syrinx formations, with the most prominent reaching a diameter of 7 mm. 

There is observed narrowing of the subarachnoid space at the level of the 

foramen magnum. The distal clivus and occipital condyles appear hypoplastic 

in structure. At the level of the foramen magnum, there is approximately 9 

mm of tonsillar herniation. These images were reported radiologically as 

Chiari malformation Type I (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Patient's preoperative MRI image 

Treatment options were presented to the patient based on the severity 

of her symptoms and their impact on her quality of life. The patient's 

condition was monitored for one month, starting with medication treatment 

and lifestyle changes. There was no improvement in the patient's complaints 

and symptoms. Posterior fossa decompression surgery was recommended to 

the patient. Decompression was achieved by performing a C1 laminectomy 

and craniectomy in the occipital bone. Additionally, duraplasty was performed 

to relieve the spinal cord and cerebellar tonsils. Tissel was used to prevent 

CSF leakage. The patient was discharged without any postoperative 

complications. 

The patient was called for regular check-ups at three-month intervals 

after the surgery. It was determined that her symptoms had largely 

disappeared. In particular, her headache was completely gone. The patient's 

quality of life improved significantly. Regular check-ups are ongoing. 

Postoperative control MRI appearance (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Patient's MRI image three months after surgery 

DISCUSSION 

Chiari malformation occurs as a result of the downward displacement 

of the cerebellar tonsils through the foramen magnum and the pushing of the 

lower part of the brainstem into the skull. This condition affects the normal 

functioning of the brainstem and causes various symptoms. Chiari 

malformation is usually congenital and may have a genetic basis in some 

cases. It can occur when the brainstem does not develop properly. Chiari 

malformation disrupts the flow of cerebrospinal fluid, leading to 

hydrocephalus and the formation of syringomyelia in the spinal canal 

(Milhrat, et al., 2010; Oldfield, 2017). 
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Chiari malformation can often cause symptoms such as headache, 

neck pain, imbalance, vertigo, and balance disturbances. These symptoms can 

vary depending on the patient's age, the degree of pressure, and their social 

life. This condition significantly affects the patients' quality of life and 

requires treatment (Milhorat, et al., 1999; Speer, et al., 2020). 

Diagnosis of Chiari malformations is made using MRI. The 

diagnostic process is complex and requires careful evaluation, depending on 

the severity of the symptoms and the patient's age. Chiari malformations can 

significantly impact a patient's quality of life. The severity of symptoms and 

the appropriate treatment options have a significant effect on quality of life 

(Milhorat, et al., 1999; Oldfield, 2017; Oldfield, et al., 1994). 

Treatment of Chiari malformation may vary depending on the 

symptoms and the patient's condition. Treatment options can include 

medications, surgical intervention, and physical therapy. For mild symptoms, 

pain relievers and lifestyle changes may be sufficient. In severe cases, surgical 

intervention may be required. Surgical treatment aims to correct the brain and 

spinal cord structures, contributing to symptom relief and improved quality of 

life (Oldfield, etal, 1994; Rosenblum, et al., 2022; Tubbs, et al., 2011). 

Surgical treatment outcomes are generally good in patients with typical 

symptoms and radiological findings. Proper patient selection for surgery is 

crucial. Patients should be informed that symptom improvement may take a 

long time after surgery. Persistent nausea and dizziness, as well as muscle 

pain in the neck, are common in the postoperative period as a result of 

surgical intervention at the foramen magnum (Milhrat, et al., 2010; Tubbs, et 

al., 2011). 

In selected CM cases without syringomyelia, less invasive 

interventions such as posterior fossa decompression alone are sufficient. 

Patient selection and appropriate surgical intervention choice are crucial for 

the successful resolution of CM and syringomyelia symptoms and signs. After 

surgical treatment, many patients' symptoms disappear, and their quality of 

life improves (Oldfield, 2017; Rosenblum, et al., 2022; Yan, et al., 2016). 

In conclusion, Chiari malformation is a complex and rare brain 

anomaly. Early diagnosis and appropriate treatment methods enhance patients' 

quality of life and prevent potential complications. Diagnosis is made through 

neurological examination and imaging scans. Surgical intervention is an 

effective option for symptom reduction. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cognitive impairment is a hallmark of Alzheimer's disease (AD), a 

chronic, progressive neurodegenerative condition. It is the most common form 

of dementia in the elderly population and its impact is increasing worldwide. 

It is estimated that 47 million individuals worldwide suffer from this illness. 

Current treatment approaches and knowledge of the epidemiology, genetics, 

pathology, and aetiology of AD are presented (Lane et al.,2018; 

Gulmammadli et al., 2022). Age is the main risk factor for this illness, and 

studies have shown that those over 60 are more likely to develop AD (Dos 

Santos et al.2018). AD has a progressively worsening and fatal process. 

Although the disease is generally seen above 65 years of age, it can also occur 

at an early age. The disease, which was seen in 26.6 million people (Ane et 

al.,2014; Wikipedia, 2023) worldwide in 2006, is estimated to affect one out 

of every 85 people in 2050 (Wikipedia, 2023). Although age is the main risk 

factor for the disease, the presence of the ApoE4 genotype and family history 

of the disease are also significant genetic risk factors. Lifestyle choices 

including gender, education, food, and physical exercise are additional risk 

factors (Lopes et al., 2014). According to epidemiological research, there may 

be a link between the condition and a diet high in alcohol intake and saturated 

fatty acids but low in vitamins and antioxidants. Rich in vegetables, fruits and 

unsaturated fatty acids; According to certain theories, dementia and cognitive 

impairment may be decreased by a diet reduced in refined sugar and saturated 

fat (Gu et al.,2010; Lopes et al.,2014). Studies indicate that dietary habits are 

strongly associated with disease development. It is stated that the increase in 

the consumption of cruciferous vegetables, fruit, fish, and salad and the 

decrease in the consumption of fatty dairy products, red meat, organ meats 

and fat reduce the risk of disease development (Gu et al.,2010). 

B-group vitamins are important for neural functions and perception. 

These vitamins were identified as essential nutrients at the beginning of the 

20th century to prevent diseases such as Beriberi and Pellagra that affect the 

nervous system. Subsequently, there have been studies showing that many 

nutrients, including choline, antioxidants and omega-3 fatty acids, affect brain 

function. Therefore, it is assumed that these nutrients have a role in the 

pathophysiological process of AD. Therefore, increased levels of some 

nutrients may regulate synaptic function, prevent neurodegeneration and 

nerve loss (Lopes et al et al., 2014). Red blood cell production and the 

stability of the central nervous system are both aided by vitamin B12. 
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Neurological symptoms including paresthesia in the hands and feet, cramping 

in the muscles, lightheadedness, cognitive difficulties, ataxia, and mental 

symptoms like erectile dysfunction, exhaustion, and depression are the most 

typical signs of vitamin insufficiency (Wolffenbuttel et al., 2019). Folate 

transfers single carbon groups to biological processes including DNA 

synthesis, methylation, and homocysteine metabolism in a process known as 

one carbon metabolism (OCM). In OCM, folate and vitamin B12 function as 

substrates or cofactors of enzymes. People who are deficient in these vitamins 

experience anemia, and vitamin B12 deficiency causes severe neurological 

issues. Adults who lack vitamin B12 and folate are more likely to develop 

cancer, cardiovascular problems, and neurodegenerative illnesses like AD 

(Grarup et al., 2013). Blood levels of vitamin B12 and folate have been found 

to promote the onset of AD and dementia, according to research (Wang et 

al.,2001; Quadriet al.,2004; Ravagliaet al.,2005) that looked at the impact of 

dietary habits on AD and cognitive aging. This study aims to investigate the 

effect of vitamin B12 in relation to AD. 

2. MATERIAL and METHOD 

2.1.Design 

The goals of the Helsinki Declaration were the context within which 

this research was conducted. The Siirt University Non-Interventional Clinical 

Research Ethics Committee granted the required approvals prior to the trial 

(Date: 30.05.2022, No: 2022/04.06). The study's patient group comprised of 

40 newly diagnosed volunteers with AD and 40 volunteers without 

Alzheimer's or any other neurological illness. It was prepared by neurologists 

working in the Neurology outpatient clinics at Şırnak State Hospital. The 

study was cross-sectional, and it satisfies the requirements of the "Diagnostic 

and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-V), National Institute of 

Neurological and Communication Disorders and Stroke, and Alzheimer's 

Disease and Related Disorders Association (NINCDS-ADRDA)" (Black and 

Grant,2014; Maszota-Zieleniak et al.,2021). The age range was established as 

45–90 years with regard to the inclusion criteria for all patients to be included 

in the research. The study's exclusion criteria for the patient group included 

those with neurological conditions and/or psychiatric disorders other than 

Alzheimer's disease, clinical depression, brain tumours, subdural hematomas, 

chronic alcoholism, cognitive dysfunction brought on by strenuous exercise 

and fasting for longer than 24 hours, use of antioxidant supplements, and 

those who voluntarily wanted to leave the study. The existence of dementia or 
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another neurodegenerative condition, intense activity, fasting for longer than 

24 hours, drug usage, alcohol consumption, use of antioxidant supplements, 

and readiness to leave the research were all reasons for exclusion from the 

control group. 

2.2. Sample Collection 

Fasting venous blood samples of the participants in the research were 

obtained between 8 and 10 am following a night fasting period of 10 to 12 hours 

(accepting the Informed Consent Form). Blood samples were collected from 

brachial veins into tubes without anticoagulant (SST Vacusera, 5 mL, 235305; 

Disera A.S, İzmir, TR). The tubes were slightly inverted several times. Blood 

samples in tubes without anticoagulant were centrifuged at 4⁰C for 10 minutes 

at 4000 rpm. B12 (Roche Cobas 6000 c601 Roche, Mannheim, Germany) was 

immediately measured in the Medical Biochemistry Laboratory of Şırnak State 

Hospital. 

2.3.Statistical Analysis 

The SPSS 21.0 package application (SPSS, Version 21.0. Armonk, NY: 

IBM USA) was used to conduct the statistical analysis. Shapiro-Wilk and 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were used to determine if the data in the groups 

were normally distributed. Nonparametric data were used to compare mean 

plasma peptide levels between groups using the Mann-Whitney U test. To look 

at the correlations between the data, Spearman's correlation analysis was used. 

For numerical variables, median, minimum, and maximum data are displayed 

along with descriptive statistics. P<0.005 was seen as a notable value. 

3. ANALYSIS and FINDINGS 

There were 80 participants in this study, 40 of whom were healthy and 

40 of whom had AD. Although the patient group's mean age in our study was 

higher than the control group's mean age (76.43±10.75 years), the difference 

between the two groups was found to be statistically insignificant (p>0.005) 

(Table 1). Evaluation of vitamin B12 parameter Table 1 has also been given. 

According to the table, the median value of the vitamin B12 control group was 

281 pg/ml, and the median value of the patient group was 302 pg/ml, which 

was not statistically significant (p>0.005) (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Mean Age and Median Vitamin B12 Levels Vary Between Groups 

 Control (n=40) 

 

Alzheimer’s patients (n:40) 

 

p 

 Median(min-

max) 

IQR 

 

Median(min-max) IQR 

 

 

Age  79 (49-89) 15 

 

   79 (65-90) 15 

 

>0.005 

B12(pg/ml) 281 (67-834) 178 302 (69-714) 140 

 

>0.005 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

It is a water-soluble vitamin, vitamin B12. Numerous degenerative 

issues and dementia, including Alzheimer's, can develop when lacking. Like 

every other nutrient, adequate intake of vitamin B12 is necessary for the 

continuity of metabolic processes in the body. These processes include 

cognitive development, memory and concentration. Vitamin deficiency can 

cause Alzheimer’s Disease or worsen the process of the illness by affecting 

the homocysteine cycle. Raising awareness in society about adequate and 

balanced nutrition and making necessary interventions are essential to prevent 

progressive health problems such as Alzheimer's Disease for which there is no 

cure yet (Smith et al., 2010). Table 2 provides details on research on the 

association between vitamin B12 and Alzheimer's disease. 

Table 2. The Role of Vitamin B12 in Studies on Alzheimer's Disease 

Study N  Protocol Conclusion P  

(Douaud et 

al.,2003) 

156  S: 0.8 mg folic 

acid + 20 mg 

vitamin B6 + 0.5 

mg vitamin B12 

7-fold 

reduction in 

the rate of 

atrophy in the 

gray layer of 

the brain 

p<0.05* 

(Scheltens 

et 

al.,2012) 

259 
 

3 mcg/g B12 memory 

improvement 

p<0.05* 

(Bozoğlu 

and 

Işık,2010) 

87  First month 1000 

mcg/week Next 

5 months 1000 

 

Decreased scores 

on the Clock 

Scratch Test and 

p<0.05* 
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It is interesting to note that in our investigation, the sick group's 

vitamin B12 level was found to be greater than that of the control group. 

However, it was not statistically important (p>0.005). The reason for this may 

be that those who are sick may have taken vitamin B12 supplements. A 

significant public health issue that affects a sizable portion of the global 

population is Alzheimer's disease. Its average annual cost is a huge burden for 

the world economy. We believe that there is no effective approach for curing 

the condition and that larger-scale clinical and experimental investigations are 

required to stop or postpone the disease's progression and lessen its 

symptoms. 

mcg/month IM 

B12 

the Yesavage 

Geriatric 

Depression Scale 

(Chan et 

al., 2010) 

115  S: 400 mcg folic 

acid + 6 mcg 

B12 + 30 IU α-

tocopherol 

K: Placebo 

Increase in 

cognitive 

performance 

 p<0.05* 

  (Smith et 

al.,2010) 
251  S: 0.8 mg folic 

acid + 0.5 mg 

B12 + 20 mg B6 

K: Placebo 

Brain atrophy 

29.6% 

decrease 

in 

 p=0.001* 

 (Aisen et 

al.,2008) 

354  S: 5 mg folate + 25 

mg vitamin B6 + 1 

mg vitamin B12 

K: Placebo 

No 

slowdown 

in cognitive 

decline 

  

P>0.05 

(Morris 

et 

al.,2005) 

 

3718  Individual intake 

of different 

amounts of 

vitamin B12 

difference in 

understanding 

P>0.05 

 (Tucker 

et 

al.,2005)) 

321  
Basal Hcy, 

folate, vitamin 

B12, B6 levels 

and dietary 

intake of B 

vitamins and 

cognitive 

variability examined 

difference in 

understanding 

   P>0.05 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Benign colorectal diseases encompass a broad spectrum of disorders 

affecting the colon and rectum, which play crucial roles in the digestion and 

elimination of waste. These conditions, although non-malignant in nature, can 

significantly impact an individual's overall well-being, resulting in 

discomfort, impaired quality of life, and potential complications. 

Understanding the pathophysiology, clinical presentation, diagnostic methods, 

and treatment options for these benign colorectal diseases is of utmost 

importance for healthcare professionals specializing in colorectal surgery and 

gastroenterology. 

The prevalence of benign colorectal diseases is substantial, with 

varying incidence rates worldwide. Conditions such as hemorrhoids, anal 

fissures, inflammatory bowel disease, and benign polyps constitute a 

significant proportion of cases encountered in clinical practice. Hemorrhoids, 

for example, affect a large percentage of the adult population, with symptoms 

ranging from mild discomfort to severe pain and bleeding. Similarly, anal 

fissures can cause excruciating pain and bleeding during defecation, 

significantly impacting an individual's daily life. 

Risk factors for benign colorectal diseases are multifactorial and 

include age, genetics, dietary habits, sedentary lifestyle, obesity, chronic 

constipation, and certain medical conditions. Accurate diagnosis and 

comprehensive evaluation of benign colorectal diseases rely on a combination 

of clinical assessment, imaging studies, endoscopic procedures, and 

histopathological examination. Advancements in diagnostic techniques, such 

as high-resolution endoscopy and molecular testing, have enhanced our ability 

to identify and characterize these conditions, aiding in individualized 

treatment planning. 

The management of benign colorectal diseases encompasses both 

conservative and surgical approaches, tailored to the specific condition and 

severity. Non-surgical interventions, including lifestyle modifications, dietary 

changes, topical medications, and minimally invasive procedures, form the 

cornerstone of initial management. However, surgical intervention may be 

necessary for certain conditions, such as refractory anal fissures, or anal 

fistulas. 

In this chapter, we aim to provide a comprehensive overview of 

benign colorectal diseases, their epidemiology, etiology, clinical 
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manifestations, diagnostic strategies, and contemporary treatment options. 

Furthermore, we will discuss emerging research and future directions in the 

field, emphasizing the importance of early detection, accurate diagnosis, and 

individualized patient management. By expanding our knowledge and 

understanding of these conditions, healthcare professionals can optimize 

patient care, improve outcomes, and contribute to ongoing advancements in 

the field of benign colorectal diseases. 

2. ANATOMY 

The colon is an organ that descends and ascends inside the abdomen. 

The posterior part and the distal 2/3 of the rectum are retroperitoneal, while 

the remaining part of the colon is intraperitoneal. The diameter of the right 

colon is larger, and the splenic flexure is located higher. (Netter, FH., 2014). 

The avascular fascia between the rectum and the anterior neighboring 

organs in the pelvic region is called the Denon-vilier fascia. The non-vascular 

region situated posteriorly between the rectum and the sacrum is referred to as 

Waldeyer's fascia. Within this area, the pelvic floor is composed of the levator 

ani and puborectalis muscles, forming the region where the rectum reaches the 

distal anus.These muscles specialize towards the distal end to form the 

external sphincters. This striated muscle group, which is innervated by the 

same plexus (sacral 2-4, pudendal nerve), will form the voluntary part of 

continence. (Standring, S., 2016). 

The superior mesenteric artery is responsible for supplying blood to 

the proximal part of the colon, while the inferior mesenteric artery provides 

blood to the segment extending from the distal one-third of the transverse 

colon to the rectum.The distal 2/3 of the rectum is nourished by the middle 

and inferior hemor,rhoidal arteries that come from the internal iliac artery. 

(Standring, S., 2016). 

Veins and lymphatic channels follow the arteries. There is an 

anastomosis between the marginal artery and the inferior and superior 

mesenteric arteries, and in some populations, there is a second anastomosis 

called the Riolan arch. These anastomoses occur in the distal part of the 

transverse colon and ensure the circulation of the entire colon. ((Sharma, A., 

& Patel, K., 2020) 
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It is important to know that the lymphatic drainage of the distal part 

of the rectum passes through the iliac channels to the inguinal canal. This is a 

crucial consideration for malignancies in this area. (Standring, S., 2016). 

3. PHYSİOLOGY  

The primary function of the colon is water reabsorption. While there 

is around 8 liters of fluid in the jejunum along with secretion, by the time it 

reaches the right colon, this amount of fluid has reduced to 1.5 liters 

(reabsorbed by the jejunum and ileum), and when it is excreted as feces, it has 

decreased to 0.1 liters. (Guyton and Hall 2015) 

The right colon is particularly involved in the reabsorption of fluid, 

while the sigmoid colon and descending colon are more active in the storage 

of feces. During water reabsorption, the colon secretes potassium and 

bicarbonate, while reabsorbing sodium (water) and chloride, and it is essential 

to keep this in mind. (Johnson, L.R., 1994) 

Saprophytic bacteria in the colon are responsible for the production of 

short-chain fatty acids. These fatty acids play a crucial role as the main source 

of energy for enterocytes.Additionally, ammonia is produced by the colon 

flora. As ammonia exacerbates hepatic encephalopathy in patients, reducing 

the amount of colon bacteria is achieved by using laxatives. (Guyton and Hall 

2015) 

3.1. Motility 

The colon has three types of contractions, retrograde, segmental 

contractions, and mass movements, which lead to the excretion of feces. 

CCK, anger, fatty acids, bile, and high-fiber foods increase these movements, 

while sleep, anxiety, fear, somatostatin, and glucagon decrease them. (Guyton 

and Hall 2015) 

3.2. Neurogenic control  

The sympathetic innervation of the colon and rectum is performed 

from the thoracic 11-12 levels, and the parasympathetic innervation is 

performed from the vagus and sacral 2-4 levels. The parasympathetic 

innervation has an activating effect and increases secretion, reabsorption, and 

motility, as in the entire gastrointestinal system, while sympathetic activation 

is opposite to parasympathetic activation. (Ganong, W.F., 2015) The nerve 

ganglia in the enteric area are called Meissner (submucosal), Auerbach 

(serosal) plexus. Acetylcholine and substance P are excitatory mediators, 
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while atropine, scopolamine, and vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) are 

inhibitory mediators. (Tortora, G.J., and  Derrickson, B.H., 2017) 

3.3. Microflora  

The intestine, which is sterile during birth, is colonized by bacteria 

within hours and reaches the same level as adults within three weeks. The 

most common anaerobic microorganism is Bacteroides fragilis, and the most 

common gram-negative bacterium is E. coli. The intestinal microflora 

establishes a symbiotic relationship with the organism by suppressing 

pathogenic bacteria and participating in the digestion of proteins, 

carbohydrates, and fats, except for vitamin K synthesis. The intestines and 

microflora play an active role in the enterohepatic circulation of bilirubin and 

bile acids, ensuring 95% of bile acid reabsorption, creating an efficient 

system. (Sekirov, I., Russell, S. L., Antunes, L. C., ve Finlay, B. B., 2010) 

4.PHYSİOLOGİCAL DİSEASES OF COLON AND RECTUM 

4.1.Irritable Bowel Syndrome  

Irritable Bowel Sy,ndrome (IBS) is a disease that causes a patient to 

present with a range of gastrointestinal symptoms, such as pain, constipation, 

and diarrhea, despite the absence of an underlying organic pathology.  

These patients typically have obsessive, unhappy, and dissatisfied 

personality traits. They have been examined by many doctors and have a thick 

medical file. They have used many medications, none of which have provided 

complete relief.  

If the patient is presenting for the first time, or if symptoms 

suggesting malignancy are present, a thorough examination should be 

performed. Diagnosis is made by exclusion. Low wave activity and 

uncoordinated contractions can be detected. (Irritable Bowel Syndrome. 

National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases, 2017) 

4.2.Constipation  

Constipation, inertia, and delayed transit are synonymous. A normal 

person should defecate at least three times a week. Neurological, endocrine 

(hypothyroidism, diabetes, etc.), Hirschsprung's disease (destru,ction of neural 

plexuses around the colon), medications used (codeine, anticholinergics, 

antidepressants), tumors, and outlet obstruction can be effective in etiology. 

The majority of cases are idiopathic. It is more common in women and older 
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people. A Western diet low in fiber and inactivity can be an etiolo,gical factor 

and can exacerbate symptoms. There are two types: total and distal. 

(Bharucha AE, Enck P., Rao S., Wald A., 2016) 

The distal type is also known as outlet obstruction. To make a 

diagnosis, a barium enema and endoscopy should be performed to exclude 

malignancy. If malignancy is not present, improvement can be expected after 

dietary measures (foods containing fiber and bran) and hydration. (Bharucha 

AE, Enck P., Rao S., Wald A., 2016) 

If improvement does not occur, radio-opaque markers are swallowed 

on an empty stomach before breakfast to distinguish the types. These markers 

are the size of pills and consist of 18 units. Direct X-rays are taken on the 

third, fifth, and seventh days. If they are all present on the third day, it 

indicates that intestinal transit is slow. On the fifth day, 80% should have been 

expelled, and on the seventh day, all of them should have been expelled. If 

they are not, it is checked whether the markers are spread throughout the 

colon or collected in the distal area. If they are spread throughout the colon, 

total colonic transit delay is considered, and if they are collected in the distal 

area, outlet obstruction should be considered. (American Gastroenterological 

Association Medical Position Statement: Diagnosis and Treatment of Colonic 

Inertia and Slow Transit Constipation. Gastroenterology. 2005) 

In cases of total colonic transit delay, dietary measures, hydration, 

movement, and regular defecation habits (trying to defecate at the same time 

every day) are recommended. Laxatives can be tried if these fail. (American 

Gastroenterological Association Medical Position Statement: Diagnosis and 

Treatment of Colonic Inertia and Slow Transit Constipation. 

Gastroenterology. 2005) 

Impaction of feces, which harden and become calcified, can cause 

rectal ulcers and obstruction. Surgical treatment is recommended for selected 

patients, but there is no scientific validity. (American Gastroenterological 

Association Medical Position Statement: Diagnosis and Treatment of Colonic 

Inertia and Slow Transit Constipation. Gastroenterology. 2005) 

4.3. Anorectal Outlet Obstruction 

Anorectal outlet obstruction, puborectal muscle syndrome, and 

unrelaxed puborectal muscle are synonymous. During defecation, the 

puborectal muscle, which atta,ches the rectum to the pubis like a rope, relaxes. 
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With this relaxation, the rectum, which normally maintains a resting position 

of about 80°, flattens, and defecation occurs. If it does not relax, outlet 

obstruction is present. (Bharucha AE, 2013) 

This disease, which is characterized by a obsessive personality, has a 

physiological basis. However, the exact cause is unknown. Conservative 

treatment is initially recommended, and if this fails, surgery may be 

considered. (Bharucha AE, 2013) 

Radio-opaque markers are observed to accumulate in the distal colon. 

A test called "sinedefekografi" records graphs in the form of a film as the 

opaque material is expelled during defecation and the inability to pass a 60 ml 

balloon during defecation confirms the diagnosis. (Bharucha AE, Cosman BC, 

Wald A, Whitehead WE, 2014) 

Attempting to overcome the resistance of the puborectal muscle, the 

colon may experience intussusception in the rectum or shift anteriorly, leading 

to the formation of a rectocele. As a result of rectal intussusception, rectal 

ulcers may be observed due to friction. (Bharucha AE, 2013) 

Treatment is difficult. Biofeedback techniques, as in incontinence, are 

also used here. However, unlike incontinence, the sound or increasing burning 

lamps that are examined as the puborectal muscle does not relax, increase 

proportionally with relaxation. With the help of this device, the patient learns 

to relax the puborectal muscle and perform defecation. (Bharucha AE, 

Cosman BC, Wald A, Whitehead WE, 2014) 

There is no surgical treatment as surgical injury to the puborectal 

muscle causes permanent incontinence. Cases benefiting from psychiatric 

treatment have been reported. (Bharucha AE, Cosman BC, Wald A, 

Whitehead WE, 2014) 

4.4. Volvulus 

It means twisting or rotation around itself. It is seen in 10% of cases 

in the United States and 55% in Iran. The reason for this is the higher fiber 

content in the diet in Iran, which increases the risk of colon length and 

rotation around itself in this population. (Azarhoush R, Amani H, Amani H, 

Hamidi M, 2015) There are three types: sigmoid, cecal, and transverse.  

Sigmoid colon volvulus is seen with an 80% frequency and if a 

barium enema is taken, a beak-like appearance occurs with a sausage-shaped 
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mass on the left side and signs of large bowel obstruction (late-developing 

vomiting with fecal odor and significant distension).  

Cecal volvulus is seen with a 15-20% probability. Signs of small 

bowel obstruction develop early (early bilious vomiting, low distension). It is 

90% completely axial and 10% in a cecal fulcrum shape. During examination, 

it appears as a kidney-shaped mass in the left upper quadrant. Transverse 

colon volvulus is very rare. (F. Tolan, S. Gulsen, S. Selcukbiricik, O. 

Bolukbas, M. E. Cakalagaoglu, and H. Basaklar, 2013) 

The twisting can be corrected by colonoscopy, but the recurrence rate 

is high. Detorsion with barium enema has been suggested but is dangerous 

due to the high risk of perforation. Surgical treatment provides more 

permanent solutions.  

The choice of surgical procedure relies on the overall health status of 

the patient and the extent of contamination within the abdominal region. If 

anastomotic security is inadequate, resection of the necrotic area and 

colostomy are appropriate options. If there is no necrosis or perforation but 

the patient's general condition is poor (elderly, with comorbidities), detorsion 

and fixation methods are applied. The recurrence rate is high after detorsion. 

(B. T. Henderson ,C. C. Spencer and T. L. Galloway 2021) 

 If there is necrosis, positive fecal occult blood and lower 

gastrointestinal bleeding signs may be observed. In cases with perforation, 

signs of peritonitis and abscess may occur. 

4.5. Ogilvie Syndrome 

Ogilvie Syndrome is a rare disease in which gas and stool 

accumulation in the large intestine causes non-mechanical obstruction due to 

decreased or absent colon movements. This condition is usually seen in 

elderly patients and has high mortality rates. 

Ogilvie Syndrome usually occurs in conjunction with other diseases, 

so treatment should also include management of the underlying disease. The 

first step in treatment is to investigate possible causes and eliminate them. For 

example, electrolyte imbalances should be corrected, fluid intake should be 

increased, and medications should be discontinued. (Raptopoulos, V., & 

Kleinman, P. K., 2017) 
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The next step in treatment is colonoscopic decompression. The end of 

the colonoscope is placed into the colon to empty the gas and stool. If 

colonoscopic decompression fails, surgery may be necessary. 

If left untreated, Ogilvie Syndrome can cause serious complications 

such as toxic megacolon, which can be life-threatening. Therefore, early 

intervention for diagnosis and treatment is very important. (Ali, A. M., 

Alaqeel, A., & Habib, S., 2021) 

5. INFECTİOUS DİSEASES OF THE COLON 

5.1. Pseudomembranous colitis  

A condition characterized by antibiotic-induced diarrhea, resembling 

a membrane but not a true membrane, consisting of coagula. It can occur with 

any antibiotic, but most commonly occurs with clindamycin. Dose and 

duration are not effective. It is caused by Clostridium difficile.  

Clinically, it has two types. The type that resolves spontaneously is 

most common, while the toxic megacolon type, which rarely requires 

hospitalization, can also occur.  

Toxic megacolon is treated with hospitalization. In addition to fluid 

resuscitation, the patient is given oral vancomycin 125 mg, cholestyramine to 

bind toxins, and a resin that binds antibiotics. 20% of patients experience a 

relapse. In the fulminant type, total colectomy is performed. (Leffler DA, 

Lamont JT., 2015) 

5.2. Amoebic Colitis  

A colitis caused by E. histolytica. It can be transmitted fecal-orally or 

sexually. Some people carry the protozoan form of the microorganism without 

showing any symptoms, and they cause the disease to spread in the 

community through their feces. 

The trophozoite form causes invasive disease. Invasive disease can 

manifest itself in the cecum as small ulcers, yellow exudate, and perforation. 

A mass may be seen in some patients' clinics. This condition is called 

ameboma.  

Crohn's disease is important in the differential diagnosis. If Crohn's 

disease is misdiagnosed, the steroids used will worsen the disease. Protozoa 

can be seen on fecal microscopy, but at least three microscopic examinations 
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should be performed. Yellow exudative ulcers can be seen with full 

colonoscopy.  

Treatment is effective with metronidazole and iodoquinol. In the case 

of perforation, urgent surgical repair is necessary. (Haque R, Huston CD, 

Hughes M, Houpt E, Petri WA Jr., 2003) 

5.3. Actinomycosis  

It is a colitis caused by Actinomyces israelii. It can manifest itself as a 

mass in the cecum. It is actually a bacterium, but it is called actinomycosis 

because of its filaments. Yellow granules are seen in its culture. Microbiology 

laboratory should be notified in case of suspicion because anaerobic culture is 

required.  

If there is an abscess, drainage and treatment with antibiotics 

containing penicillin or tetracycline are sufficient. (Brook, I., 2016) 

5.4. Neutropenic Enterocolitis  

Enterocolitis that occurs especially in leukemia patients when 

receiving chemotherapy containing cytosine arabinoside. It affects the cecum. 

It is characterized by thrombocytopenia. Antibiotic therapy, rest, and fluid 

resuscitation are effective treatments.  Right hemicolectomy is performed if 

there is perforation, recurrence persists, or if chemotherapy is still needed. 

(Bhatt, V. R., Viola, G., Rodriguez, G. H., & Nastoupil, L. J., 2018) 

5.5. CMV (Cytomegalovirus) 

Cytomegalovirus (CMV) accounts for the majority of intraabdominal 

emergency surgeries in individuals with AIDS, with AIDS patients 

constituting approximately 90% of the affected population.Adrenal gland, 

gastrointestinal system, liver, brain, lung, and anus can be affected. Ulcers are 

seen in the submucosa and mucosa. When biopsied, cytomegalovirus 

inclusion bodies are seen.  Gastrointestinal bleeding, toxic megacolon, and 

perforation can occur.  Previously, a more passive approach was taken in the 

treatment of AIDS patients, while now more aggressive treatments are used. 

Antiviral treatment with ganciclovir or foscarnet is used. In severe cases, 

surgical intervention may be necessary. (Abutaleb, A., & Badri, M., 2021) 

5.6. Chagas 

Chagas disease, also known as megacolon, is caused by the parasite 

Trypanosoma cruzi and is commonly found in Central and South America. 
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Intramural fibrosis is seen in the Auerbach and myenteric plexus. Clinically, 

the affected segment of the colon appears as megacolon and sometimes it can 

involve the entire colon. 

In cases where conservative methods and dietary measures fail, 

removal of the affected segment of the colon is necessary. (Lages-Silva E, 

Ramirez LE, Pedrosa RC, 2009) 

6. VASCULAR COLON DISEASES 

6.1. Ischemic Colitis  

Ischemic colitis is a type of colitis that develops due to a decrease in 

the blood supply to the colon. Elderly patients with atherosclerosis or young 

patients using oral contraceptives are at risk. In addition, it can develop due to 

thromboangiitis obliterans, periarteritis nodosa, thrombosis, emboli 

(arrhythmia), or iatrogenic ligation.  

It presents itself with nonspecific abdominal pain and examination 

findings. Risk factors lead to suspicion of the diagnosis. In some patients, 

there may be positive occult blood in the stool. Hematochezia and paralytic 

ileus may occur. Edema (fingerprints) in the intestinal wall can be seen on a 

barium enema, and if colonoscopy is performed, a hemorrhagic black colon 

mucosa will be seen. Barium enema is contraindicated in patients with 

atherosclerosis because the contrast agent given can cause critical narrowing 

to be blocked. Therefore, color Doppler ultrasonography will be a more 

appropriate option.  

Angiography should be performed in acute embolisms, as it also 

offers the option of thrombolytic treatment. However, diagnosis is usually 

made by laparotomy with suspicion. If there is necrosis, removal of the 

necrotic segment is required. Colostomy is a more appropriate option if there 

is circulatory insufficiency. In some cases, after embolectomy, the abdomen is 

left open, the patient is heparinized, and re-laparotomy is performed after 24-

48 hours. Intestinal circulation is checked. If certain, it is closed. (Scharff, J. 

R., & Longo, W. E., 2015). 

6.2. Radiation Enterocolitis  

It is enterocolitis that develops after radiotherapy. It occurs in patients 

receiving five thousand rads or more of radiotherapy. It creates a serious 

enterocolitis over six thousand rads. Atherosclerosis, diabetes mellitus, 
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hypertension, advanced age, and previous abdominal surgery increase the 

severity of the disease.  

The early and self-limiting type is more common. The late type is 

severe. Progressive periarteritis is present in the late type. Intestinal 

circulation is impaired.  

In the mild type, it is conserved conservatively. If perforation is 

present, it is repaired surgically. Anastomosis is risky due to circulatory 

disorders. Healing capacity is limited. Patients should be reevaluated for 

recurrent carcinoma, and the possibility of developing fistulas, abscesses, and 

strictures should be considered. (Kim, J.,  J. Lee, J. H., & Oh, S. T., 2014). 

6.3. Angiodysplasia  

Angiodysplasia, arteriovenous malformation, and vascular ectasia are 

synonymous words. It is not congenital. It should be evaluated as vascular 

degeneration or reaction. It increases with age. It is characterized by recurrent, 

self-limiting bleeding. In elderly patients, it is the most common cause of 

lower gastrointestinal bleeding with diverticulitis. In cases of persistent and 

severe bleeding, a colectomy may be required. In cases requiring colectomy, 

mortality is around 20-40%. Localization of bleeding is difficult. (Longo, D. 

L., Fauci, A. S., Kasper, D. L., Hauser, S. L., Jameson, J. L., & Loscalzo, J., 

2018) 

7. RECTAL PROLAPSE 

Rectal prolapse is a medical condition where the rec,tum protrudes 

through the anus due to weakening of the muscles and ligaments supporting 

the rectum. It is more commonly seen in elderly women, but can occur in 

individuals of any age or gender. There are three types of rectal prolapse: 

internal, external, and complete. 

Internal rectal prolapse, also known as mu,cosal prolapse, occurs 

when the inner lining of the rectum protrudes through the anus. External rectal 

prolapse, also known as partial prolapse, occurs when the rectum partially 

protrudes thro,ugh the anus. Complete rectal prolapse, also known as full-

thickness prolapse, occurs, when the entire thickness, of the rectum protrudes 

through the anus. (Rao, S. S. 2014) 

The exact cause of rectal prolapse is not fully understood, but risk 

factors include chronic constipation, diarrhea, childbirth, previous surgery in 

the anal area, nerve damage, and weakened pelvic muscles. Symptoms of 
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rectal prolapse include pain during bowel movements, fecal incontinence, 

bleeding, and a feeling of protrusion or fullness in the rectum or anus. 

Diagnosis, of rectal prolapse, is typically made by physical 

examination, although additional tests such as colonoscopy or MRI may be 

ordered to rule out other conditions. Treatment options for rectal prolapse 

depend on the severity of the prolapse and the patient's overall health. In mild 

cases, lifestyle modifications such as increasing fiber intake and exercising 

pelvic muscles may be effective. For more severe cases, surgery may be 

necessary to repair the prolapse. (Wald, A., 2015) 

8. HEMORRHOİDAL DİSEASE 

Hemorrhoids are submucosal cushions located in the anal canal that 

contain arterioles, venules, and smooth muscle fibers. They can be identified 

in the left lateral, right anterior, and right posterior positions. Normally, they 

assist in maintaining continence by aiding in the complete closure of the anal 

canal. However, due to factors such as excessive straining, increased intra-

abdominal pressure, chronic constipation, hard stools, chronic diarrhea, 

pregnancy, and heredity, venous congestion and dilation can cause the 

hemorrhoids to grow and prolapse. This can result in bleeding and 

thrombosis. 

External hemorrhoids are, located distal to the pectinate line and 

covered with anoderm. They can be very painful if thrombosed and may leave 

skin tags once healed. Internal hemorrhoids are located proximal to the 

pectinate line and covered with anorectal mucosa. They can bleed and become 

thrombosed, and complications such as incarceration, strangulation, and 

necrosis can occur. However, they are not usually painful unless thrombosis or 

necrosis develops. Hemorrhoids are classified into four stages based on the 

degree of prolapse. (Wald, A., 2015) 

1st stage: Bleeding occurs, but there is no prolapse. A protrusion 

forms in the anal canal.  

2nd stage: Prolapse occurs with straining, but it reduces 

spontaneously. 

3rd stage: Prolapse occurs with straining and requires manual 

reduction.  

4th stage: Prolapse is constant and cannot be reduced manually. 
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Mixed hemorrhoids are located both above and below the dentate line 

and exhibit both external and internal hemorrhoid features. Large mixed 

hemorrhoids often require hemorrhoidectomy. 

Postpartum hemorrhoids result from straining during childbirth and 

can cause edema, thrombosis, and/or strangulation. In patients with chronic 

hemorrhoidal complaints, hemorrhoidectomy is recommended. 

Hemorrhoidectomy should be avoided in patients with portal hypertension. 

Surgical or non-surgical treatments are applied depending on the stage 

of the disease and symptoms. (Lohsiriwat Varut, 2012) 

8.1. Non-surgical treatments 

Medical treatment: Applied in grade 1-2 hemorrhoids. It is 

recommended to consume high-fiber food, use stool softeners, drink plenty of 

fluids and avoid straining.  

Rubber band ligation is a treatment method suitable for grade 1-2 

hemorrhoids and selected grade 3 hemorrhoids. To minimize pain, the rubber 

band should be placed approximately 1-2 cm above the dentate line. During a 

single session, one or two quadrants can be banded. After a period of 7-10 

days, the banded pedicle will undergo necrosis and subsequently detach, 

which may cause bleeding. It is crucial to avoid including the internal 

sphincter within the band to prevent urinary retention, although this is a rare 

occurrence. While necrotizing infection is uncommon, it can manifest with 

severe pain, fever, and urinary retention. In such cases, urgent exploration 

under anesthesia is necessary in an operating room setting. The management 

typically involves debridement of necrotic tissue, drainage, and antibiotics. 

Infrared photocoagulation: Applied in grade 1-2 hemorrhoids. 

Sclerotherapy: Applied in grade 1-2 and some grade 3 hemorrhoids.  

Excision of thrombosed external hemorrhoids should be performed 

within 72 hours. 

8.2. Surgical hemorrhoid treatments  

Closed submucosal hemorrhoidectomy (Parks, Ferguson). 

Open hemorrhoidectomy (Milligan and Morgan).  

Whitehead hemorrhoidectomy: Nowadays it is not recommended. It 

has complications such as ectropion and stenosis.  
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PPH (Procedure for Prolapse and Hemorrhoids): Cutting the venous 

branches that feed the hemorrhoidal plexus by performing circular mucosal 

excision with a stapler after placing a purse-string suture 3-4 cm above the 

dentate line. The mucosal edges are united with a stapler, and the protruding 

mucosa is suspended upwards.  

Hemorrhoidal artery ligation guided by Doppler (Transanal 

hemorrhoidal dearterialization).  

Hemorrhoidectomies performed with ultrasonic (Harmonic scalpel) 

and monopolar coagulation energy (Ligasure) are applied to reduce 

postoperative pain and edema. (Lee M, Jennifer K, 2018) 

9. Anal Fissur 

Anal fissur refers to a tear in the lining of the anus, specifically in the 

anoderm at the distal part of the linea dentata. It usually results from trauma, 

hard stool, and prolonged diarrhea. This tear can cause spasm in the internal 

anal sphincter, leading to pain and reduced blood supply to the anoderm. If 

left untreated, the cycle of pain, spasm, and ischemia can lead to the 

development of chronic fissures. 

Most anal fissures occur in the posterior midline, with only 10-15% 

occurring in the anterior midline and less than 1% occurring laterally. Lateral 

fissures outside the midline may indicate underlying conditions such as, 

ulcerative colitis, Crohn's disease, tuberculosis, syphilis, leukemia, cancer, or 

HIV. 

Symptoms of anal fissure include pain during defecation, fresh blood 

during or after bowel movements, and a painful anal spasm. Physical 

examination can confirm the presence of the fissure, but it can be difficult for 

the patient to tolerate procedures such as digital rectal examination, anoscopy, 

and proctoscopy due to the pain. 

Treatment involves stopping the cycle of pain, ischemia and spasm. 

This includes softening stool, using analgesic creams, and taking warm sitz 

baths. Nitroglycerin ointment can help by relieving spasm and increasing 

blood flow, although it can cause side effects such as headache and low blood 

pressure. Calcium channel blockers, arginine, and bethanechol can also be 

used. Medical therapy is effective in acute cases but may be ineffective in 

50% of chronic cases. 
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In chronic cases, botulinum toxin injection can temporarily paralyze 

the muscle and be used as an alternative to sphincterotomy. Sphincterotomy, 

whether open or closed, is the preferred treatment for fissures that do not 

respond to medical therapy. The procedure involves cutting up to 30% of the 

internal sphincter muscle distal to the linea dentata. More than 95% of 

patients experience healing, although there is a risk of recurrence and 

incontinence, especially with gas, in 5-15% of patients. (Kumar, V., Abbas, A. 

K., & Aster, J. C., 2020) 

10. ANORECTAL ABSCESSES 

Anorectal abscesses are infections that occur in the anal glands and 

can spread to the perianal, intersphincteric, ischiorectal, deep postanal, and 

perirectal areas, forming abscesses. The perianal abscess is the prevailing 

form, presenting as a painful swelling located at the anal verge. Moreover, the 

infection has the potential to propagate horizontally, resulting in the formation 

of ischiorectal abscesses. These abscesses can attain a substantial size and 

might not be visually detectable from the perianal area.Complex horseshoe 

abscesses occur when the infection spreads circularly to both sides of the 

intersphincteric, supralevator, or ischiorectal areas. The infected anal gland is 

located at the back center, around the 6 o'clock position in the lithotomy 

position. The ischiorectal spaces on both sides merge with the deep postanal 

space. Intersphincteric abscesses manifest within the intersphincteric region 

and pose challenges in terms of diagnosis, often necessitating examination 

under anesthesia. Pelvic and supralevator abscesses, on the other hand, are 

infrequent occurrences and arise from the upward extension of 

intersphincteric or ischiorectal abscesses, or the downward progression of 

intraperitoneal abscesses.Symptoms of anorectal abscesses include severe anal 

pain, often with a palpable mass in the perianal or rectal area. Patients may 

also experience fever, urinary retention, or sepsis. Diagnosis is usually made 

through physical examination, and CT or MRI may be useful in atypical 

cases. (Felt-Bersma, R. J. F., & Cuesta, M. A., 2013) 

Anorectal abscesses must be drained urgently once diagnosed, as 

antibiotics alone are ineffective. If there is any doubt about the diagnosis, the 

abscess can be diagnosed and treated simultaneously under anesthesia. Failure 

to drain or inadequate drainage can result in a widespread, life-threatening 

necrosis and sepsis. Most perianal abscesses can be drained under local 

anesthesia, while large and complex abscesses should be drained under 
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anesthesia in the operating room. Simple ischiorectal abscesses can be drained 

through incision. 

Ischiorectal abscesses can cause single or bilateral abscesses in the 

ischiorectal fossa (horseshoe abscess). The modified Hanley procedure is used 

to treat horseshoe abscesses, which involves drainage of the deep postanal 

space and lateral extensions via an incision that extends from the abscess to 

the external sphincter, from the midline to the coccyx. Lateral extensions may 

require a distal incision for drainage or seton placement if a fistula is present. 

Intersphincteric abscesses may produce minimal swelling and perianal 

symptoms, making diagnosis difficult. The pain is felt inside and deeply in the 

anus, and worsens with coughing or straining. Examination under anesthesia 

may be necessary if there is any doubt about the diagnosis. The drainage of 

intersphincteric abscesses is typically performed via a posterior partial 

internal sphincterotomy. Supralevator abscesses are rare and can mimic intra-

abdominal events due to their proximity to the peritoneum. A firm, palpable 

mass above the anorectal ring can be found during rectal examination. The 

source of the abscess should be determined before treatment. Drainage via the 

ischiorectal fossa leads to suprasphincteric fistulas. Supralevator abscesses 

that originate from the pelvis require a more extensive approach, such as 

transabdominal drainage. (Ramanujam, P. S., & Prasad, M. L. 2018) 

11. PERIANAL FISTULAS 

 Perianal Fistulas commonly arise from an infected glandular crypt in 

the anal region, where the internal opening is located within the crypt and the 

external opening usually corresponds to the site of abscess drainage. 

Approximately 50% of perianal abscesses that are drained successfully heal, 

while the remaining 50% progress to the formation of a perianal fistula. 

Other potential causes of perianal fistulas include Crohn's disease, 

malignancy, trauma, radiation therapy, actinomycosis, tuberculosis. When 

dealing with complex, recurrent, or non-healing fistulas, it is essential to 

consider these underlying causes. 

The diagnosis of a perianal fistula is primarily established by 

observing a continuous discharge from both the internal and external 

openings, along with the presence of a palpable firm tract. The Goodsall-

Salmon rule assists in determining the location of the internal opening. In the 

case of anterior fistulas, the external opening typically follows a short, direct 

path to the internal opening. Conversely, for posterior fistulas, the external 
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openings traverse a curved tract and open onto the midline of the posterior 

anal canal. If the distance between the external opening and the anus exceeds 

3 cm, the internal opening is commonly found on the midline of the posterior 

anal canal. (Phatak, U. R., & Kao, L. S. 2020) 

Perianal fistulas can be categorized into four groups (Park's 

classification) based on their relationship with the anal sphincter muscles. 

Inter-sphincteric fistula: The fistula tract externally opens near the 

anal verge, traversing through the intersphincteric space and the distal internal 

sphincter muscle from the internal opening at the dentate line. 

Trans-sphincteric fistula: Often occurs following an ischiorectal 

abscess, and the tract extends through both the internal and external sphincter 

muscles. 

Supra-sphincteric fistula: Develops within the intersphincteric space, 

with the tract ascending to encompass the entire external sphincter. 

Extra-sphincteric fistula: Forms in the rectal wall and travels laterally 

around both sphincters, typically externalizing through the ischiorectal fossa. 

The objective of treatment is to eliminate the fistula while preserving 

continence mechanisms. Locating the internal opening can be challenging, 

and the injection of methylene blue or hydrogen peroxide can aid in its 

identification. Care must be taken during the delineation of the fistula tract to 

avoid creating false passages or internal openings, which could complicate the 

fistula. 

Simple intersphincteric fistulas are commonly managed with 

fistulotomy. Treatment for transsphincteric fistulas depends on the location 

within the sphincter. Sphincterotomy is employed for fistulas involving less 

than 30% of the sphincter muscle, while high transsphincteric fistulas 

involving more than 30% of the sphincter muscle may require a seton drain to 

minimize the risk of incontinence. Suprasphincteric fistulas are typically 

treated with a seton drain. The management of extrasphincteric fistulas varies 

depending on the etiology and trajectory. Generally, the extraspincteric 

portion should be opened and drained, and if a primary tract exists at the level 

of the linea dentata, it can also be opened. 

Multiple tracts and complex fistulas may necessitate multiple 

procedures to control sepsis and facilitate healing. In cases where healing does 

not occur, a colostomy may be required for fecal diversion. Complex or non-
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healing fistulas can be associated with conditions such as malignancy, Crohn's 

disease, unusual infections or radiation proctitis. Proctoscopic examination 

should be performed to assess the rectal mucosa, and a biopsy should be taken 

to investigate the presence of malignancy. 

Horseshoe fistulas typically possess an internal opening in the midline 

posteriorly, with the fistula branches extending laterally and anteriorly to both 

ischiorectal fossae. Treatment often involves posterior internal sphincterotomy 

along with curettage and drainage of the lateral branches. 

Seton drains serve not only for fistula drainage but also to induce 

fibrosis. There are two types of seton drains: cutting and non-cutting. A 

cutting seton, such as a suture or rubber band, is periodically tightened within 

the fistula tract to obliterate the fistula while preserving sphincter integrity. On 

the other hand, a non-cutting seton, typically made of soft plastic, facilitates 

fistula drainage. After fibrosis formation, the fistula tract can be opened or the 

seton can be left in place for chronic drainage.The LIFT (ligation of the 

intersphincteric, fistula tract) technique can also be used in fistulas. This 

involves identifying the tract with a stylet in the intersphincteric plane and 

then ligating both ends of the tract. (Chapple, K. S., Spencer, J. A., & Wilson, 

D., 2019) 

12. PILONIDAL DISEASE 

Pilonidal disease is a condition that occurs as a result of inflammation 

of an apocrine gland that becomes blocked by hair follicles in the 

sacrococcygeal region. This disease is more commonly seen in young adults, 

with males being more affected than females. 

Although the etiology of pilonidal disease is not fully understood, 

factors such as infection resulting from blocked hair follicles, inflammation of 

the apocrine gland, immune system dysfunction, and genetic predisposition 

are thought to play a role. 

Pilonidal disease can have an acute or chronic course, and its 

symptoms include pain, swelling, redness, abscess formation, and 

development of a fistula. Diagnosis can be made through clinical examination 

and imaging techniques. (Bruce J., McCallum I, King PM, 2007) 

Treatment methods include surgical interventions, pain management, 

and hygiene measures. Surgical interventions can involve open or closed 

techniques, and classical or minimally invasive methods. 
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Minimally invasive techniques such as laser hair removal and 

endoscopic pilonidal sinus treatment have also been developed to treat 

pilonidal disease. These techniques have shown promising results in reducing 

the rate of recurrence and postoperative pain. (Doll D, Matevossian E, 

Sinicina I, 2011) 
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